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5Abstract
The present work discusses various types of yttrium-containing silicate-based
glasses that are proposed for use for in situ cancer radiotherapy. The work firstly deals
with yttrium aluminosilicate (YAS) glasses and then follows on to yttrium-containing
bioglasses both with and without the presence of phosphorus.
The application of yttrium-based glasses as radionuclide vectors for in situ
radiotherapy relies on the durability of the glass in a physiological system: leaching of
activated 90Y ions from the glass matrix into the bloodstream should be minimised as
much as possible immediately after injection and before their radioactive decay. In order
to understand the relationship between glass composition, structure and durability at an
atomistic level, we have carried out classical molecular dynamics (MD) simulations on
different yttrium-containing silicate-based glass compositions, specifically three yttrium
aluminosilicate glasses: YAS17, 24 and 30, where 17, 24 and 30 denote the molar % of
yttrium, as well as yttrium-containing bioglass (YBG) with and without the presence of
phosphorus. Each of the glass compositions listed were hydrated at three levels of
included water content. The present simulations primarily aim at understanding how
different water content influences the bulk structural features critical for the glass
durability, such as the network connectivity and nanosegregation. The dry yttrium
glasses were thus hydrated with increasing water amounts, and the analysis of the
structures has highlighted marked hydration effects on network-former and network-
modifier coordination, as well as on the preferential aggregation of yttrium ions,
regulated by surrounding OH groups. Hydration of YAS (with increasing yttria content)
and YBG (with and without phosphorus) is shown to increase glass durability through
strengthening of the silicate network, which is important for the durability of such
glasses in radiotherapy applications. The overall coordination of oxygen to network
formers and modifiers of yttrium glasses are increased due to the association of
hydroxyl groups. Hydroxyl groups have also been found to have a preference to
coordinate more towards network modifiers than network formers, which is common to
both YAS (with increasing yttria content) and YBG (with and without phosphorus).
Other results are also discussed, mainly in the context of the physico-chemical
characteristics which make yttrium glasses suitable for in situ radiotherapy.
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1 Introduction
Amorphous materials have short-range order but no long-range order. Short-
range order is order seen on the length scales of single atoms and their immediate
neighbours. Long-range order refers to periodic structural order extending throughout
the material. Fully crystalline structures have both short and long range order i.e. one
can identify one atom and its neighbours (short range order), as well as identifying
repeating structural units within the same structure, due to periodicity within crystal
structures which does not dominate within amorphous structures. Amorphous materials
have a significant amount of topological and chemical order. This refers to local
environment e.g. coordination, nearest neighbours, bond lengths, bond angles etc, which
are often relatively similar, although not identical as in the case of an ideal crystal.
Unlike the case for a crystal, the order decreases rapidly with respect to distance, where
the distances to second neighbours are more uncertain than for the first neighbours, for
example. The decrease of spatial correlation is experimentally examined using
diffraction experiments and is important for a model to demonstrate [1]. Glasses are a
general type within the broader group of amorphous materials. Glasses are formed by
rapid cooling of a high-temperature liquid, which results in the structure freezing in
position instantaneously. The amorphous glass that has formed in this way is metastable
to the crystalline form. The frozen amorphous glass is thermodynamically higher in
energy compared to the same substance which is cooled slowly into a crystalline form.
The rapidly cooled solidified amorphous glass, maintains a great amount of structural
disorder relative to the crystalline state [1-3].
Amorphous materials, particularly glass, have been used as biomaterials. The
discovery by Larry Hench et al. found a range of compositions for modified phospho-
silicate glasses which have the ability to create a chemical bond between the glass and
organic tissue [4]. This created and developed a new frontier within biomedicine. Indeed,
from that time the idea was enhanced and improved to develop materials that could be
successfully incorporated into the human body for clinical applications (in the
ligaments, bone, muscle etc. [5, 6]). Amorphous glasses can repair, replace and substitute
tissues and/or organs within the body. When a material is synthesized for actual usage, a
trial and error method is often used to determine the worthiness of such a material, to
develop it further for specific applications. More recently, powerful computational tools
have opened a new dimension to the science concerned behind the chemical and
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physical structure of glasses and moreover, bioactivity. Computer simulations require
bespoke software programmes that achieve similar results to alternative experimental
techniques. Using computers and other resources enables the atomistic study of the
nature and chemistry behind the bioactivity of glasses, which allows certain gaps to be
filled concerning the fundamental knowledge regarding glass and such bioactivity.
Radiotherapy is a way to treat cancer [7-14]. A technique of radiotherapy named
brachytherapy incorporates the radioactive source directly into the human body either
permanently or temporarily. A promising technique of brachytherapy [15] is the use of
glass microspheres to carry the radioactive source. The spherical shape and the chemical
resistance of the glass particles make them a suitable material in the treatment of cancer
in such places as the liver. No sharp edges of glass would remain and this would reduce
damage to healthy tissues [16]. Some specific types of cancer are more difficult to treat
than others e.g. liver cancer. Liver cancer is often a terminal illness, after diagnosis of
the disease the patient typically has a life expectancy of approximately three months.
Surgery of the liver is not very often used, mainly because of the high probability of
causing metastases [15]. Chemotherapy can be used after elimination of malign cells,
which could worsen the clinical condition of the patient if not removed. Chemotherapy
generally causes only temporary relief [15]. Radiotherapy treatments that utilize an
external radiation source can ultimately harm surrounding neighbouring tissues. The
dose of radiation applied is carried out in multiple parts or steps which tend to minimize
the side effects related to irradiation. This process is still not enough to minimise
damage to surrounding tissues, essentially irradiation specific to cancer cells is desired,
as these are the only cells one would like irradiated. From external radiotherapy, usually
this type of treatment requires an average of ten irradiations over a period of 30 days
with doses of approximately 2500 rads [16]. However, if the radiation source is localised
such as in brachytherapy, doses of up to 15,000 rads can be used in a single step, which
is enough to kill cancer cells, and the localised dose prevents significant harm to healthy
surrounding tissues. Glass microspheres with diameter sizes of 20 – 40 micrometers (17
Y2O3 – 19 Al2O3 – 64 SiO2 (mol %)) have been used in brachytherapy cancer treatments
[16-18]. The isotope 89Y is transmuted to 90Y via neutron activation resulting in a beta
emitter with a half life of 64.1 hours. [19] Other parts of the glass structure i.e. 30Si and
27Al are also activated which are also beta emitters of radiation. The half-life of Si and
Al are a lot lower i.e. 2.25 minutes for Al and 2.62 hours for Si [19] and so these are less
important. Such microspheres are durable to body fluids and are non-cytotoxic [20]. After
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neutron activation of the microspheres, they are injected directly to the cancer site
resulting in a high dose of radiation localised only in the tumour. Such glasses have
been submitted to clinical tests for the treatment of liver and kidney cancers [20-28].
The yttrium aluminosilicate glasses we propose for study are to be of a sol-gel
form. Bioactive glasses were prepared for the first time using the sol-gel process in the
1990s [29]. Porous bioglasses can be prepared from the hydrolysis and polymerization of
metal hydroxides, alkoxides and/or inorganic salts. A wide bibliography, including
excellent reviews, has dealt with this synthesis method and application [30]. During the
sol-gel process, the gelling stage occurs around room temperature. Gels, aerogels,
glasses, dense oxides, etc., can be made by sol-gel processing, thus facilitating the
incorporation of organic and biological molecules within the network [31], or even cells
within silica matrices [32]. Moreover, sol-gel processes can be combined with chemistry
of surfactants, resulting in a new generation of highly ordered mesoporous materials for
biomedical applications. Contrary to melt-quench derived bioglasses, sol-gel glasses are
not prepared at high processing temperatures, which allows for the incorporation of
thermally unstable molecules. In addition, and due to the high surface area and porosity
derived from the sol-gel process, the range of bioactive compositions is wider, also
exhibiting higher bonding rates together with excellent degradation / solubility and
resorption properties [33, 34]. The actual structure of a sol-gel glass, especially containing
yttrium, can affect properties such as those mentioned earlier. Since the structure is so
important to the chemical and physical characteristics of the glass, it is clearly important
to understand what structure is best for biological and radio-therapeutic applications.
The difference between glasses prepared via the sol-gel process and those quenched
from the melt, is mainly in the surface structure of the glass, which is hydrated.
Hydration of certain glass types enhances bioactivity compared to that of melt-quench
derived bioglasses [35, 36]. Obtaining models of sol-gel glasses of yttrium aluminosilicate
glass requires adapting the interatomic potential and the computational method.
A limited amount of information is available regarding sol-gel bioactive glasses
and those containing yttrium, from computer simulations [37], NMR [38], IR spectroscopy
[39], and neutron and X-ray diffraction [40]. Although the studies listed have very little to
do with the compositions we may be interested in, some general characteristics and
features are of importance. YAS glass is a disordered system with a network consisting
of mainly four-coordinated silicon and aluminium atoms, where yttrium acts as a
network modifier that has a higher coordination number and greater bond distance to its
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neighbouring oxygen atoms. Silicon and aluminium in an yttrium aluminosilicate are
known to be network formers, by the Zachariasen's definition [41], for cations, which
according to his rules, in association with oxygen form the random network of
glasses. The term network former is generally adopted for oxides capable of glass
formation. Oxygen ions which act as bridges between the polyhedral structural units are
called bridging oxygens (BO). In addition to the network former, oxides which do not
participate in forming the network structure are called network modifiers i.e. yttrium.
The YAS system is difficult to describe or probe using standard experimental
techniques, especially when resolving contributions from different atomic environments
within the amorphous structure [42]. Computer simulations [43-59] can therefore provide
insight where standard experimental techniques cannot. Modelling glasses using
computational techniques [43-59] will allow for the optimisation of the glass structure
required for the biomedical application.
1.1 Hydrated Yttrium Aluminosilicate Glasses for in situ Cancer
Radiotherapy
The procedure used to create a variety of glasses via the melt quench technique
is carried out using conventional glass technology. Bioactive glasses have been
produced using this conventional method for some time [60]. This conventional
technique requires the glass to be created using grains of oxides or carbonates, which
are mixed, melted and homogenized to high temperatures e.g. 1250 – 1500 degrees
Celsius [60]. This temperature does of course vary according to the glass being
synthesized, some glass components e.g. yttria grains melted into aluminosilicates
require even higher melting temperatures which provide an inefficient synthetic route
and in turn become expensive to run. The molten glass is then poured into a steel or
graphite mould to form bulk glasses. The glass can be, if necessary, ground and polished
to make the glass better for its application.
There are disadvantages found from the conventional glass technology used to
synthesize bioactive glasses i.e.
1 High purity is difficult to maintain and achieve when creating an optimally
functioning bioactive glass. Of course, if the glass is not of high purity the glass
will not work to the best of its ability. This is primarily linked to the high
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temperatures and homogenisation techniques required for the molten glass system.
Depending on the composition of the glass, components of the glass system can be
very chemically reactive and can dissolve platinum crucibles. The amount of
platinum dissolved is not very high but does cause for concern as even a few
platinum ions will incorporate themselves into the molten glass disturbing or
destroying the glass network and resulting in an impure glass which will have
decreased bioactivity.
2 Processing steps such as grinding, polishing, fritting, sieving etc. all expose the glass
to potential contaminants and negative effects on bioactivity such as discussed in 1.
3 There is a compositional limitation imposed upon bioactive glasses and glass
ceramics synthesized using conventional high-temperature processes. This is
primarily due to the high temperatures required to equilibrate silica (SiO2) in the
molten form at temperatures of 1713 degrees Celsius. Even at such high
temperatures, the silica melt is highly viscous and can become more viscous when
incorporating other components e.g. alumina (Al2O3) or yttria (Y2O3).
4 High processing temperatures in platinum crucibles and multiple handling steps
increase the production costs significantly. The costs do not only come from the
use of energy but also items such as lab equipment, labour, maintenance, quality
control etc. However lowering energy costs are a real benefit to the manufacturer.
Sol-gel [61-74] processing is an alternative to conventional glass technology which
can be carried out at lower temperatures. In the last decade the sol-gel process has
become widely spread and increasingly popular among inorganic materials chemists [60].
The work in this thesis is based on hydrated yttrium silicate glasses which examines the
effect of water on the bulk internal structure of the glass. Although hydrated glasses are
not sol-gel, the properties of a sol-gel may share many characteristics to that of the same
glass composition which is hydrated instead. The bulk internal structure of a sol-gel is
hydrated, similarly to that of yttrium silicate glasses in this work. Surfaces, surface
hydration, pores, voids and their chemical/physical structures present on sol-gel glasses
are not present on yttrium glasses that have been investigated in this work, which is the
main difference between the two types of glasses i.e. sol-gel and hydrated. Nevertheless,
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this is an important first step investigating many of the essential features that should be
present in actual sol-gel glasses.
Yttrium aluminosilicate (YAS) glasses play an important role in technology. It
has been used in a wide number of applications [60]; one example is that of optics and
additives for the promotion of sintering of ceramics [60]. It has also been applied to the
field of cancer radiotherapy. Conventional external radiotherapy ejects radiation to a
tumour from a radiation source. The power and dose of this radiation is limited in order
to prevent damage to surrounding healthy living tissue in the patient. In situ cancer
radiotherapy using YAS involves injecting micro particles of the glass containing active
radionuclides (90Y) in the blood flow supplying a tumour: the latter is then directly
reached by a high and localised dose of radiation, without the damage to healthy
surrounding tissues produced by conventional external radiotherapy. YAS glass
microspheres act as a vector carrying radioisotopes of yttrium that require excitation to
the radioactive state. Here the YAS glass will be injected into the blood vessels around
the locality of the tumour or into the tumour itself where the YAS glass remains
throughout treatment. The YAS glass composition should have high chemical durability,
which is of crucial importance for the safety of the patient. The glass should release as
little yttrium as possible into the bloodstream while still being radioactive, where the
half life of yttrium is approximately 2.7 days. An understanding of how yttrium is
incorporated into the glass as well as other properties of the vector carrying the
radioisotopes are critical for the success of the therapy: for instance, the vector should
be a biocompatible material, stable in the physiological environment long enough to
avoid releasing the radioisotopes before their decay. A detailed understanding of the
structural and dynamical factors which control properties crucial for the
radiotherapeutic use of YAS is currently unavailable.
Computer simulations are an effective way of examining amorphous or glassy
systems at the atomistic level. Such examination can deepen the understanding of
specific properties e.g. durability and its relation to composition [75]. For the purpose of
this work we have carried out classical molecular dynamics (MD) simulations to
investigate thoroughly YAS and YBG glasses. The purpose for using classical MD
simulations is due to relative ease of study of large systems, which results from the use
of an empirical interatomic potential used [76]. On the contrary Car-Parinello molecular
dynamics (CPMD) [77] simulations are limited to only a few hundred atoms. The size of
simulation of CPMD is adequate for the study of short range and vibrational features [78-
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82] but would hinder the investigation of medium range structural properties e.g.
clustering behaviour [41, 83], with enough statistical resolution. The distribution of cations
on the medium-range length scale is important for the glass durability in solution.
Clustering and aggregation on these length scales has been suggested [84, 85] as an
inhibitor of bioactivity in bioactive glasses, where it is also known that clustering of
modifiers affect ionic transport [86]. Classical MD uses predefined force fields which can
be used to simulate various types of systems, biological or inorganic, that contain up to
millions of atoms [87-99]. The time length for a simulation of this size can be up to the
microsecond scale, where the accuracy and reliability of the model is completely and
exclusively determined by the force field implemented for that particular system. On the
contrary, ab initio MD can be used instead for a system that is intrinsically difficult if
not impossible to model via classical MD. In classical MD, the predefined potential (the
classical interatomic potential) does not have the capacity to model chemical reactions,
or breaking or formation of bonds. Here, ab initio methods [100-109] are used instead.
1.2 Hydrated Yttrium Bioglasses for Cancer Radiotherapy
Conventional radiotherapy is used to treat patients who have cancer by irradiating
their tumours from an external source using an x-ray beam. Using an x-ray beam of
high energy will damage surrounding healthy living tissue where the tumour is present.
The maximum dose is therefore limited so safety is ensured to the patient. The capacity
to produce the desired effect of using an external x-ray source for tumours that are
found deep in the body e.g. liver or kidney, are reduced. Internal or in situ radiotherapy
[18, 27] is a method by which radioactive isotopes such as 90Y are implanted either into the
tumour or into the blood vessels localized around the tumour. This method enables a
high and localized dose of radiation to be delivered to the tumour. This reduces the
affect of damaging healthy living tissue around the tumour. This method of treatment
has proven more effective than that of conventional radiotherapy [110, 111].
Yttrium ions which supply the high and localised dose of radiation to the tumour
are embedded into aluminosilicate glass microspheres. The biocompatibility of such
glass microspheres is affected largely by the composition of the glass i.e. what
ingredients are used to form the glass, which is especially synthesized for this
application. The physical size, shape, density, porosity and more importantly intrinsic or
physical hydration can also increase or decrease the level of biocompatibility. These
factors are also important in relation to glass durability and absorption. Once a glass
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system has been synthesized for its specific application, these factors will aid transport
of hydrated or dry microspheres, which vary in shape, through and into blood vessels
surrounding tumours [110]. As the activated microspheres are injected into the blood
stream, the durable glass network will prevent the yttrium ions from leaching out into
the body. It is for this reason especially that a high level of importance is placed upon
the chemical durability of the YAS glass system [18]. 90Y has a half-life of 2.7 days and
therefore for radiotherapy requires a glass design which enables durability for a few
weeks.
Once the yttrium radioactivity decays, the targeted organ will later contain
impurities derived from YAS glass. This is a problem which is concerned with the long
term effects of YAS glass. Due to the high five-year survival rate of patients treated
using in situ radiotherapy (46% [111], compared to <7% via conventional radiotherapy)
the impurities gathered from YAS can remain within the organ for many years after
implantation. The effect of these impurities on the organ in which treatment was given
remains unknown. An attractive alternative to YAS glasses involves the use of
radionuclide carriers that have a proven long-term biocompatibility and higher
biodegradation in a physiological environment. If this is achievable, then the use of such
glasses can be applied to a wider expanse of tumours found in various regions in the
body which are far too fragile to operate on using conventional radiotherapy.
Brachytherapy of cervical, brain and other tumours using glasses which have higher
biocompatibility or biodegradability properties will enable a reduction in post-treatment
surgery. Post-treatment surgery often requires the removal of capsules, metallic wires
etc that were initially placed in the organ that carried the radiation and carries risk to the
patient [112].
An intriguing possibility in this direction is the involvement of bioactive silicate
glasses (BG’s) [6]. Currently the applications of such BG’s are to mend bone, facial and
periodontal problems. BG’s are very useful as they have a combination of beautiful
characteristics i.e. 1) high biocompatibility 2) the ability to develop chemical bonds and
integrate with existing tissue (bioactivity) 3) the potential to stimulate regeneration of
new tissues [113, 114]. Due to these properties, BG’s cause several transformations during
the initial stages after implantation where the surface of the BG’s makes contact with
the physiological environment. When this occurs a number of soluble ionic species are
formed as the slow degradation of the glass network takes place. By taking BG’s for
their properties and blending yttrium into the network (YBG’s) of such a glass the
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biocompatibility of the radionuclide vector can be enhanced [113]. The ability of BG’s to
make bonds that can take place with hard and soft tissue can further improve the
efficacy of treatment. This would massively benefit from the natural ability of the
carrier to repair and stimulate growth of new healthy tissue, replacing the cancerous
cells destroyed by the treatment with yttrium radioisotopes.
A fragile balance exists for YBG’s: a composition suitable for radiotherapy
applications should be stable enough to avoid releasing any radioactive yttrium into the
bloodstream during the initial stage of treatment, but at the same time, retaining the
unique feature of surface reactivity and ability to interact with the biological host tissue.
The high sensitivity of the bioactive glass durability to the composition depends on the
relative amounts of ingredients used, these are: SiO2, CaO, Na2O and P2O5. By finely
tuning the composition, the production of a glass which has properties, physical and
chemical characteristics specific for its application can be enabled. Often scientific
techniques are used to probe and adjust the suitability of new compositions targeted for
certain applications, but care and attention is required over the interpretation of results
achieved for BG’s. Trends of data and results must be analysed and rationalized
correctly as the nature of BG’s is very complex.
In order to establish an optimised bioactive glass carrier for yttrium radioisotopes,
a task must be carried out beforehand. This task involves determining whether and to
what extent yttrium incorporation affects the durability of the yttrium-free bioactive
glass composition. The balance mentioned earlier is due to two separate yet intertwined
factors: high levels of bioactivity are linked with quick dissolution rates of all ions,
including yttrium in the physiological environment. As a result, the amount of yttrium
leached from a highly bioactive composition might also exceed a threshold considered
safe for radiotherapy applications.
1.3 Structure of a Hydrated Yttrium Silicate Glass
In situ cancer radiotherapy of yttrium aluminosilicate glasses (YAS) involves
injecting microparticles of a vector containing active radionuclides (yttrium or others) in
the blood flow supplying a tumour: the latter is then directly reached by a high and
localised dose of radiation, without the damage to healthy surrounding tissues produced
by conventional external radiotherapy. The properties of the vector carrying the
radioisotopes are critical for the success of the therapy: for instance, the vector should
be a biocompatible material, stable in the physiological environment long enough to
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avoid releasing the radioisotopes before their decay. As a detailed understanding of the
structural and dynamical factors which control properties crucial for the
radiotherapeutic use of these materials is currently unavailable.
Yttrium aluminosilicate glasses have been modelled via classical and ab initio
molecular dynamics techniques by Tilocca and Christie [42, 115]. It is clear from the
evidence given from their papers what the features and structures of a standard bulk
yttrium aluminosilicate are at the atomistic level. They have reported the coordination
numbers, Qn connectivity distributions, radial distribution functions and bond angles of
relevant species within their glass system. These types of information directly allow the
structure of a glass to be determined at an atomic level. These types of information are
also relevant to that of the hydrated glasses we have investigated. If we know what the
structure is for example within a dry (unhydrated) yttrium aluminosilicate system, it will
be a good starting point to discuss, compare and contrast existing data of bulk yttrium
aluminosilicate systems to that of hydrated yttrium aluminosilicates. Although, a
hydrated yttrium aluminosilicate glass is not strictly a sol-gel, it is a good starting point
in studying a glass in an actual sol-gel form.
Having an amorphous glass system comprising of yttrium, aluminium, silicon
and oxygen atoms creates a bulk yttrium aluminosilicate. If the same elements are used
but with the addition of hydrogen atoms, this will cause changes to the structure of the
standard bulk yttrium aluminosilicate glass system. What these changes are exactly is a
question that is of great importance. It is known that changing a single structural feature
of a glass, can in turn chemically enhance or destroy its chemical and physical
properties when used as a biomaterial.
Since amorphous solids do not have long-range order, the important features are
therefore the short-range and medium-range structure. The short-range structure
involves bond lengths, bond angles, coordination etc. Medium-range structure involves
connectivity or more importantly Qn distributions for certain network formers. Radial
distribution functions (RDF) (pair correlation functions) of certain species within the
glass can be calculated. This would give information on the periodicity of the structure.
Since glasses are amorphous one would assume not to see sharp peaks that resemble
periodicity found in crystal structures. Instead what is seen are fewer peaks which
gradually decrease in intensity, where the peaks tend to be broader than those found in
an RDF of a crystal. As well as demonstrating the glass being amorphous, other data can
be achieved. Bond lengths can be determined e.g. Si-O RDF will show a bond length of
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1.6 Å, seen from the first maximum of the RDF pattern giving rise to the average
interatomic distance between silicon and oxygen atoms.
Information from those listed above will give a direct insight into what the
structure of a glass actually looks like at an atomistic level. From this we can deduce the
chemical or physical characteristics of the glass that would allow it to become suitable
for its purpose. The compositions of the glass would then be tailored in order to achieve
the optimal structure suitable for a bioactive glass required for cancer radiotherapy.
Hydrating YAS possibly affects and impacts various parts of the YAS structure.
Firstly the hydrogen atoms will have a tendency to create covalent bonds with available
oxygen atoms. This will create hydroxyl (OH) groups that will either remain by
themselves in the YAS structure or be bonded to silicon and/or aluminium. If the
hydroxyl groups coordinate to silicon and aluminium, this will cause the number of
bridging oxygens to decrease, causing silicons and/or aluminiums to become Q0, Q1 or
Q2 species (see section 3.3.2). Since hydrogen can have a maximum of one bond (which
is already connected to an oxygen) this would mean that the oxygen atoms will no
longer link to adjacent network former cations i.e. Si or Al. For example, if a bond of O
– Si – O – Al exists in YAS, then by hydrating YAS the bonds may break in the structure
into O – Si – OH and OH – Al etc. This would impact the Qn distributions for silicon
and aluminium. The Qn distributions are more likely to be therefore Q0 → Q3 for both Si
and Al. Some silicon and aluminium atoms may have more than one hydroxyl group
coordinated to them also decreasing the Qn distribution of network former cations (see
section 3.3.2). It has already been seen for unhydrated YAS17 that the Si and Al Qn
distributions are mainly Q3 and Q4 [42].
Hydrogen atoms or hydroxyl groups (hydrogen already attached to oxygen) may
have a preference to attach to silicon atoms than aluminium. For example, if there were
ten free hydroxyl groups potentially attaching to a network former cation (Si or Al), five
hydroxyl groups may preferentially attach to silicon, whereas three may attach to Al and
the remaining two may want to exist as free entities within the YAS glass structure.
It is important to mention that not all hydroxyl groups may be attached to
network formers (Si or Al). Some hydroxyl groups may be present in the YAS system as
free entities that may not find an appropriate coordinate bond to Si or Al. This will in
turn cause the environment of YAS to become basic, at the same time as maintaining
charge neutrality. Some hydroxyl groups, similarly to how oxygen coordinates to
yttrium modifier cations in unhydrated bulk YAS and YBG glass systems, may
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coordinate to yttrium modifier cations in the glass network.
It has also been demonstrated by the work of Tilocca and Christie for YAS17 [42]
that yttrium clustering takes place in certain regions of the YAS17 glass structure. It will
be very interesting to see if by hydrating YAS can either promote or destroy yttrium
clustering that takes place in YAS17 [42, 115]. The distribution of cations on the medium-
range length scale is important for the glass durability in solution. Clustering and
aggregation on these length scales has been suggested [84, 85] as an inhibitor of
bioactivity in bioactive glasses, where it is also known that clustering of modifiers affect
ionic transport [86]. The connections between structure and bioactivity are well
understood by simulations by Tilocca et al. [42, 116-118]. Specifically the network
connectivity (Qn distributions) and clustering relate to the structure of a glass, which is
very strongly connected to bioactivity of a glass is concerned.
The medium-range structure of the network can be defined by studying the Qn
distributions. For example, the YAS glass system contains only silicon and aluminium
as network formers, whereas yttrium is considered a network modifier. The total Qn for
a specific atom x is the number n of bridging oxygens bound to x, where a bridging
oxygen is an oxygen bound to x. The network connectivity (NC) of species A is
calculated as the weighted average of the total Qn over all A atoms, and represents the
average number of BO in the coordination shell of A [83]. The network connectivity is a
good way to describe the durability of a glass in an aqueous physiological medium: a
low (~2) silicon network connectivity characterizes more soluble, thus more bioactive,
glass compositions. On the contrary, network connectivities (NC) greater than 3 relate to
non-bioactive glass compositions [149].
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2 Methodology
2.1 Molecular Dynamics
Probing the structure of a material used for biological purposes (a biomaterial) at
a microscopic level is a difficult task. The structure of a biomaterial is highly complex
with physico-chemical properties and interactions which control its purpose or activity.
A typical example is the use of bioactive implants used for treating patients who require
bone repair or replacement. These bioactive implants are usually inorganic materials
such as glasses, ceramics or a combination of the two. These materials developed for
such a purpose are able to interact and become a part of a patient’s physiological
environment [113, 119, 120]. Many interactions take place simultaneously and dynamically,
causing an interface to form between the biomaterial and the surrounding external
medium. After time these interactions will allow for the biomaterial slowly to become a
part of the external medium e.g. a biomaterial for bone repair will anchor itself firmly
via chemical and physical bonds onto the natural bone of a patient requiring care. The
same can be applied to drug delivery systems, antibacterial agents etc. where they
completely dissolve instead of becoming a part of the body once their purpose or task
has been fulfilled [113]. During the first stages of the bioactive fixation process,
interactions between ionic inorganic species dominate for bioglasses, these interactions
increase in number and are also supplemented and later replaced by further interactions
between the inorganic surfaces and biomolecules e.g. collagen or tissue growth factors.
This leads to a bond forming between the artificial implanted material and the natural
tissue located within a patient’s body.
Analysis can be carried out on the surface of a material experimentally e.g.
NMR [38], IR spectroscopy [39], and neutron and X-ray diffraction [40]. These techniques
show microscopic effects and processes occurring at the junction between an implant
and the biological medium it is in contact with, with good space and time resolution
[121]. In order to gain a deeper insight into how biomaterials function, these processes
must be seen at an atomic scale. The atomic scale is where interatomic separations are
as small as 0.1 nm with a time resolution of ~ 10-6 s or less. It is therefore computer
simulations which play a key role to provide a direct route to explore structural and
physical properties of materials. Computer simulation techniques are a powerful and
invaluable tool when probing the properties of a biomaterial at a level beyond the reach
of experimental techniques.
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Computers continue to grow faster and more powerful as the years go by.
Availability of supercomputers and parallel simulation codes optimized for bespoke
systems and scenarios are available and can be used to maximize computing resources
[122, 123]. The molecular dynamics method is at the moment a common technique to
model relatively large systems and scenarios e.g. periodic solids, liquids, biomolecules
etc [124, 125]. Molecular dynamics provides snapshots of a system at different times,
where a series of snapshots come together to form a trajectory where a system will
evolve over time [124]. These trajectories will form under certain operating conditions
e.g. room temperature and pressure [124].
Molecular dynamics simulations carried out in this work are of the classical
form which uses predefined force fields [123] which can be used to probe biological
systems and materials that contain up to millions of atoms [123, 126] of time length of up
to microseconds. The accuracy of this method depends strongly on the force field used
during the simulation.
2.1.1 Molecular Dynamics Method
Molecular dynamics involve the numerical integration of classical equations of
motion on atoms using Newtonian physics.
Fi = mi ai ; Fi = - б V / б Ri (i = 1, … , N) Eq. 2.1
where Ri and ai are the positions and accelerations of atom i, mi is the mass of
the atom i, Fi is the total force acting on atom i, and V = V (R1, … , RN) is the potential
function. The potential function is a key ingredient of an MD simulation. Once the
potential V is defined, the above equation allows for the propagation of an initial
configuration Γ (0) = {R(t = 0); P(t = 0)}, where R = {R1, … , RN) and P = {p1, … , pN)
are the individual positions Ri and momenta pi, respectively, along discrete subsequent
time points, separated by the timestep Δt. The appropriate timestep (Δt) for a MD 
process depends on the fastest motions that characterize the system. For example, high-
frequency vibrations would require the timestep (Δt) to be short enough to limit the 
errors in the integration of such fast motions, while avoiding an unnecessarily short Δt, 
which will not waste computational time and power. Depending on the mass of the
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lightest atoms in the system, typical values for classical MD simulations range between
0.1 and 10 fs. The positions R(0) of atoms at the start of a simulation are defined by
placing them in a cubic box where initial velocities to each of the atoms are set to zero.
A classical molecular dynamics program, e.g. DL_POLY [37], would by default, apply
forces and velocities to the atoms that give rise to the evolution of the total system.
2.1.2 Verlet Algorithm
A simple time progression algorithm is called the Verlet algorithm [124]. This
works by including the forward and backwards steps into the progression. The basic
idea is to write two third-order Taylor expansions for the positions r(t), one forward and
one backward in time. Calling v the velocities, a the accelerations, and b the third
derivatives of r with respect to t, that is:
Combining the two equations above produces a final progression giving the following:
This is the basic form of the Verlet algorithm. Since we are integrating Newton's
equations, a(t) is just the force divided by the mass, and the force is in turn only a
function of the positions r(t). The velocities can be computed by:
2.1.3 Microstates and Ensembles
A single configuration (microstate) [124] Γ of a system that contains N atoms is
shown by six components for each atom i.e. {R} and {P} which are position and
momentum vectors. Phase space is defined as all the possible Γ = {R;P} microstates. A 
molecular dynamics simulation of Nrun timesteps will form a trajectory {Γ (0), Γ (Δt),  Γ 
Eq. 2.2
Eq. 2.3
Eq. 2.4
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(2Δt),..., Γ (Nrun Δt)} in phase space, which is the order of Nrun successive instantaneous
configurations made by the system throughout its dynamical evolution. The quantity for
total energy E is conserved during MD, which favours a trajectory in a segment of phase
space, where all microstates share the same total energy E. The individual
configurations of an MD trajectory are all unique and different from one another but
they are a part of a common constant energy segment of the phase space. A collection of
microstates that share the same total energy or some other different macroscopic
quantity form a statistical ensemble [124]. The NVE ensemble is where all microstates
have the same number of particles, volume and total energy. NVE ensembles are a
natural form to simulate a system via MD. Different ensembles can be generated, e.g. by
using an external thermostat or barostat, to give the NVT (canonical) or NPT
(isothermal-isobaric) ensemble. Choosing an appropriate ensemble for a simulation
depends on the situation requiring investigation. For example the NPT ensemble is an
appropriate choice over any other ensemble when wanting to simulate processes in a
laboratory, which are carried out at constant temperature and pressure rather than
constant volume.
2.1.4 Periodic Boundary Conditions
The numbers of atoms in a real material or system are far too great to be
simulated via molecular dynamics techniques, which is due to the computational power
employable today. Regardless of how many atoms N are simulated for a system
computationally, it will always be a fraction compared to the number of atoms found in
a real macroscopic sample, of the order of Avogadro’s number i.e. ~ 6 x 1023. As a result
the ratio between the numbers of atoms found at a boundary and that found in the bulk
of the system, would be much higher in a simulated system than in a real system, where
almost all atoms would be treated as bulk. An answer to solving this problem is to
employ periodic boundary conditions [124] in systems carrying out molecular dynamics
simulations. Periodic boundary conditions are applied to a central box of atoms which
form the system. This box of atoms is reproduced infinitely along each axis x, y and z
and -x, -y and -z. This allows for an atom to leave the central box, which would be
mirrored by the image of the same atom in the adjacent box, entering the central box
from the opposite side. Using periodic boundary conditions removes boundaries so that
every atom in the central box is embedded in a bulk-like environment. The application
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of PBC to crystalline solids is always employed as the central box has the symmetry of
the periodic unit cell. Periodic boundary conditions are also effective for liquids and
disordered solids. For systems that contain disorder, the artificial periodicity created by
PBC is a small drawback compared to the advantages in removing fictitious surface
effects. Periodic boundary conditions are employed for systems that do not require
simulation of surface processes e.g. gas adsorption or reactivity at a solid surface or
evaporation of a liquid sample. If quantities listed in the latter wanted to be simulated,
one would have to reintroduce an exposed surface via slab geometry. This is where PBC
are removed or changed along one direction and only act in two directions [127].
2.2 Introduction to Potentials
Amorphous substances create a certain challenge to any predicted potential; this
is due to disorder implying a wide range of binding environments [3]. To fit the potential
in the first place, there is a “memory” of the structures used to develop any empirical
potential. This means that the predicted potential will likely be adequate for structures
topologically similar to what was used and included in fitting the database, but on the
other hand, could easily be unreliable for different topologies [3]. The desirable ability of
a potential to describe a large range of local bonding environments properly, is called
transferability [3].
2.2.1 Interatomic Potentials
Calculating energies and geometries are also key areas of interest in addition to
calculating electronic properties of a structure. In order to investigate and determine
such properties, simple classical models can be implemented to illustrate accurately the
interatomic interactions. Classical simulations that use interatomic potentials are
inexpensive in comparison to quantum-mechanical (QM) methods which take up more
time. Classical simulations are founded upon predictions, which when in combination,
leads to a system named the Born model of solids [42, 124].
Forces between atoms in space depend solely on their positions, and they can be
combined to create a potential energy function. The two key components that relate to
the energy of the system is shown in Eq. 2.5
Eq. 2.5U
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The long-range-electrostatic interaction between charged species is that found as
the first term on the right hand side of the equation. Here qa and qb are the charges of
atoms A and B. RAB is the distance between atoms A and B and finally T is the
translational vector for a system that has lattice. For an amorphous system, the
translational vector T, is omitted. When or if T = 0, the term with A = B should be
absent. A short-range potential is also seen in Eq. 2.5, here it represents other
phenomena such as Pauli repulsion, dispersive forces etc. R1, …, Rm are the locations of
M ions present within the system.
2.2.2 Electrostatic energies
When assessing the electrostatic energies of a system, a problem is often
stumbled upon regarding the electrostatic sum given as the first term of Eq. 2.5, where it
converges only conditionally. This means it is not feasible to calculate the electrostatic
energies of the lattice by merely totalling interactions taking place within a sphere,
which is relatively large in radius, and to disregard interactions of atoms found outside.
If the radius of the sphere is made larger, it is still not possible. An alternative process
had therefore been introduced by Ewald (1921) that is generally used instead [42]. This
alternative procedure requires separating the conditionally convergent sum into two
convergent sections. The first part relates to real space, whereas the second part relates
to reciprocal space, and each of the two converge quickly. The first of the two parts can
be seen as point charges associated with a Gaussian charge distribution of identical
magnitude and opposite sign, which is centred on the point charge, as seen in Fig. 2.1a.
The Gaussian charge distributions are seen to partition each of the point charges that
each of them are surrounding. This causes the interaction between them to decrease.
Equation 2.6 explains this. From Equation 2.6 qa refers to the charge on atom A and α is 
a user defined value.
The summation of electrostatic energy of each the point charges with addition to
partitioning of Gaussian densities will lead to Equation 2.7:
Eq. 2.6
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Here, the error function erfc (x) is given by Equation 2.8:
This is a sequence that converges, which can be approximated and condensed in real
space.
In addition, another Gaussian charge distribution can be added to maintain charge
neutrality. This can be represented in Fig. 2.1b. The second distribution provides an
electrostatic energy that is relatively easy to calculate in reciprocal space. This is shown
in Equation 2.9.
Fig. 2.1a Fig. 2.1b
FIGURE 2.1: Ewald sum charge distribution.
a) Energy of distributions in real space.
b) Energy of distributions in reciprocal space.
Eq. 2.7
Eq. 2.9
Eq. 2.8(x)
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G represents reciprocal space vectors and Vcell is volume of the unit cell. Finally, the
unauthentic interactions of each of the Gaussian densities with itself, which are included
in real space is shown in Eq. 2.10.
These must be removed to give the true electrostatic energy:
Eq. 2.10
Eq. 2.11
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2.2.3 Short–range Interatomic potentials
The total short-range energy is expressed in Eq. 2.12. UAB refers to two-body
interactions and UABC refers to three-body interactions. Higher-body interactions require
additional terms [118].
One of the most important contributions to short-range forces that are found
within two-body interactions that incorporate two diverse effects are 1) the Pauli
repulsion interaction between ions due to electronic clouds being in close proximity and
2) the attractive dispersion force usually referred to as London forces or van der Waals
attraction, which comes about due to the relationship of electronic motions prevalent in
various atoms. Often when simulating semi-ionic or fully ionic systems, the most well-
used functional form of short-range two-body potentials is the well-known and
established Buckingham potential used for un-bonded species (Equation 2.13) [117, 118]
Here, symbols A, ρ and C denote adjustable parameters and are constants highly 
specific towards the structures. The first term in the Buckingham form describes the
repulsive interactions which come about due to Pauli forces. The second term represents
the attractive interactions due to van der Waals forces. At short distances the repulsive
forces dominate over the attractive ones, and therefore are very repulsive between the
two bodies.
The Morse potential is a convenient model for the potential energy of a bonded
diatomic molecule. The functional form of the potential is:
Here RAB is the distance between the atoms A and B, ro is the equilibrium bond
distance, Eo is the well depth (defined relative to the dissociated atoms), and k controls
the 'width' of the potential (the smaller k the broader the well).
Eq. 2.12
Eq. 2.13
Eq. 2.14
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2.2.4 Three-body Harmonic Potential
The second of the main contributions to short-range energy is the three-body
energy, which is adequate to describe covalent and semi-covalent bonding. This is due
to the directional relationships of such interactions. This is expressed as the harmonic
potential: (Equation 2.15a)
Here θo is the equilibrium angle between three atoms (j, i and l) and k is a fitted constant
(see Figure 2.2). A modified alternative version of harmonic potential is the truncated
three-body harmonic potential, which has the following form.
A diagram i.e. Figure 2.2 is given to describe further the individual terms in Eq 2.15a,
2.15b and 2.15c below:
The difference between Equation 2.15a and 2.15b is the additional exponential term. ρ 
is a constant, whereas rij are the bond distances between atoms i and j and ril are the
bond distances between atoms i and l.
A screened three-body harmonic potential is also expressed in the equation
below (Eq 2.15c) Extra constants ρ1 and ρ2 terms are present.
Eq. 2.15a
Eq. 2.15b
Eq. 2.15c
Fig. 2.2
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Four-body interactions show little contribution towards the total energy of ionic or
semi-ionic systems, so they are in fact typically only used to model some polyanions.
They are not used in this work.
Short-range interactions decrease to zero very quickly as interatomic distances
increase. This means that we can assume, not all atoms interact with one another, but
instead with only those atoms held within some distance Rc. This cut-off radius, Rc,
must be great enough in order to include all atomic interactions and those outside of this
region will be assumed to have insignificant effect [117, 118], and be set to zero.
2.2.5 The shell model
The rigid-ion model (RI) models point charges [124], which carry no dipole
moments. The shell model for atomic polarisability was proposed by Dick and
Overhauser [128]. Here the ions are treated as a pair of charges, Figure 2.3, connected by
an elastic spring.
The core is where the majority of mass is located and has a positive charge, X,
as opposed to the shell which surrounds the heavy core. The shell has very little mass
relative to the core. Core and shell charges are of opposite sign but their absolute values
are different. The charges X and Y are not interacting via Coulombic forces but instead
using a harmonic spring force which attaches the two sites together. The harmonic
spring has a constant k.
The coordinates of the core and shell of the polarisable ion are taken as RAcore and
RAshell. The sum of the charges of the core and the shell equals the charge of the whole
ion.
Eq. 2.16
Fig 2.3: Core-Shell model of an Ion.
Core
Spring
Shell
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As the short-range forces of interaction are solely due to the forces of
attraction/repulsion of electron clouds, short-range forces will in turn act between
individual shells. As the distance between the core and shell are increased, in a larger
dipole moment of the ion will occur. It is exemplified in Equation 2.17, where the
polarisability α of the ion in this model is given. 
The shell model has been highly successful in a large range of condensed phase
systems. It has been used in ionic solids and liquids as well as their interfaces to
aqueous solutions [129-134]. The shell model has been extended to model silicate glasses
by the work of A. Tilocca et al [81-83, 116]. Simulations carried out using the shell model
give a better representation of medium-range order, needed for network connectivity
and clustering, as shown by a comparison of shell-model and rigid ion potentials carried
out by Tilocca [41].
2.2.6 Friction in core-shell term
When the oxygen core-shell velocities increase, the kinetic energy of the core-
shell rises thus an unphysical increase in temperature of the core-shell is observed due
to friction. The frequency of oscillation of the core shell increases. To remove this
increase in kinetic energy between the core and shell through the spring, it is important
to add a dampener to the spring so that if a rise in kinetic energy is observed for the
core-shell, the dampener will rid the core-shell system i.e. the spring, of any excess
kinetic energy, thus resulting in an overall decrease in kinetic energy for the core-shell
system.
Modifications were introduced into FORTRAN modules found within
DL_POLY 2.20 [37, 129] by Antonio Tilocca. The addition of 'friction' was unique in the
sense that DL_POLY 2.20 did not originally contain this term. The 'friction' term was
added to the program so that if a system being modelled contained oxygen core-shell
entities, 'friction' would decrease the temperatures between the core-shell if high kinetic
energies / temperatures are gained during simulation. This 'friction' term therefore
served as buffer to high temperature gains between oxygen core-shells in the simulation.
If the temperature of the core-shell became too high it would cause the spring between
the core-shell to break and result in the light mass shell displacing itself far away from
Eq. 2.17
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its dense heavy massed core. This resulted in a system crash and thus was introduced in
order to prevent simulations of hydrated glasses from crashing as they proved fragile to
simulate compared to the unhydrated forms.
Equation 2.18 shows the frictionally dampened equation of motion for oxygen shells Os,
which includes the force contributions from the core shell interaction. ms is the mass of
the shell at (0.2 a.u), x is the shell displacement of the core along the core-shell axis, c is
the dampening coefficient and finally kcs is the core shell spring constant (74.92038 eV
Å -2 ).
Eq. 2.16
Eq. 2.18
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2.3 Simulation Methods
2.3.1 Creating “Random Supercell Structures”
Initial structures were created before molecular dynamics simulations could be
carried out. The initial structures were created by placing only the necessary number of
atoms for each element within a cubic box. These atoms were quasi-randomly
distributed within the cubic box using a computer software program designed especially
for such a task. For example, one would like to re-create the YAS17 [42] glass system.
YAS17 has the following stoichiometry: 17.1 mol % Y2O3, 18.96 mol % Al2O3, and
63.94 mol % SiO2. This corresponds to 92 Y2O3, 102 Al2O3 and 344 SiO2 groups, or 184
atoms of yttrium, 204 atoms of aluminium, 344 atoms of silicon and lastly 1270 atoms
of oxygen if we want ~2000 atoms. All of these atoms are placed into the cubic box
quasi-randomly, where the dimension of the cubic box is adjusted to replicate the
experimental density of 3.2 g/cm3 in the YAS17 glass system. The cubic box for this
glass would therefore have a box length of 29.97 Å. In order to prevent the atoms from
starting unphysically close together, atoms were not initially placed closer than 80% -
90% of their typical interatomic distance. The same procedure is used when creating
initial configurations for yttrium bioglasses, YBG, either with or without phosphorus.
The procedure used for creating initial random configurations for hydrated
glasses does not differ much. Before atoms for each element are placed into the cubic
box one by one, as previously discussed, we instead first insert the hydroxyl groups.
The number of hydroxyl groups being inserted into the cubic box depends on the glass
composition and level of hydration required. For example, if one would like to create a
hydrated version of the bulk glass YAS17, one first would need to consider by how
much one would like to hydrate the glass without harming or manipulating any of the
stoichiometries previously stated for YAS17 ( 17.1 mol % Y2O3, 18.96 mol % Al2O3,
and 63.94 mol % SiO2). By taking the BULK glass we need to figure out the total
number of oxygen atoms present in our system i.e. 1270. In order to hydrate the glass
with 100 hydroxyls, we would take 50 oxygen atoms away from the bulk glass i.e. 1270
– 50 = 1220 oxygen atoms remain, and add 100 hydroxyl groups where each new
oxygen is attached to a hydrogen atom with an interatomic distance of 1 angstrom.
Charge neutrality is maintained. If we want to hydrate the glass with 200 hydroxyl
groups we would again take the total number of oxygen atoms in the bulk glass of
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YAS17 at 1270 and subtract by 100 this time, therefore giving 1170 remaining oxygen
atoms, which will be replaced by 200 hydroxyl groups, and so on. This is an easy
method carried out in order to maintain electro-neutrality and prevent instability in the
glass system. Once all hydroxyl groups have been placed within the box, constraints are
put in place so each of the hydroxyl groups are placed at least 5.0 angstroms away from
one another to prevent unphysical interactions and energies from forming. Once this has
been done, the cubic box containing hydroxyl groups will have the other atoms i.e.
silicon, aluminium, yttrium and finally oxygen which remain unattached to hydrogen,
silicon, aluminium and yttrium. The system containing all of these atoms is forced to
recreate the correct physical density of the hydrated glass by reference to varying the
cubic box length as previously discussed. Again, in order to prevent the atoms from
starting unphysically close together, atoms were not initially placed closer than 80% -
90% of their typical interatomic distances. The same procedure is used for creating
initial random configurations for hydrated yttrium bioglasses with and without
phosphorus i.e. YBG. The densities chosen for YAS and YBG glasses are discussed in
sections 4.0, 5.1 and 5.2 respectively.
2.3.2 Method for Simulating Non-hydrated Yttrium Silicate
Glasses
Molecular dynamics simulations were carried out using the DL_POLY 2.20
program [37, 129]. The time step involved in such simulations is 0.2 fs. The long-range
Coulombic interactions were calculated using the Ewald summation cut-off of 12 Å and
the short-range interatomic potentials were truncated at 8Å.
Buckingham interatomic potentials (Eq 2.13) are known to exhibit a disadvantage. At
small distances of R, the power term dominates the exponential term which creates a
potential well. This forces atoms within the pair to approach each other at unphysically
close distances.
Once the initial random structure has been generated, molecular dynamics
simulations are then carried out upon it. The melt-quench method is used to prepare the
model. The glass is computationally formed by rapid cooling of a high-temperature
Eq. 2.13
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liquid, which results in the structure freezing in position instantaneously.
The random initial structure is kept at 3500K for 200ps under an NVT trajectory,
which is carried out to equilibrate the model above its melting temperature. The model
is then cooled continuously to 300K at nominal cooling rate of 10K/ps. After this step
the model would then undergo a further equilibration run at 300K for 300ps. The first
200ps of the 300K run is discarded. The last 100ps formed the production run from
which a number of configurations are extracted that are uniformly spaced every 50 fs.
This methodology has been used to simulate reliable models of types of glasses [41, 42, 75,
81-83, 113, 116] , which compare well to experiment.
The same procedure is used for simulating Yttrium bioglasses with and without
phosphorus i.e. YBG.
2.3.3 Method for Simulating Hydrated Yttrium Silicate
Glasses.
Once the initial random structure has been generated for hydrated glasses,
molecular dynamics simulations are then carried out. The melt-quench method was used
to prepare the model; however, very high melting temperatures were not used due to the
weakness or sensitivity of hydrogen within the system causing instability. The glass is
computationally formed by rapid cooling of a gently heated hydrated liquid, which
results in the structure freezing in position instantaneously. The random initial structure
would first undergo a 'four phase zero' stage (Figure 2.4) where the structure undergoes
an energy minimisation at each of the four stages allowing for atoms to adjust within the
structure so unphysical interactions and energies are eliminated. The first stage of the
'four phase zero' was carried out for 2ps i.e. over 10,000 0.2fs steps at zero kelvin where
the hydroxyl groups are frozen in place. After this step, a second zero is carried out at a
temperature of 300K, again the hydroxyl groups are still frozen in place but other atoms
are allowed to remain mobile. Once the second phase has completed phase one and two
are repeated in the exact same manner. After the fourth zero had been completed the
configuration was then taken and allowed to reach a temperature of 300K for 300ps
with a timestep of 0.2fs over 1,500,000 steps under an NVT trajectory, the hydroxyl
groups from this stage forward were allowed to move freely and naturally under the
interatomic forces. This step is carried out to equilibrate the model at room temperature.
After completion of the previous step the model is heated to 600K for 300ps with a
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timestep of 0.2fs over 1,500,000 steps. After heating at 600K had completed, the
structure is further heated to 900K for 300ps with a timestep of 0.2fs over 1,500,000
steps. If the system crashed at 900K the system would undergo a 'single phase zero' (as
carried out earlier during the four-phase zero procedure) to minimise any high energies,
which were the likely cause of the crash in the first place. After the 'single phase zero'
the system is then heated again at 900K for 300ps at a rate of 0.2fs over 1,500,000 steps.
After successful equilibration at 900K, the configuration is cooled continuously to 300K
at nominal cooling rate of 10K/ps. After this step the model would undergo a last
equilibration run at 300K for 300ps. The last 100ps at 300K run formed the production
run that can be analysed for the purpose of obtaining results.
The same methodology is used for simulating hydrated yttrium bioglasses
(YBG). The 'four phase zero' is first carried out and heating for 300ps at each
temperature stage: 300K, 600K, 900K and 1200K takes place. The only differences here
are that each of the yttrium bioglass models were able to reach higher heating
temperatures of 1200K instead of 900K for YAS glasses. The same cooling rate was
used i.e. 10K/ps. After cooling a production run was carried out for 100ps at 300K,
where positions of atoms, trajectories, are required for giving results.
Figure 2.4: Four-phase-zero / Heating and Cooling of Yttrium Containing Glasses
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2.4 Calculating Buckingham Potentials via GULP
2.4.1 Standard Fitting
In order to produce results of a proposed system/simulation using interatomic
potentials [131-134], it is important to derive and obtain a reliable set of potential
parameters for the system in question. There is much data available, published within
the literature, with reference to interatomic potentials that could be important for the
system in question. However for more bespoke systems, potentials may need to be
derived in order to carry out MD. There are two main methods by which interatomic
potentials are fitted. GULP [135] facilitates fitting empirical interatomic potentials
through reproducing experimental data as well as being derived from data achieved
through calculations that may have been run from ab initio simulations. For the purpose
of this project, fitting from experimental data was carried out rather than using ab initio.
The key value to note when fitting interatomic potentials are the sum of squares
(defined in Eq. 2.19) regardless of what type of fitting one considers taking. The sum of
squares is essentially the quantity used to measure the quality of fit carried out by
GULP. One should hope to have the sum of squares converge to zero at the end of
fitting the interatomic potential of the system in question. Usually when a process like
this is implemented only in a few cases the sum of squares can converge to zero and this
is often found when interatomic potentials fully reproduce experimental data, this is
found for example when fitting a Morse potential to a bond length, frequency or
dissociation energy. The sum of squares is shown as F in the equation below:
Quantities fcalc and fobs are the calculated and observed values of given observables,
where w denotes the weighting factor. There are an infinite number of possible fits,
depending upon weighting factors. The weighting factor for each observable depends on
different things, for example, reliability of data (i.e. a crystal structure proves more
reliable as compared to an elastic constant measurement) and relative number of the
quantities. One varies interatomic potentials parameters in order to acquire the lowest
Eq. 2.19
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sum of squares value to fit the potential. In order to solve the least squares problem,
GULP uses a Newton-Raphson [135] functional minimisation approach. Minimising the
sum of squares is usually performed using numerical first derivatives. Properties that are
derived using second derivatives are hard to employ for analytical derivatives. The
gradient norm (Gnorm) is a value given from the output file of GULP after having
completed a fitting procedure.
2.4.2 Relaxed Fitting
When fitting interatomic potentials, obtaining an improved sum of squares does
not necessarily mean that the result (fit) will be considered to be of better quality. This
is based on ones judgement upon fulfilling certain measures relating to the fitting
process. A conventional way is to compare and contrast the optimised structural
parameters using the fitted potential to the initial experimental structural parameters
instead of looking directly at the forces calculated. It is worth noting that a relaxed fit
can be started if a reasonable set of interatomic potential parameters are achieved within
a certain range. Here energy minimisation will be easier to achieve. A conventional fit
should usually be carried out first to obtain an approximate set of parameters. Once an
approximate set of parameters are found then those parameters are put in place of ones
previously used and are re-fitted again but also using keyword ‘relax’.
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2.5 Molecular Dynamics Simulation Details for Yttrium
Containing Glasses
2.5.1 Molecular Dynamics Simulation Details for YAS Glasses
Throughout we used the following interatomic potentials. Parameters given in
Table 2.1 are Buckingham potentials (BP) developed by M. J. Sanders, M. Leslie and C.
R. A. Catlow [134] for crystalline SiO2 (i.e. Si core — O shell and O shell — O shell) and those
by A. Tilocca, N. H. de Leeuw and A. N. Cormack [133]. Other potential parameters i.e.
Al core — O shell and Y core — O shell [115] were developed using the shell model approach.
The latter set of BP parameters were fit using the General Utility Lattice Program
(GULP) [135] in previous research and are summarised in Table 2.3.
The short range interaction of aluminum cations with oxygen shells (Al core — O
shell) were shown by an additional Buckingham function (Table 2.3). The parameters of
the Buckingham potential were fitted to the crystal structures of three aluminosilicate
structures (α, β, γ) — Al2SiO5, and two yttrium aluminate structures Y3Al5O12, using
GULP [135]. The short-range interaction of yttrium cations with oxygen (Y core — O shell )
shells were also represented by an additional Buckingham function (Tab. 2.3). The
parameters of the Buckingham potential were ﬁtted to the crystal structures of four 
yttrium disilicate structures (α, β, γ, δ) — Y2Si2O7, and two yttrium aluminate structures
Y3Al5O12, using GULP [135]. All of these potentials were incorporated into the FIELD
files of DL_POLY.
The charges of the elements are summarised in Table 2.4.
Table 2.5 shows the oxygen core-shell harmonic spring potential. The spring
constant used in the shell model is one which connects the core (X) and shell (Y)
together.
Table 2.6 shows the truncated three-body O shell — Si core — O shell harmonic
potential and Table 2.7 shows the screened three-body O shell — Al core — O shell
harmonic potential.
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Table 2.1: Buckingham Potential Parameters (Si core – O shell / O shell – O shell)
Buckingham Potential Parameters [134]
Species A (eV) ρ ( Å ) C (eV  Å 6)
Si core – O shell 1283.9100 0.3205 10.6616
O shell – O shell 22764.3000 0.1490 27.8800
Table 2.2: SM1 Buckingham Potential Parameters (Al core – O shell / Y core – O shell)
SM1 Buckingham Potential Parameters
Species A (eV) ρ ( Å ) C (eV  Å 6)
Al core - O shell [136] 1460.300 0.2991 0.0000
Y core - O shell [118] 1519.279 0.3291 0.0000
Table 2.3: SM2 Buckingham Potential Parameters (Al core – O shell / Y core – O shell)
SM2 Buckingham Potential Parameters
Species A (eV) ρ ( Å ) C (eV  Å 6)
Al core - O shell 1567.9521 0.2991 0.0556
Y core - O shell 1444.8360 0.3470 0.1000
Table 2.4: YAS Identity of Species, Core/Shell, Mass and Charges
Element Species Charge Mass (au)
silicon Core +4 28.0388
aluminium Core +3 26.9820
yttrium Core +3 88.9060
oxygen Core +0.84819 15.8000
oxygen Shell –2.84819 0.2000
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Table 2.5: The Core-Shell Harmonic Potential (O core – O shell)
Table 2.6a: Truncated three body harmonic potential (O shell — Si core — O shell)
Truncated Three-body Harmonic Potential [133]
Interaction k (eV
rad-2)
θ0 (deg) Si core – O shell ( Å
)
ρ (Å) O shell – O shell ( Å
)
O shell — Si core
— O shell
6.15 109.47 1.95 1.0 2.5
Table 2.6b: Screened three-body harmonic potential (O shell — Al core — O shell)
Table 2.7: Friction term in modified DL_POLY 2.20 for oxygen shells Os
Friction
Friction (kg/s) 40.00
Screened Three-body Harmonic Potential
Interaction k (eV
rad-2)
θ0 (deg) ρ 1 (Å) ρ 2 (Å) Si core – O shell
(Å)
O shell – O
shell (Å)
O shell — Al
core — O shell
100.00 109.47 1.00 1.00 1.95 2.2
Core – Shell Harmonic Potential [42, 71]
Species kcs (eV Å -2)
O core – O shell 74.92
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2.5.2 Molecular Dynamics Simulation Details for YBG glasses
The following potentials were used to simulate unhydrated and hydrated glasses.
Table 2.8: Yttrium Bioglass Buckingham Potential Parameters
Buckingham Potential Parameters
Species A (eV) ρ ( Å ) C (eV  Å 6)
[134] Si core – O shell 1283.9100 0.32050 10.6616
[115, 137] P core – O shell 1120.09133 0.334772 0.00000
[115, 137] Y core – O shell 1444.8360 0.34700 0.10000
[115, 137] Ca core – O shell 2152.3566 0.309227 0.09944
[115, 137] Na core – O shell 56465.3453 0.193931 0.00000
[134] O shell – O shell 22764.3000 0.14900 27.8800
[131] Si core – OH shell 983.560 0.321 10.662
P core – OH shell 814.2000 0.334772 0.00000
Ca core – OH shell 1222.715 0.309227 0.09944
Na core – OH shell 47095.911 0.193931 0.00000
[138] OH shell – O shell 22764.300 0.149 13.940
[138] OH shell – OH shell 22764.300 0.149 6.970
Table 2.9: Morse Potential (H – OH shell)
Morse Potential [138]
Intra- molecular D/eV (Å) Ro
H – OH shell 7.0525 3.1749 0.9485
Table 2.10: Intra-molecular Columbic interaction (%) (H – OH core)
Intra-molecular Columbic interaction (%)[138]
H – OH core 100
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Table 2.11: Core-Shell Harmonic Potential (O core – O shell / OH core – OH shell)
Table 2.12: YBG Identity of Species, Core/Shell, Mass and Charges
Element Species Charge Mass (a.u)
silicon Core +4 28.0388
phosphorus Core +5 30.974
yttrium Core +3 88.9060
sodium Core +1 22.990
calcium Core +2 40.078
oxygen Core +0.84819 15.8000
oxygen Shell –2.84819 0.2000
hydroxy-oxygen Core 0.900 15.800
hydroxy-oxygen Shell -2.300 0.200
hydrogen Core 0.400 1.008
Table 2.13: Screened three-body harmonic potential (O shell — Si core — O shell / O shell —
P core — O shell)
Screened Three-body Harmonic Potential [115, 137]
Specie k (eV rad-
2)
θ0 (deg) p1 (Å) p2
(Å)
Si core – O
shell ( Å )
O shell – O shell
( Å )
O shell — P core —
O shell
50.000 109.47 1.00 1.00 1.95 2.2
O shell — Si core —
O shell
100.000 109.47 1.00 1.00 1.95 2.2
Core – Shell Harmonic Potential
Species kcs (eV Å -2)
[133] O core – O shell 74.92
[138] OH core – OH shell 74.92
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2.6 Relevant Data
2.6.1 Coordination
The coordination number of an atom in a molecule or crystal is the number of its
nearest neighbours, determined by simply counting the other atoms to which it is
bonded (by either single or multiple bonds). For example, [SiO4] has Si as its central
cation, and a coordination number of 4. Figure 2.5 demonstrates what [SiO4] looks like
in a typical tetrahedral arrangement. Fig 2.5 shows each oxygen satisfying one bond to
the central Si.
Figure 2.5
The cutoff distances used while calculating coordination for hydrated and unhydrated
YAS, YBG and YBG-P glasses are given below where O are normal oxygens and OH
are hydroxyl oxygens:
YAS Cutoffs: Si - O/OH: 2.00 Al- O/OH: 2.35 Y- O/OH: 3.00
YBG Cutoffs: Si - O/OH: 2.00 P- O/OH: 2.00 Y- O/OH: 3.00
Ca- O/OH: 3.20 Na- O/OH: 3.20
YBG-P Cutoffs: Si - O/OH: 2.00 P- O/OH: 2.00 Y- O/OH: 3.00
Ca- O/OH: 3.20 Na- O/OH: 3.20
2.6.2 Radial Distribution Function
The radial distribution function (or RDF) describes how, on average, the atoms
in a system are packed around each other. This is an effective way of describing the
average structure of a disordered molecular system such as amorphous solids. For
liquids, where there is continual movement of the atoms and a single snapshot of the
system shows only the instantaneous disorder, it is extremely useful to be able to deal
with the average structure.
The RDF is plotted as a function of the distance between two atoms. A typical
RDF plot shows a number of important features. Firstly, at short interatomic distances
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the RDF is zero. This indicates the effective width of the atoms, since they cannot
approach each other any more closely. Secondly, a number of obvious peaks appear
which indicate that the atoms pack around each other in 'shells' of neighbours. The
occurrence of peaks at long range indicates a high degree of ordering. Usually, at high
temperature the peaks are broad, indicating thermal motion, while at low temperature
they are sharper. They are particularly sharp in crystalline materials, where atoms are
found at well-defined interatomic distances. At very long range amorphous RDF’s tend
to a value of 1, which happens because the RDF describes the average density at this
range.
2.6.3 Connectivity (Qn)
The number n of bridging oxygen (BO) atoms associated with the SiO4
tetrahedron is an important index when describing the glass structure. The Qn is defined
as a species that has n bridging oxygens (BO) bonded to it. For example, a Q3 species of
silicon, is a silicon with three bridging oxygens (BO) from either O-Si or O-Al and one
non-bridging oxygen (NBO) from O-Y in the SiO4 tetrahedron. The Qn distribution
shows the percentage of tetrahedra with n BO. MD simulations allow the calculation of
Qn distributions by computational analysis and direct comparison to NMR. Figure 2.6a
demonstrates how, for example, the silicon network connectivity varies due to an
increase in the number of non-bridging oxygens (NBO's) found by O-Y species bridging
to the central silicon.
Q2
Q0Q1
Q3Q
4
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Al Qn distributions are also accounted for. Here the central network former
cation Si is replaced by Al and the surrounding bridging oxygens can be O-Al or O-Si.
The non-bridging oxygen atoms are still O-Y. It is also worth noting that Al within
glasses generally posses higher coordination numbers (between four and six) than
silicon which typically has a well-defined coordination of four.
The above cases and figures are true for bulk glasses which do not contain any
hydration. If the bulk glass were hydrated then another species i.e. – OH, would be one
that can be incorporated into the Qn speciation for both Si and Al. Figure 2.6b shows an
example of how Qn species of Si are affected by an increase in coordination of hydroxyl
groups to the silicon atom. The same stands true for Al if aluminium possessed the
central position in the below diagrams instead of silicon.
Fig 2.6b:
The partial A-B Qn is defined as the number n of A-O-B linkages which start
from the same atom of type A and lead to an atom of type B. Each A-O-B linkage is
counted, even if two or more share the same central oxygen atom. If three- and higher-
coordinated oxygen atoms exist, this definition of partial Qn can exceed the A-O
coordination number, and in that case the sum of the partial Qn is not equal to the total
Qn.
Q3 Q2 Q1
Q0
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2.6.4 Bond Angle
The position of each atom is determined by the nature of the chemical bonds by
which it is connected to its neighbouring atoms. The molecular geometry can be
described by the positions of these atoms in space, evoking bond lengths of two joined
atoms and bond angles of three connected atoms. The bond length is defined to be the
average distance between the centres of two atoms bonded together. A bond angle is the
angle formed between three atoms across at least two bonds. Figure 2.7a shows between
what species bond angles are measured.
Fig 2.7a.
From Figure 2.7a it is seen that bond angles are measured between a central
atom and two oxygen anions. The same bond angle is measured for Yttrium i.e. O – Y –
O.
Fig 2.7b.
In Figure 2.7b other bond angles are also measured. The central oxygen anion is
surrounded by either Al or Si and hydrogen i.e. Si – O – H and Al – O – H . The same
bond angle is measured for that of Y – O – H.
2.6.5 Clustering
The distribution of the cations on the medium-range length scale is important for
the glass durability in solution. Clustering and aggregation on these length scales has
been suggested [84, 85] as an inhibitor of bioactivity in bioactive glasses, where it is also
known that clustering of modifiers affect ionic transport [86].
If one wanted to compare clustering between two differing glass compositions
which contain different amounts of e.g. Si and Y ions, direct comparison of the raw
radial-distribution functions of such cations proves difficult to expose the relative
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differences. The observed coordination number (NMD) is the integral of the radial
distribution function up to its first minimum for a pair of atoms (A-B), can be compared
to that expected if the same density of ions were positioned randomly and uniformly
throughout the glass structure. If atoms of one type of species are homogeneously
distributed throughout the glass model, and the nearest-neighbour distance cut-off were
rc, then the homogeneous coordination number Nhom would be (4/3) п rc3 p, where p is
the number density of the specific type of atoms [139]. NMD can be compared to this
value, where the ration r= NMD / Nhom can be used as a measure of clustering, with
deviations from unity denoting clustering [140, 141]. CNA-B is the coordination number
between atoms A and B, where A is the central atom. NA is the total number of atoms of
species A and finally Vbox is the total volume of the box.
In principle, this analysis can be used with respect to any distance, but for the
purpose of this work we used the cutoff distance rc which denotes the first coordination
shell, as this is where the nanoscale aggregation we are interested in will be apparent.
2.6.6 Field Strength
Dietzel in 1942 examined direct Coulombic interactions [115] i.e.
Uab = (zae) (zbe) / (ra + rb) 2
Uab is the attractive force between two charged (za and zb) ions a and b. Where r is the
radius of the ion. Dietzel categorized cations using
F.S = za/r2
Where F. S is the field strength with respect to the charge of ion a and its atomic radius
r.
Eq. 2.21
Eq. 2.22
Eq. 2.20
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3 Results & Discussion
3.1 Bulk Yttrium Aluminosilicate Simulations
The purpose of simulating YAS17 using SM1 and SM2 was to verify which set
of potentials performs best at modelling YAS17 glass system. This is by looking at
results such as bond distances, coordination, Qn distributions etc. Whichever set of
potentials (SM1 or SM2) performs best at modelling the YAS17 will be used to simulate
other YAS glasses in future work.
A total of four MD simulations were completed on the same composition of
glass. The glass composition used for this study was YAS17. YAS17 is a yttrium
aluminosilicate with the composition of: 17.1 mol % Y2O3, 18.96 mol % Al2O3 and
63.94 mol % SiO2 and a density of 3.2g/cm3. YAS17 has been thoroughly investigated
by the work of Christie and Tilocca [42]. Their work provided a foundation of what one
could expect for the simulations in this work. Each of the four simulations was
completed using the potentials from Tables 2.1 – 2.6 in section 2.4.4. Each of the four
simulations required new starting random initial configurations (see section 2.4.1). The
first two of the four simulations were carried out using the Al – O and Y – O potentials
of Catlow and Bush (SM1) (section 2.4.4 (Table 2.2)). The remaining two simulations
were carried out using the Al – O and Y – O potentials fitted by us using GULP (SM2)
(section 2.4.4 (Table 2.3)). All four simulations followed the procedure in section 2.2.2.
For the purpose of this work, the first two simulations that were carried out using the Al
– O and Y – O potentials of Catlow and Bush [136] will be called SM1 i.e. Shell-Model
1. The remaining two simulations carried out using the Al – O and Y – O potentials
calculated by us will be called SM2 i.e. Shell-Model 2.
The results for the two simulations carried out for each of the potentials were
averaged. The purpose of this was to enhance further the statistical analysis of results
and therefore increase reliability. Standard deviations were obtained by averaging the
results over two models where applicable. A single set of data is therefore presented for
each potential type used. The results of YAS17 modelled via SM1 were compared
against YAS17 modelled via SM2 which were compared to YAS17 modelled via the
Teter potential [42] which is a rigid-ion model, rather than shell-model.
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3.1.1 Short-range structure
The coordination numbers for cation-oxygen atom pairs are shown below in
Table 3.1. The comparisons have been made between models simulated using SM1 and
SM2. Another comparison has been made to the work by Tilocca and Christie
examining YAS17 bulk glasses modelled via the Teter potential [42]. The pair-
distribution functions are given in Figures 3.1 – 3.4. The bond-angle distributions are
seen in Figures 3.5 – 3.7.
Figure 3.1: YAS17 SM1 vs. SM2 Si – O Pair Distribution Function
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Figure 3.2: YAS17 SM1 vs. SM2 Al – O Pair Distribution Function
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Figure 3.3: YAS17 SM1 vs. SM2 Y – O Pair Distribution Function
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Figure 3.4: YAS17 SM1 vs. SM2 O – O Pair Distribution Function
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Table 3.1: Si – O, Al – O and Y – O coordination numbers for YAS17 modelled via SM1
and SM2.
A) Silicon
The Si – O bond length found in YAS17 using SM1 is 1.620 Å whereas the
mean bond length for YAS17 modelled by SM2 is 1.625 Å and both are comparable to
the work by Tilocca and Christie [42] where they found a bond length of 1.614 Å. Other
MD and diffraction studies of YAS glasses have shown a bond length of 1.60 Å [142, 143].
Silicon is an atom that has a well-defined coordination of four. The YAS17 glass
simulated using SM1 and SM2 showed nearly all silicon atoms to have a coordination
of four (see Table 3.1). There are no silicon atoms with a coordination of five or higher,
again which agrees with previous experimental and modelling data [142, 143] which
showed coordination numbers of 3.9 – 4.0.
The average (O – Si – O) bond angle for YAS17 using SM1 is 109.27o whereas
the average (O – Si – O) bond angle for YAS17 using SM2 is 109.19o (see Figure 3.5).
One would expect a bond angle of this kind since virtually all silicon atoms in YAS17
modelled using SM1 and SM2 are four coordinated. The peaks of these O – Si – O bond
angle distributions are close to the ideal tetrahedral bond angle of 109.47o.
B) Aluminium
The bond distance of Al – O is 1.80 Å and 1.83 Å for YAS17 using SM1 and
SM2 respectively. The values obtained are in agreement with 1.79 Å and 1.82 Å
obtained in previous structural studies of YAS using experimental and modelling
techniques [142, 143].
NMR studies of YAS glasses have shown that aluminium can have a range of
Coordination SM1 SM2 SM1 SM2 SM1 SM2
3 0.71 0.20 0.01 0.00 0.34 0.01
4 99.29 99.80 27.78 21.59 5.58 3.65
5 0.00 0.00 61.25 62.46 36.07 24.56
6 0.00 0.00 10.90 15.69 39.06 46.42
7 0.00 0.00 0.05 0.26 16.37 19.73
8 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 2.54 5.55
9 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.04 0.08
10 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
Average 3.99 4.00 4.83 4.95 5.73 5.99
Si – O (%) Al – O (%) Y – O (%)
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coordination numbers i.e. from four to six in YAS [144, 145] and other related glass types
[146]. A coordination of four is commonly seen for aluminium however.
The coordination numbers for YAS17 using SM1 is 4.83 and for SM2 is 4.95
(See Table 3.1). The coordination numbers are slightly higher than those found in the
work by Tilocca and Christie [42], where they found a coordination of 4.05 for YAS17.
However, it is worth noting that coordination numbers found for SM1 and SM2
respectively coincide with diffraction experiments which gave 4.5 +/- 0.5 for a glass
with 11% yttria [143]. The shell-model [42] approach to simulating YAS glasses is likely to
be more reliable than simulations carried out using the Teter potential i.e. rigid-ion
model approach as the shell-model accounts for the polarisablity of all oxygen anions.
Since there is a broad range of coordination numbers of aluminium using either
SM1 or SM2, one may expect the same for O – Al – O bond-angle distributions. For
SM1, there are three peaks which are of importance from Figure 3.6. The bond-angle
distribution shows the following peaks at 78o and 96 o respectively which correspond to
4 and 5 coordinated aluminium atoms. From left to right the peaks show decreasing
intensity. For YAS17 modelled by SM2, the O – Al – O bond-angle distributions shows
two major peaks. The first is found at an angle of 89o and the second peak which is very
broad and low intensity has an angle of 152o. The bond angle distributions of YAS17
modelled by both SM1 and SM2 are very broad; this is mainly due to there being a
broad range of Al – O coordination numbers, which largely consists of four, five and six
coordinated aluminium, as we see from Table 3.1.
C) Yttrium
The mean Y – O bond length of YAS17 using SM1 is 2.15 Å and for SM2 is
2.25 Å. The mean Y – O bond length has been reported at 2.39 Å by the work of
Christie and Tilocca for YAS17 [42]. The actual Y – O distance has not been measured
experimentally for YAS glasses, however the mean distance received from the
simulations of YAS17 using SM1 and SM2 are close to the work of Tilocca and Christie
[42] as well as 2.32 Å [147] and 2.28 Å [148] found experimentally for binary yttria-alumina
glasses.
The Y – O coordination numbers for YAS17 modelled via SM1 is 5.73 and for
SM2 is 5.99. Such coordination numbers compare reasonably well to those of binary
yttria-alumina glasses experimentally observed, where coordination numbers of 6.9 +/-
0.4 [147] and 6.64 +/- 0.33 [148] were found. A wider range of bonding environments is
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observed for yttrium than either silicon or aluminium. Here six- or seven-coordinated
yttrium atoms are most commonly seen, while some yttrium atoms have been seen to
have coordination numbers of as low as three and as high as ten.
The bond angle distribution of O – Y – O is seen (Figure 3.7) with two main
peaks at 67.5o and 90o respectively for YAS17 modelled via SM1. YAS17 modelled by
SM2 shows peaks at 58o, 70o and 91o. Since a high number of Y coordination numbers
are present, which range from three to ten, acute bond-angle O – Y – O distribution
peaks are expected, and observed.
The exact effects of yttrium within the glass structure are not well understood.
There are technical difficulties in carrying out 89Y NMR [145]. Schaller and Stebbins [145]
expect that yttrium and other rare-earth elements such as lanthanum change the glass
network, by stabilising the formation of negatively charged species such as non-
bridging oxygen atoms. This is investigated below.
Figure 3.5: SM1 vs. SM2 O – Si – O Bond angle distributions for YAS17
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Figure 3.6: SM1 vs. SM2 O – Al – O Bond angle distributions for YAS17
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Figure 3.7: SM1 vs. SM2 O – Y – O Bond angle distributions for YAS17
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3.1.2 Medium-range Structure
The structure of pure silica glass has silicon atoms tetrahedrally bonded to four
surrounding oxygen atoms. Each oxygen atom is attached to two silicon atoms, bridging
two silicate tetrahedra. Silicon atoms have a network connectivity of four, denoting all
silicon atoms in the pure silica glass have four bridging oxygen (BO) neighbours.
Adding specific network modifiers and network intermediates to the pure SiO2 glass
structure will diminish the number of bridging oxygens (BO) for silicon (i.e. Si – O –
Si), in turn lowering Qn connectivity for silicon i.e. Q4 → Q3 → Q2 → Q1 → Q0. This
allows the formation of non-bridging oxygens (NBO) in the glass structure.
The structure of YAS glass is such that two network formers are present i.e.
silicon and aluminium, where both network-forming cations present are interconnected
via bridging oxygen atoms. A bridging oxygen is defined as any oxygen atom bonded to
two or more silicon and aluminium cations. Other oxygen atoms, including free oxygen
atoms, not bonded to any network former, are defined as non-bridging. Adding specific
network intermediates and modifiers into the structure of a glass can greatly affect the
medium-range structure, which in turn affects the durability of a glass in a physiological
environment [41, 149]. The study of medium-range structure in YAS glass is an important
feature, which may strongly rely upon the glass composition and/or the amount of
yttrium.
A) Aluminium and Silicon Qn
The medium-range structure of the network can be defined by studying the Qn
distributions. The YAS glass system contains only silicon and aluminium as network
formers, whereas yttrium is considered a network modifier. The total Qn for a specific
atom x is the number n of bridging oxygens bound to x, where a bridging oxygen is an
oxygen bound to x. The network connectivity (NC) of species A is calculated as the
weighted average of the total Qn over all A atoms, and represents the average number of
BO in the coordination shell of A [83]. The network connectivity is a good way to
describe the durability of a glass in an aqueous physiological medium: a low (~2)
silicon network connectivity characterizes more soluble, thus more bioactive, glass
compositions. On the contrary, network connectivities (NC) greater than 3 relate to non-
bioactive glass compositions [149].
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The total Qn distribution and network connectivity show that YAS17 modelled
via SM1 has approximately the same silicon interconnectivity as YAS17 modelled via
SM2 (Table 3.2). The composition of the glass between YAS17 SM1 and YAS17 SM2
are the same so one would expect that the connectivities to remain the same. The same
effect is found for aluminium interconnectivity.
Table 3.2: Total Qn distributions and network connectivities (NC) for the Si and Al
cations in YAS17 modelled via SM1 and SM2.
Table 3.3: Total Qn distributions and network connectivities (NC) for the Si and Al
cations in YAS17 modelled via Teter potential. [42]
n SM1 SM2 SM1 SM2
0 0.000 0.437 0.055 0.264
1 3.394 2.060 0.153 0.292
2 21.671 20.579 0.251 0.320
3 42.102 41.878 6.911 3.589
4 32.832 35.046 30.175 26.979
5 0.000 0.000 52.710 54.099
6 0.000 0.000 9.898 14.749
NC 3.04 3.09 4.65 4.78
Si Qn (%) Al Qn (%)
n Si Qn (%) Al Qn (%)
0 0.19 0.00
1 3.17 0.52
2 16.10 3.73
3 39.20 27.30
4 41.40 65.40
5 0.00 2.85
6 0.00 0.20
Average 3.19 3.67
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3.1.3 Effect of Different Buckingham Terms (SM1 – SM2)
In this section, we compare the results for the two different potentials used.
The differences between YAS17 being modelled via SM1 and SM2 are
discussed by comparing the silicon, aluminium and yttrium coordination numbers as
well as the silicon and aluminium Qn distributions. Firstly the comparisons are made
regarding coordination numbers in Table 3.1.
Table 3.1: Si – O, Al – O and Y – O coordination numbers for YAS17 modelled via SM1
and SM2.
The coordination of silicon, whether being modelled via SM1 or SM2, remains
unchanged. The coordination of silicon is well-defined at four where oxygen
coordinates around silicon tetrahedrally. Aluminium however shows different
coordination numbers of 4.83 and 4.95 via SM1 and SM2 respectively. Both SM1 and
SM2 are shell-model potentials i.e. potentials which were calculated with the inclusion
of the core-shell potential for polarisable oxygen. The difference between these
aluminium coordination numbers are related to the potentials used during simulation
which are responsible for the Al – O interaction, while the aluminium potential in SM1
and SM2 both have the Buckingham form, the values of the aluminium Buckingham
potentials are different and are given in Tables 3.4 and 3.5.
Coordination SM1 SM2 SM1 SM2 SM1 SM2
3 0.71 0.20 0.01 0.00 0.34 0.01
4 99.29 99.80 27.78 21.59 5.58 3.65
5 0.00 0.00 61.25 62.46 36.07 24.56
6 0.00 0.00 10.90 15.69 39.06 46.42
7 0.00 0.00 0.05 0.26 16.37 19.73
8 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 2.54 5.55
9 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.04 0.08
10 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
Average 3.99 4.00 4.83 4.95 5.73 5.99
Si – O (%) Al – O (%) Y – O (%)
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Table 3.4: SM1 Buckingham Potential Parameters
SM1 Buckingham Potential Parameters
Species A (eV) ρ ( Å ) C (eV  Å 6)
Al core - O shell [136] 1460.300 0.2991 0.0000
Y core - O shell [118] 1519.279 0.3291 0.0000
Table 3.5: SM2 Buckingham Potential Parameters
SM2 Buckingham Potential Parameters
Species A (eV) ρ ( Å ) C (eV Å 6)
Al core - O shell 1567.9521 0.2991 0.0556
Y core - O shell 1444.8360 0.3470 0.1000
YAS17 modelled by SM1 gives rise to a lower number of 5 and 6 coordinated Al
– O species than compared to that modelled via SM2 which has a greater number of 5
and 6 coordinated Al – O species (Table 3.1).
The yttrium coordination found from modelling YAS17 via SM1 is 5.73 and
5.99 in SM2. Again, an increase is seen in coordination, like that found for aluminium,
for SM2 over SM1. YAS17 modelled by SM1 gives rise to a lower number of six-,
seven- and eight-coordinated species than compared to that modelled via SM2 which
has a greater number of six-, seven- and eight-coordinated species (Table 3.1).
The network connectivities for silicon and aluminium are also affected by the
different Buckingham potentials seen in Tables 3.3 and 3.4. The Qn distributions and
their network connectivities are given below in Table 3.2.
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Table 3.2: Total Qn distributions and network connectivities (NC) for the Si and Al
cations in YAS17 modelled via SM1 and SM2.
The silicon network connectivities are similar as we model YAS17 via SM1 and
SM2. The Buckingham potential parameters responsible for modelling Si – O
interactions are the same between SM1 and SM2 which is responsible for why the
silicon network connectivities are so similar. The composition of the glass between
YAS17 SM1 and YAS17 SM2 are the same so one would expect that the connectivities
to remain the same. However, the different potentials could cause different network
connectivities.
The aluminium network connectivities are slightly different however. YAS17
being modelled via SM1 showed that aluminium atoms were mostly Q5, whereas
YAS17 being modelled via SM2 showed a decrease in the number of Q4 species and an
increase in the number of Q5 and Q6 species thus giving rise to a higher network
connectivity (Table 3.2). The SM2 potential makes aluminium more integrated into the
network, strengthening the network because of the higher number of Q5 and Q6 species
found in the YAS17 system. The SM1 potential makes aluminium in YAS17 less
integrated into the network compared to YAS17 modelled via SM2. In the end the Y core
– O shell potential from SM2 was thought best suited for simulations of YAS glasses. The
Al core – O shell from SM1 was also thought to be a better suited potential for other
simulations of YAS glasses and these were used throughout the remainder of this work.
n SM1 SM2 SM1 SM2
0 0.000 0.437 0.055 0.264
1 3.394 2.060 0.153 0.292
2 21.671 20.579 0.251 0.320
3 42.102 41.878 6.911 3.589
4 32.832 35.046 30.175 26.979
5 0.000 0.000 52.710 54.099
6 0.000 0.000 9.898 14.749
NC 3.04 3.09 4.65 4.78
Si Qn (%) Al Qn (%)
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3.2 Y – OH shell Potential
The Buckingham parameters for the Y – O(H) interactions were obtained by
fitting to the yttrialite structure, using the Schroeder [136] approach to take into account
the different O(H) charge. The reason for this was due to the unavailability of a suitable
crystal structure which contained yttrium, silicon and hydroxyl-oxygen species to which
the Y – O(H) Shell Buckingham parameters could be fit. The formal charges of oxygen,
yttrium and silicon in the yttrialite structure were adapted (Table 3.6) using the
Schroeder [136] approach and Buckingham Potentials already developed in section 2.5.1
and those listed below in Tables 3.7 - 3.9 were used to calculate Y – O(H) Shell
Buckingham parameters.
Table 3.6: Auxiliary charges formed from using the Schroeder [136] method.
Specie Type Initial Charges Final Charges
Y core 3.000 2.510
Si core 4.000 3.347
O core 0.848 0.655
O shell -2.848 -2.328
Table 3.7: Buckingham potential parameters (Si core – OH shell / OH shell – OH shell)
Buckingham Potential Parameters [138]
A (eV) ρ ( Å ) C (eV  Å 6)
Si core – OH shell 983.56 0.320520 10.661580
OH shell – OH shell 22764.30 0.14900 6.97
Table 3.8: Core-Shell harmonic potential (OH core – OH shell)
Table 3.9: Three body harmonic potential (OH shell — Si core — OH shell)
Three-body Harmonic Potential [138]
k3b (eV rad-2) θ0 (deg) Si core – OH shell ( Å ) OH shell – OH shell ( Å)
OH shell — Si core —
OH shell
2.097 109.47 1.8 3.2
Core – Shell Harmonic Potential [138]
kcs (eV Å -2)
OH core – OH shell 74.92
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3.2.1 Fitting of Y – OH shell Buckingham Potential Parameters
The Y – OHshell Buckingham potential parameters were
fit according to the crystal structure Y2Si2O7 (shown in
Figure 3.8) found by Sadiki and Coutures [77]. Yttrium
atoms are coloured in light blue, oxygen atoms are red
and silicon atoms are light brown.
Table 3.10: Elements: Y Si O
Name: Diyttrium Disilicate (Gamma)
Formula: Y2Si2O7 - Space Group: P121/M1 (11)
Exp. / Initial Final Difference Units Percent
Volume 281.3623 283.536822 2.174537 Angs**3 0.7000
a 7.5000 7.361150 -0.138850 A -1.8500
b 8.0600 7.85 -0.208901 A -2.5900
c 5.0200 5.265239 0.245239 A 4.8900
alpha 90.0000 90.0000 0.0000 Degrees 0.0000
beta 112.0000 111.285357 -0.714643 Degrees -0.6400
gamma 90.0000 90.0000 0.0000 Degrees 0.0000
Parameter No. Parameter Original Parameter Final Parameter Type Species
1 777.000 886.853242 Buckingham A
2 0.347 0.347 Buckingham ρ 
3 0.100 0.100 Buckingham C
Table 3.11: The newly calculated Y – OH shell Buckingham parameters
Buckingham Potential Parameters
Species A (eV) ρ ( Å ) C (eV  Å 6)
Y core - OH shell 886.853242 0.3470 0.1000
The fitted Y – OH shell potential caused very little deviance from the initial
crystal structure. The overall change in volume was 0.7%. The cell parameters a, b and c
did not change very much also as seen in Table 3.11. We can be confident in using this
potential into the incorporation of hydrated YAS glasses.
The purpose for calculating the above Buckingham potential is for the
incorporation into MD simulations of hydrated YAS glasses. Hydrated YAS glasses will
have to incorporate other interatomic potentials that satisfy all interatomic contributions
within the structure (Section 3.3).
Figure 3.8
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3.3 Test of the potentials: Hydrating an Yttrium aluminosilicate
The following section of this research deals with the use and incorporation of the
Y – OHshell potential calculated in section 3.2 (Table 3.11). Other interatomic potentials
required to satisfy all other new interatomic contributions present within hydrated YAS
glasses are also necessary to model the other interatomic interactions. In order to test the
interatomic potential calculated in section 3.2 and other potentials necessary for all
interatomic contributions, it was necessary for the potentials to be involved into an
actual MD simulation. This is so we could firstly check to see if the potential would
model the hydrated YAS glass accurately and secondly to check the reliability of the
potential(s) with respect to being used on simulations of hydrated YAS glasses differing
in composition.
The test involved a stable structure of bulk YAS17 glass at 300K. The chosen
structure and composition was of YAS17 (modelled using SM2). Here, three new
hydrogen atoms were attached to oxygen atoms already bonded to silicon atoms inside
of the stable 300K bulk YAS17 glass system. In order to give space to the three new
hydrogen atoms, and to maintain charge neutrality, a yttrium atom was removed from
nearby within the stable 300K bulk YAS17 glass structure. The three new hydrogen
atoms were placed at a distance of 1.00 Å away from their adjacent oxygen atoms. Once
this had been completed a simulation was carried out to check the potentials of all
interatomic contributions taking place within YAS17 containing the three additional
hydrogen atoms. The composition of this glass for this study is named YAS+(3H). The
simulation was completed using DL_POLY 2.20. The structure was kept at a
temperature of 300K and underwent a simulation for 50 ps continuously. The mean
bond distance calculated for Si – OH shell is 1.75 Å where literature has reported a value
for Si – O to be 1.60 Å [142, 143]. We believe the bond distance is different between Si –
OH and Si – O as hydrogen would cause the extension of the bond length i.e. the
oxygen to be attracted towards hydrogen slightly more pulling it away from silicon.
The mean OH shell – H bond distance calculated is 1.00 Å where literature has
reported a value of 0.969 Å [150]. The mean bond angle measured for Si – OH shell – H is
109.87o where literature reported a value of 118o for a hydrated silica system [150]. The
bond angles are close but not the same but this may be due to the composition of the
glasses being different. Bond angle distributions of Si – OH shell – H are given below in
Figure 3.9. The values reported for both the bond angle and bond distances are close to
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the distances and bond angles found in literature and is a good sign that the potentials
are working effectively. Figure 3.10 is a visual aid to emphasise the Si – O – H found in
the test simulation of YAS+(3H). Oxygen is shown in red, hydrogen in blue, silicon in
yellow and aluminium in green. Yttrium network modifier cations are white.
Figure 3.9: Si – O – H Bond angle distributions for YAS+(3H)
Figure 3.10: Picture from simulation of Si – O – H system found during the test.
Si – O – H
Yellow, Red, Blue
Aluminium (Green)
Yttrium (White)
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The first simulation was a small test where three hydrogen atoms were attached
to a silicon atom by removal of a neighbouring yttrium atom. This part of the test relies
on enlarging the sample of hydrogen in YAS17. For the purpose of this study a single
simulation was completed on a composition of glass named YAS+H. YAS+H is a
hydrated yttrium aluminosilicate glass based on YAS17 [42]. The YAS+H glass
composition was given a density of 3.2g/cm3. The hydrogen content was calculated at
5.4 x 10-3 mol/g. This amount of hydrogen content is comparable to the sol-gel bioglass
of 70S30C (5.98+/-0.30)x10-3 mol/g experimentally prepared by Julian Jones et al [151].
The YAS+H is a yttrium aluminosilicate containing hydrogen with the composition of:
UNHYDRATED YAS+H: 17.10 mol % Y2O3, 18.96 mol % Al2O3, and 63.94 mol %
SiO2
Scaled: 92 Y2O3, 102 Al2O3 and 344 SiO2
Hydrated YAS+H [92 Y2O3, 102 Al2O3, 344 SiO2] – 60 O from (Y2O3), +120 OH
The simulation was completed using a new starting random initial configuration
(section 2.3). The simulation was carried out using the potentials and other data listed in
section 2.5 (Tables 2.1, 2.3 (SM2) – 2.6), section 3.2 (Table 3.11) and those listed below
(Tables 3.12 – 3.16). The simulation was completed using DL_POLY 2.20. The
structure was kept at a constant temperature of 300K and had undergone a simulation
for 80 ps continuously. Since we have hydrated YAS we can expect a change in the
glass structure relative to standard YAS17 modelled via SM1 or SM2.
Table 3.12: Buckingham Potential Parameters for the inclusion of OH
Buckingham Potential Parameters
Species A (eV) ρ ( Å ) C (eV  Å 6)
[136] Al core - OH shell 1142.678 0.299 0.000
[138] Si core – OH shell 983.560 0.321 10.662
[138] OH shell – O shell 22764.300 0.149 13.940
[138] OH shell – OH shell 22764.300 0.149 6.970
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Table 3.13: OH identity of Species, Core/Shell, Mass and Charges
Element Species Charge Mass
hydroxy-oxygen Core 0.900 15.800
hydroxy-oxygen Shell -2.300 0.200
hydrogen Core 0.400 1.008
Table 3.14: Core-Shell Harmonic Potential (OH core – OH shell)
Table 3.15: Morse Potential (H – OH shell)
Morse Potential [138]
Intra- molecular D/eV Α/Å-1 Ro/Å
H – OH shell 7.05 3.17 0.93
Modifications were made to some FORTRAN modules in DL_POLY 2.20. The
changes made were to accommodate for the Coulombic interaction i.e. Table 3.16.
When simulating YAS glasses for the first time during the testing phase, the bond
distance observed for O – H was seen to have a value of approximately 0.8 angstroms.
This distance was much less than the actual O – H bond distance of 1.0 angstroms. The
reason for this discrepancy is because the Morse potential described in DL_POLY does
not take into consideration the Coulombic interactions taking place between a hydrogen
atom and oxygen core. It was therefore necessary to input the missing interaction
(repulsion between like entities) between the positively charged hydrogen atom and
positively charged oxygen core thus giving rise to a simulated hydrated YAS glass with
a correctly modelled O – H bond distance of 1.0 angstroms.
Table 3.16: Intra-molecular Columbic interaction (%) (H – OH core)
Intra-molecular Coulombic interaction (%) [138]
H – OH core 100
Core – Shell Harmonic Potential [138]
Species kcs (eV Å -2)
OH core – OH shell 74.92038
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3.3.1 Short-range structure
The coordination numbers for relevant atom pairs in the YAS+H models are
shown below in Table 3.17. Radial distribution function between anions and cations are
given in Figures 3.11 – 3.14. The bond-angle distributions are given in Figures 3.15 and
3.16.
Table 3.17: Amounts of Si, Al and Y atoms with given Si – O, Al – O and Y – O
coordination numbers for YAS+H model.
A) Silicon
The Si - O bond length found in YAS+H is 1.615 Å and is comparable to the
work by Tilocca and Christie [42] where they found a bond length of 1.614 A. Other MD
and diffraction studies of YAS glasses have shown a bond length of 1.60 Å [142, 143]. The
mean Si – OH bond length is 1.625 Å. This peak can be found on the RDF plot for the
Si – OH pair (Figure 3.11). The first peak is found at 1.625 Å. This peak is in agreement
to the Si – O bond distance [142, 143]. Figure 3.16 shows the bond angles between Si – O –
H, Al – O – H and Y – O – H.
Coordination Si – O (%) Al – O (%) Y – O (%)
1 0.00 0.00 0.00
2 0.00 0.00 0.00
3 1.20 0.03 0.00
4 98.79 24.34 1.15
5 0.01 58.05 15.45
6 0.00 17.09 41.79
7 0.00 0.23 31.90
8 0.00 0.00 8.83
9 0.00 0.00 0.80
10 0.00 0.00 0.07
Average 3.99 4.92 6.35
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Figure 3.11: Si – O / Si - OH Pair distributions functions for YAS+H
Silicon is an atom that generally has a well-defined coordination of four. YAS+H
simulated showed nearly all silicon atoms to have a coordination of four (Table 3.17).
There are virtually no silicon atoms with a coordination of five or higher, again which
agrees with previous experimental and modelling data [142, 143] which showed
coordination numbers of 3.9 – 4.0. The average O – Si – O bond angle for YAS+H is
109.85o (Figure 3.15). One would expect a bond angle of this kind since virtually all
silicon atoms in YAS+H are four-coordinated. The peaks of these O-Si-O bond angle
distributions are close to the ideal tetrahedral bond angle of 109.47o. The average Si – O
– H bond angle for YAS+H is 112.00o which is close to the value of 112.20 o found from
the modelling work by Thaddeus and McCarthy [150].
B) Aluminium
The bond distance of Al – O is 1.775 Å. The value obtained is close to 1.79 Å
and 1.82 Å obtained in previous structural studies of YAS [142, 143]. The mean bond
length for Al – OH was calculated to be 1.875 Å which is comparable to the (Al – O)
values found by modelling techniques i.e. 1.79 Å and 1.82 Å [142, 143]. We believe the
bond distance is different between Al – OH and Al – O as hydrogen would cause the
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extension of the bond length i.e. the oxygen to be attracted towards hydrogen slightly
more pulling it away from aluminium.
Figure 3.12: Al – O / Al - OH Pair distribution functions for YAS+H
NMR studies of YAS glasses have shown that aluminium can have a range of
coordination numbers i.e. from four to six in YAS [144, 145] and other related glass types
[146]. A coordination of four is most commonly seen for aluminium however.
The aluminium coordination number in YAS+H is 4.92. This coordination is
greater than that found in the work by Tilocca and Christie, where they found a
coordination of 4.05 for YAS17 [42] However, it is worth noting that the coordination
listed for YAS+H does coincide with diffraction experiments which gave 4.5 +/- 0.5 for
glass with 11% yttria [143].
Since there is a broad range of coordination numbers of aluminium, one may
expect broad O – Al – O bond angle distributions. For YAS+H, there are three peaks
which are of importance i.e. 80o, 95o and 147o respectively (Figure 3.15), which
correspond to 6, 5 and 4 coordinated aluminium atoms. From left to right, the peaks
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show decreasing intensity. The bond-angle distributions of YAS+H are very broad, this
is mainly due to there being a broad range of Al – O coordination numbers, which
largely consist of four, five and six coordinated aluminium atoms.
C) Hydrogen
The mean bond length of H – OH is 1.00 Å in YAS+H. The experimental bond
distance is 1.00 Å [150]. The H – OH bond distance found in YAS+H is in very good
agreement to that of the bond length found in literature [150].
Figure 3.13: H - OH Pair distribution functions for YAS+H
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D) Yttrium
The Y – O bond length of YAS+H is 2.295 Å. The Y – O bond length has been
reported at 2.391 Å for YAS17 in work by Christie and Tilocca [42]. The actual Y – O
distance has not been measured experimentally for YAS glasses, however the mean
distance received from the simulation of YAS+H are close to the work of Christie and
Tilocca [42] as well as 2.32Å [147] and 2.28Å [148] for binary yttria-alumina glasses. The Y
– OH bond length was calculated at 2.185Å.
Figure 3.14: Y – O / Y – OH Pair distributions functions for YAS+H
The Y – O coordination number found in YAS+H is 6.345. This coordination
number compares well to binary yttria-alumina glasses experimentally measured, where
coordination numbers of 6.9 +/- 0.4 [147] and 6.64 +/- 0.33 [148] were found. A wider
range of bonding environments are observed for yttrium than for either silicon or
aluminium. Here six-, seven- and eight-coordinated yttrium atoms are observed. Some
yttrium atoms have been seen to have coordination numbers of as low as four and as
high as ten (Table 3.17). The bond angle distribution of O – Y – O is seen with two main
peaks at 78o and 136o respectively for YAS+H (Figure 3.15). Since a high number of Y
coordination numbers are present, that range from three to ten, broad O – Y – O bond
angle distribution peaks are expected.
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Figure 3.15: O – Si – O / O – Al – O / O – Y – O Bond angle distributions
Figure 3.16: Si – O – H / Al – O – H / Y – O – H Bond angle distributions
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3.3.2 Medium-range structure
A) Aluminium and Silicon Qn
The total Qn distribution and network connectivity (Table 3.18) show that
YAS+H has approximately the same silicon connectivity as YAS17 modelled via SM1
and SM2 (see section 3.1.2). The composition of YAS+H is very different to the
composition of YAS17 modelled via SM1 or SM2. Although the compositions of
YAS+H and YAS17 are different the total Qn distributions of silicon are similar, which
is intriguing. Hydrated YAS was hypothesised by us to decrease the Qn distributions for
Si and Al i.e. Q0, Q1 and Q2 species were likely to predominate in YAS+H. The protons
in this case may not only attach to bridging oxygen atoms but also to non-bridging
oxygen atoms, in which case the Qn speciation remains unaffected. The total Qn
distribution for Al changed in the way expected and is lower than that found in YAS17
modelled via SM1 / SM2 in Table 3.2a. The majority of aluminium in YAS+H are Q4
whereas in YAS17 modelled via SM1/SM2 show the majority of aluminium being Q5.
The network connectivity for Al decreased from YAS17 (Table 3.2) to YAS+H (Table
3.18) which shows that the Al and Si connectivities are affected differently when YAS is
hydrated.
Since a decrease in aluminium NC is seen from YAS17 to YAS+H, we infer that
hydroxyl groups like to break the network created by aluminium in the structure of
YAS+H thus decreasing the strength of the aluminium network. The silicon network
connectivities remain largely unaffected as their values do not differ before hydration
i.e. YAS17 modelled via SM1/SM2 (Table 3.6) or after hydration (3.18). This means
hydroxyl groups avoid interfering with the network created by silicon and instead
interfere with the network of aluminium. This would indicate that the strength of the
aluminium network is inherently weaker than the network of silicon. Hydroxyl groups
therefore find it easier to break Al – O – connections than Si – O – connections,
probably due to the bond strengths between Si – O being greater than Al – O.
Table 3.18: Total Qn distributions and network connectivities (NC) for Si and Al cations
in YAS+H model. n Si Qn (%) Al Qn (%)
0 0.33 0.00
1 2.79 0.00
2 20.12 4.57
3 45.96 23.28
4 30.79 40.38
5 0.00 28.07
6 0.00 3.49
7 0.00 0.22
NC 3.04 4.02
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Table 3.19. Average Coordination Numbers for the Hydrogen Atoms.
The average coordination numbers for the hydrogen atoms are shown in Table 3.19. The
H – Si coordination number is smaller than the H – Al and H – Y coordination numbers.
Yttrium clustering has been demonstrated in YAS17 [42]. Yttrium clustering has been
seen visually in YAS+H also but yttrium has been seen to cluster around free hydroxyl
groups present within the YAS+H structure (see figures 3.17a and 3.17b). The images
show yttrium clustering taking place around hydroxyl groups. The presence of hydroxyl
groups may enhance the amount of yttrium clustering taking place in YAS+H. This
correlates with the H – Y coordination being high at ~1.55 compared to Si and Al. The
large H – Y coordination is largely due to yttrium coordinating to free hydroxyl groups
as well as interacting to surrounding hydroxyl groups already attached to either Si and
or Al. In Figure 3.17, the hydroxyl group is shown by a red and purple spherical rod,
where the red is oxygen and purple is hydrogen. The yttrium atoms are seen as white
coloured spheres. Visually observing the glass structure it was seen that wherever an
yttrium atom was found, very close by was a hydroxyl group. Wherever a hydroxyl
group was seen then an yttrium atom was seen very close by. Further visual analysis of
the glass showed that yttrium atoms close to hydroxyl groups was found continually
from one yttrium atom to the next in a chain manner. We discuss this further in section
4.5
Figure 3.17b
YAS+H
H – Si 0.56
H – Al 0.62
H – Y 1.55
Total 2.74
Figure 3.17a
Hydroxyl group near yttrium
cations
View 1
Hydroxyl group near yttrium
cations
View 2
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4 Hydrated Yttrium Aluminosilicate Glasses
We have already carried out hydration tests on YAS17 earlier (section 3.3) which
satisfied us as to the suitability of our methodology and interatomic potentials. This
section will now thoroughly examine the effects of hydration on the bulk structure of
YAS glasses. This section of work deals with simulating three different glass
compositions YAS17, 24 and 30. These YAS glasses differ in yttrium and silicon content
where the content with respect to aluminium remains more or less constant. Firstly,
simulations of unhydrated yttrium aluminosilicate glasses 17, 24 and 30 were carried
out. Each of the unhydrated YAS glasses were then hydrated at three increasing levels of
hydration by adding hydroxyl groups into the bulk structure. The purpose of this was to
investigate the effects of hydration on the structure of the glasses e.g. silicon, aluminium
network connectivity, coordination numbers of network formers and modifiers etc.
The technique employed to hydrate a bulk glass such as YAS was taken from the
idea found within the work of Mead and Mountjoy [152]. Here Mead and Mountjoy
carried out MD simulations upon hydrated calcium silicate glasses. The technique used
by Mead and Mountjoy was complex due to the number of network modifiers in their
glasses. The hydration method therefore was modified and adapted for YAS glasses. The
general method for hydrating YAS glasses was that for every one oxygen atom taken
away from the total number of oxygens, two hydroxyl groups must be introduced e.g. if
a total of 100 oxygens are present in a hypothetical bulk glass and we wanted to add two
hydroxyl groups to the glass for the purpose of hydration, then one would simply
decrease the total number of oxygens by one therefore leaving 99 oxygens. Here
electroneutrality is observed and the glass is hydrated with two hydroxyl groups.
Molecular dynamics simulations were carried out upon yttrium aluminosilicates
with simulation sizes of approx. 2000 atoms using DL_POLY. The data necessary for
successfully simulating unhydrated YAS glasses has been given in the methodology, in
section 2.5.1 (Tables 2.1 – 2.7). The Al – O Buckingham potential from Table 2.2 was
used i.e. SM1 and the Y – O Buckingham potential from Table 2.3 was used i.e. SM2.
This was after testing the SM1 and SM2 potentials upon YAS17 in section 3.1.3 where
potentials were chosen on their good performance. Along with potentials and
information used for unhydrated YAS glasses, the parameters in section 3.2 (Table 3.11)
and section 3.3 (Tables 3.12 – 3.16) were required for simulating hydrated YAS glasses.
YAS glasses were also simulated using three-body terms for each Si and Al i.e. Table
4.1a and 4.1b below.
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Table 4.1a. Truncated three-body harmonic potentials
Truncated Three-body Harmonic Potential [133]
Species k (eV rad-2) θ0 (deg) Si core – O shell (
Å )
ρ/Å O shell – O shell (
Å )
O shell — Si core —
O shell
6.15 109.47 1.95 1.00 2.50
OH shell — Si core —
O shell
6.15 109.47 1.95 1.00 2.50
OH shell — Si core —
OH shell
6.15 109.47 1.95 1.00 2.50
Table 4.1b. Screened three-body harmonic potentials
Screened Three-body Harmonic Potential
Species k (eV rad-2) θ0 (deg) Si core – O shell (
Å )
ρ1/Å ρ2/Å O shell – O
shell ( Å )
O shell — Al core —
O shell
100 109.47 1.95 1.00 1.00 2.20
OH shell — Al core
— O shell
100 109.47 1.95 1.00 1.00 2.20
OH shell — Al core
— OH shell
100 109.47 1.95 1.00 1.00 2.20
Three body terms were not only used for simple oxygen shells but were also
used for the incorporation of OHs i.e. hydrogen-bound oxygen shells. A process was
followed in order to reach this stage of simulating YAS glasses. YAS glasses were
simulated several times with and without the use of the three-body terms for aluminium.
Different types of three-body terms were also tested i.e. truncated three-body terms and
screened three-body terms.
Using the technique mentioned earlier, three bulk glasses were simulated i.e.
YAS17, YAS24 and YAS30. Each glass was hydrated at three different levels where the
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variable y, the level of hydration, was 0.1, 0.2 or 0.3. Here y=0.1 refers to low level
hydration and y=0.3 is high level of hydration. The stoichiometries for each of the
glasses are listed in Table 4.2. A range such as that chosen for this work would
thoroughly examine the effects and role of hydration in YAS glasses.
The general rule: SiO2 : Al2O3 : (Y2O3)-y . (OH) 2y
Table 4.2
Glass Type Mol % Y2O3 Mol % Al2O3 Mol % SiO2 Density (g/cm3)
YAS17 17.0 18.9 64.1 3.20
YAS24 24.1 21.4 54.5 3.64
YAS30 30.0 20.0 50.0 4.00
Scaling for Hydration: y = OH fraction required to hydrate YAS
UNHYDRATED YAS17: 17.10 mol % Y2O3, 18.96 mol % Al2O3, and 63.94 mol %
SiO2
Scaled: 92 Y2O3, 102 Al2O3 and 344 SiO2
YAS17_0.1 (y=0.1) [92 Y2O3, 102 Al2O3, 344 SiO2] – 48 O from (Y2O3), +96 OH
YAS17_0.2 (y=0.2) [92 Y2O3, 102 Al2O3, 344 SiO2] – 110 O from (Y2O3), +220 OH
YAS17_0.3 (y=0.3) [92 Y2O3, 102 Al2O3, 344 SiO2] – 150 O from (Y2O3), +300 OH
UNHYDRATED YAS24: 24.10 mol % Y2O3, 21.40 mol % Al2O3, and 54.50 mol %
SiO2
Scaled: 121 Y2O3, 108 Al2O3 and 272 SiO2
YAS24_0.1 (y=0.1) [121 Y2O3, 108 Al2O3, 272 SiO2] – 50 O from (Y2O3), +100 OH
YAS24_0.2 (y=0.2) [121 Y2O3, 108 Al2O3, 272 SiO2] – 100 O from (Y2O3), +200 OH
YAS24_0.3 (y=0.3) [121 Y2O3, 108 Al2O3, 272 SiO2] – 150 O from (Y2O3), +300 OH
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UNHYDRATED YAS30: 30.00 mol % Y2O3, 20.00 mol % Al2O3, and 50.00 mol %
SiO2
Scaled: 150 Y2O3, 100 Al2O3 and 250 SiO2
YAS30_0.1 (y=0.1) [150 Y2O3, 100 Al2O3, 250 SiO2] – 50 O from (Y2O3), +100 OH
YAS30_0.2 (y=0.2) [150 Y2O3, 100 Al2O3, 250 SiO2] – 100 O from (Y2O3), +200 OH
YAS30_0.3 (y=0.3) [150 Y2O3, 100 Al2O3, 250 SiO2] – 150 O from (Y2O3), +300 OH
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4.1 Short-range structure
4.1.1 Radial Distribution Functions
Radial-distribution functions for cation-oxygen interactions for all compositions and
levels of hydration are given in Figures 4.1 – 4.4.
Figure 4.1: Si – O and Si – OH radial distribution functions in hydrated YAS glasses
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Figure 4.2: Al – O and Al – OH radial distribution functions in hydrated YAS glasses
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Figure 4.3: Y – O and Y – OH radial distribution functions in hydrated YAS glasses
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Figure 4.4: Si – O, Al – O and Y – O radial distribution functions in hydrated YAS
glasses
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4.1.2 Bond Angles
Figure 4.5: O – Si – O / O – Al – O / O – Y – O bond angle distributions in hydrated
YAS glasses
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Figure 4.6: Si – O – H / Al – O – H / Y – O – H bond angle distributions in hydrated
YAS glasses
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Figure 4.7: O – Si – O / O – Al – O / O – Y – O Bond Angle Distributions in unhydrated
YAS Glasses
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4.1.3 Coordination
1) Silicon
The total silicon coordination numbers for YAS17, 24 and 30 are given below in
Figure 4.8a.
Figure 4.8a
The mean Si - O bond length found in YAS17, 24 and 30 is 1.62 Å and is
comparable to the work by Tilocca and Christie [42] where they found a bond length of
1.614 Å. Other MD and diffraction studies of YAS glasses have shown a bond length of
1.60 Å [142, 143]. The mean Si – OH bond length found for hydrated YAS17 (y=0.1, 0.2
and 0.3) was 1.62 Å. The mean Si – OH bond length found for hydrated YAS24 (y=0.1,
0.2 and 0.3) was 1.63 Å. The mean Si – OH bond length found for hydrated YAS30
(y=0.1, 0.2 and 0.3) was 1.64 Å.
There are virtually no silicon atoms with a coordination of five or higher, again
which agrees with previous experimental and modelling data [42] which showed
coordination numbers of 3.9 – 4.0. Silicon has a well-defined overall coordination of
four and has the capacity to take up a maximum of four bonds to that of oxygen found
from within the glass network. The graph above shows the total Si coordination for each
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glass hydrated from concentrations of 0.1 to 0.3 and their derivatives i.e. non-hydrated
glasses YAS17, 24 and 30. The general trend found for YAS24 and YAS30 is that by
hydrating each of the glasses causes the overall silicon coordination to remain
essentially constant. The same effect is found for YAS17 from hydrations of 0 – 0.2, but
a very small decrease is found instead at hydration concentration of 0.3 for YAS17.
To further analyse the Si coordination to oxygen, the coordination contributions
were split. We separate the coordination into silicon-oxygen coordination relating solely
from the network former/modifier species i.e. Y2O3 / SiO2 / Al2O3, and from those
attached to hydrogen i.e. hydroxyl groups, which will give an insight as to why a
constant silicon coordination is seen for all YAS glasses observed in Figure 4.8a.
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The partial silicon coordination numbers are given below for YAS17, 24 and 30
without including hydroxyl groups in the silicon coordination sphere in Figure 4.8b.
Figure 4.8b
The general trend found for YAS17, 24 and 30 is that hydrating each of the
glasses causes the partial Si – O coordination to decrease. Here YAS30 is least affected
by hydroxyl groups being attached to silicon, whereas the opposite is found for YAS17
i.e. a greater decrease in coordination is seen and therefore shows that fewer oxygen
atoms from the network cation species i.e. Y2O3 / SiO2 / Al2O3, attach to Si in YAS17
than YAS30.
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The partial silicon coordination numbers are given below for YAS17, 24 and 30
solely coordination of hydroxyl groups onto silicon excluding normal oxygens from the
silicon coordination sphere in Figure 4.8c.
Figure 4.8c.
YAS17 is affected more by hydration than YAS30 i.e. more hydroxyls prefer to
attach to silicon in YAS17 than YAS30. The general trend found was that for all glass
compositions, gradual hydration caused a greater number of hydroxyl groups to
coordinate to that of silicon. The main difference between YAS17 and YAS30 is the
yttrium content at 17% and 30% respectively. We see that an yttrium aluminosilicate
glass which has less yttrium content will in turn allow for hydroxyl groups to coordinate
to silicon more than an yttrium aluminosilicate glass which has more yttrium content.
Mead and Mountjoy showed in their work on sol-gel derived calcium silicate
glasses that hydroxyl groups affect silicon by forming a small contribution to Si – O
coordination (NSi-OH ~ 0.4) [152]. We see that this takes place for YAS glasses too. Dry
YAS17 has a hydroxyl coordination of zero since hydration is absent, but if we were to
hydrate YAS17 at y=0.3, this increases the silicon coordination where the contribution
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from hydroxyl groups is ~ 0.4, see Figure 4.8c. The compositions used by Mead and
Mountjoy are different to YAS glasses simulated in this work, but the way in which
silicon is affected by hydration, more importantly, how many hydroxyl groups
coordinate onto silicon is the same. Si – OH and Al – OH species have been reported for
aluminosilicate glasses using NMR experiments by Xianyu Xue [153]. It had been
demonstrated that hydroxyl groups coordinate onto silicon and aluminium for
aluminosilicate glasses. For hydroxyl groups that have not attached to network-forming
species, they would as a result be described as free hydroxyl groups with coordination
to network-modifying species such as sodium [153] or yttrium in this work. These will be
described in section 4.3.
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2) Aluminium
The total aluminium coordination numbers for YAS17, 24 and 30 are given
below in Figure 4.9a.
Figure 4.9a
The average bond distance of Al – O found within YAS17, 24 and 30 is 1.78 Å.
The value obtained is agreeable with 1.79 Å and 1.82 Å obtained in previous structural
studies of YAS [142, 143]. The mean bond length for Al – OH found for hydrated YAS17,
24 and 30, was calculated to be 1.89 Å which is comparable to the values found by
modelling techniques i.e. Al - O 1.79 Å and 1.82 Å [142, 143].
The total Al – O coordination for glass compositions YAS17, 24 and 30 both
hydrated and unhydrated, range between 4.23 – 4.66. The coordination numbers
coincide with diffraction experiments which gave 4.5 +/- 0.5 for glass with 11% yttria
[143]. The general trend found from the above graph is that the total Al – O coordination
increases gradually as hydration increases. What we can gather from solely observing
Figure 4.9a is that YAS30 (which has the most yttrium content of 30%) has higher
aluminium coordination numbers than YAS17 (which has the least yttrium content at
17%). It is still therefore seen that the more yttrium present in an yttrium
aluminosilicate glass, the more likely aluminium will have higher coordination numbers
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even when hydrated.
To further analyse the Al coordination to oxygen, the coordination contributions
were split. We separate the coordination into aluminium-oxygen coordination relating
solely from the network cations i.e. Y2O3 / SiO2 / Al2O3 and those attached to hydrogen
i.e. hydroxyl groups, which will give an insight as to why an overall increase in
aluminium coordination is seen for all YAS glasses observed in Figure 4.9a.
The partial aluminium coordination numbers are given below for YAS17, 24 and
30 without including hydroxyl groups in the aluminium coordination sphere in Figure
4.9b.
Figure 4.9b
The general trend found for YAS17, 24 and 30 is that by hydrating each of the
glasses causes the partial Al – O coordination to decrease. Since the yttrium content in
unhydrated YAS30 is greater than in unhydrated YAS17 at 30% and 17% respectively,
we see that aluminium generally has higher coordination numbers for an yttrium
aluminosilicate glass with a greater yttrium content than compared to an yttrium
aluminosilicate with lower yttrium content, whether hydrated or unhydrated as
demonstrated in Figure 4.9b. The same trend is seen from the work by Tilocca and
Christie [42] but the absolute values of coordination for unhydrated glasses YAS17 and
30 in this work are different as discussed in section 3.1.3.
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The partial aluminium coordination numbers are given below for YAS17, 24 and
30 without including oxygen atoms in the silicon coordination sphere in Figure 4.9c.
Figure 4.9c demonstrates solely coordination of hydroxyl groups onto aluminium.
Figure 4.9c
YAS17 was affected more by hydration than YAS30 i.e. more hydroxyl groups
prefer to attach to Al in YAS17 than YAS30 at the same hydration level. The general
trend found from the above graph, that for all glass compositions, gradual hydration
caused a greater number of hydroxyl groups to coordinate to aluminium. By viewing
Figure 4.8c, the range of hydroxyl groups coordinating onto silicon is 0.01 - 0.43,
whereas in Figure 4.9c we see that the range for aluminium is 0.1 - 0.45, so the
coordination numbers of hydroxyl groups onto aluminium in Figure 4.9c are very
similar compared to hydroxyl coordination numbers onto silicon seen in Figure 4.8c.
This shows hydroxyl groups have the ability to coordinate roughly equally to
aluminium and silicon.
Mead and Mountjoy showed in their work on sol-gel derived calcium silicate
glasses that hydroxyl groups affect silicon by forming a small contribution to Si – O
coordination (NSi-OH ~ 0.4) [152], and we saw that this takes place for YAS glasses too.
Aluminium, similarly to silicon, is a network former, although it has a higher
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coordination of approximately 4.5 due to the presence of a number of five- and six-
coordinated aluminium atoms. If hydroxyl groups were seen and shown to attach to
silicon in the work by Mead and Mountjoy, this would also support the assumption that
association of hydroxyl groups onto aluminium would also occur since it is a second
network former in YAS glasses. The silicon coordination solely due to hydroxyl groups
is ~ 0.4 as seen in Figure 4.8c. The aluminium coordination solely due to hydroxyl
groups is also ~ 0.4 as seen in Figure 4.9c. This means hydroxyl groups attach to silicon
and aluminium by the same amounts yet aluminium loses coordination to normal
oxygen species more than silicon (Figures 4.8b and 4.9b).
Si – OH and Al – OH species have been reported using NMR experiments by
Xianyu Xue [153], and we have demonstrated that hydroxyl groups coordinate onto
silicon and aluminium in aluminosilicate glasses.
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3) Yttrium
The total yttrium coordination numbers for YAS17, 24 and 30 are given below in Figure
4.10a.
Figure 4.10a
The total Y – O coordination for glass compositions YAS17, 24 and 30 ranged
from 6.36 – 7.30. Such coordination numbers compare well enough to binary yttria-
alumina glasses experimentally made, where coordination numbers of 6.9 +/- 0.4 [147]
and 6.64 +/- 0.33 [148] were found. A wider range of bonding environments are observed
for yttrium compared to either silicon or aluminium: here six- or seven-coordinated
yttrium atoms are most dominant. Some yttrium atoms have been seen to have
coordination numbers of as low as three and as high as ten. The general trend found
from the above graph is that the total Y – O coordination increases gradually as
hydration increases. An investigation is required to find out how many hydroxyls are
able to attach to yttrium in each of the glasses and whether or not increased hydration
improves the effect. Therefore partial Y – O and Y – OH contributions were shown in
Figures 4.10b and 4.10c respectively.
What is evident from observing Figure 4.10a, is that the more yttrium a YAS
glass has i.e. YAS30, the higher the coordination of yttrium will be and this is true even
for hydrated glasses. YAS17 has lower yttrium content and the coordination numbers
are lower.
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The partial yttrium coordination numbers are given below for YAS17, 24 and 30
without including hydroxyl groups in the yttrium coordination sphere in Figure 4.10b.
Figure 4.10b
The graph above shows the partial Y - O coordination (exclusive of any
hydroxyls that may be attached) for each glass YAS17, 24 and 30 hydrated from
concentrations of 0.1 to 0.3. The general trend found for YAS17, 24 and 30 is that
hydrating each of the glasses causes the partial Y – O coordination to decrease. Since
the yttrium content in unhydrated YAS30 is greater than in unhydrated YAS17 at 30%
and 17% respectively, we see that yttrium generally has higher coordination numbers
for an yttrium aluminosilicate glass with a greater yttrium content than compared to an
yttrium aluminosilicate with lower yttrium content. So an yttrium aluminosilicate glass
with low yttrium content will give rise to lower overall yttrium coordination whether
hydrated or not.
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The partial yttrium coordination numbers are given below for YAS17, 24 and 30
without including oxygen atoms in the silicon coordination sphere in Figure 4.10c.
Figure 4.10c demonstrates solely coordination of hydroxyl groups onto yttrium
excluding normal oxygens from the yttrium coordination sphere.
Figure 4.10c
The general trend found from the above graph, that for all glass compositions,
increasing hydration caused a greater number of hydroxyl groups to coordinate to
yttrium. The more hydrated a glass becomes the greater number of hydroxyl groups will
attach to yttrium. By viewing figure 4.10c we see that the range of coordination is 0.72
– 2.13. This shows hydroxyl groups having the ability to coordinate substantially more
to yttrium and less with silicon or aluminium (Figure 4.8b and 4.9b). Yttrium has a
wider range of coordination numbers than Si and Al thus giving rise to a greater
capacity to welcome hydroxyl groups into the coordination sphere of yttrium. (Figures
4.8a, 4.9a and 4.10a).
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Hydroxyl groups prefer to coordinate more to yttrium than to aluminium and silicon.
Figures 4.8c, 4.9c and 4.10c show the coordination of hydroxyls to Si, Al and Y
respectively. The coordination number is largest in Figure 4.10c of Y – OH. Silicon and
aluminium are equally tied in being second highest in intensity found in Figure 4.8c and
4.9c respectively. This demonstrates that hydroxyl groups generally like to attach to
yttrium more than aluminium and silicon for all YAS glass compositions.
Fig 4.11: (Y – OH) > (Al – OH) ~ (Si – OH)
Silicon is particular over what may enter the coordination sphere as it has a very
well defined stable tetrahedral form. Once silicon has reached the maximum of four
bonds onto oxygen and is tetrahedral in orientation it would no longer posses the ability
to welcome anymore oxygen atoms. We have observed that silicon does not prefer
hydroxyl groups into its coordination sphere; the opposite effect is observed by yttrium.
Since hydroxyl groups coordinate less to silicon and aluminium they have one
remaining area they can move towards i.e. to coordinate to yttrium.
For hydroxyl groups that have not attached to network-forming species, they
would as a result be described as free hydroxyl groups with coordination to network-
modifying species [153]. For hydrated YAS glasses, yttrium is the modifier which has
coordination to free hydroxyl groups as well as hydroxyl groups that are coordinated to
silicon and aluminium. The presence of free hydroxyl groups is discussed in section 4.3.
Table 4.3 below shows the coordination of hydroxyl groups onto silicon,
aluminium and yttrium. The distribution of how many hydroxyl groups coordinate onto
silicon, aluminium and yttrium are also given to support Figure 4.11.
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Table 4.3: The
coordination n and
distribution of hydroxyl
groups for silicon,
aluminium and
yttrium for YAS17, 24
and 30 hydrated at
y=0.1, 0.2 and 0.3.
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A possible mechanism has been drawn of how hydroxyl groups coordinate onto
yttrium in Figure 4.12.
Figure. 4.12
It is possible that aluminium and silicon tend to follow the same mechanism but
since it has been seen that yttrium allows for more hydroxyls to coordinate into its
coordination sphere, the mechanism has been created specifically for yttrium rather than
for aluminium or silicon.
The mechanism we see is an addition process followed by substitution, where
the first hydroxyl group will move into the yttrium coordination sphere (increasing
coordination) and a second hydroxyl to break the interaction between Y – O – Si – O3.
For example in Figure 4.13.
Fig. 4.13
Y = = = O – Si – O3 Y = = = OH + [HO – Si – O3]---
Since we increase hydration for YAS glasses 17, 24 and 30 from 0.1 – 0.3 we as
a result see further hydroxyl groups locating themselves into yttrium's coordination
sphere who have already carried out substitution and thus gives rise to the latter part of
the mechanism called addition (Figure 4.13). The [HO – Si – O3]--- entity would as a
result be put back into the glass structure and increase the network connectivity for
silicon, as we discuss in section 4.4.
OAlO3
2 OH -
2 OH -
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4.2 Three-bonded Oxygen Species
4.2.1 Species
1) Si-OH-Si
While calculating results for YAS glasses a code was developed for the detection
of bridging or non-bridging hydroxyl groups between network-forming species Si and
Al (Figure 4.14). There were no Si – OH – Si species seen in any of the hydrated YAS
glasses of any composition. This shows that hydroxyl groups have a preference not to
bridge between two silicon atoms because a silicon adjacent to another silicon is a
charge balanced system i.e. Si – O – Si and if a proton bonded to the oxygen bridging
the two silicons together, the proton would not be stabilising anything and would give
the Si – O – Si a positive charge overall if Si – +OH – Si formed. (Figure 4.14a)
Figure 4.14
2) Si-OH-Al
A low number of species of the form Si – OH – Al were detected in each of the
hydrated YAS glasses (YAS17, 24 and 30). This shows that hydroxyl groups have a
preference to bridge between silicon and aluminium atoms than compared to a hydroxyl
group bridging between two adjacent Si atoms, where none are seen (Figure 4.14b).
The number of these species i.e. Si – OH – Al seen in hydrated YAS glasses 17,
24 and 30 do not show any trends with respect to increasing hydration concentration,
except for an increase at y=0.3 (Table 4.4a and 4.4b). More of these species are seen for
YAS17 than YA24 and YAS30.
The numbers of Si – OH – Al species present in each of the hydrated glasses are
shown in Table 4.4a. Normalisation of numbers in Table 4.4a give rise to Table 4.4b to
remove any unnecessary effects of biasing with the number of hydroxyls used in each of
the simulations. The normalisation method employed is:
a b c
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NORMALISATION: No. of Si – OH – Al / Total No. of Hydroxyls in Simulation
E.g. for YAS17
(y=0.1) (y=0.2) (y=0.3)
Si – OH – Al = 3.5/96 Si – OH – Al = 8.0/220 Si – OH – Al = 15/300
Table 4.4a. The number of Si – OH – Al species in YAS glasses
Si – OH – Al
Hydration Level YAS17 YAS24 YAS30
Species No. St dev Species No. St dev Species No. St dev
DRY 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
0.1 3.50 0.7071 1.50 0.7100 1.50 0.7100
0.2 8.00 1.4140 2.50 0.7100 3.50 0.7100
0.3 15.00 4.2430 8.50 0.7100 6.50 0.7100
Table 4.4b. The number of Si – OH – Al species in YAS glasses (normalized)
Normalized Si – OH – Al
Hydration Level YAS17 YAS24 YAS30
Species No. St dev Species No. St dev Species No. St dev
DRY 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
0.1 0.0364 0.0073 0.0150 0.0071 0.0150 0.0071
0.2 0.0363 0.0064 0.0125 0.0032 0.0175 0.0032
0.3 0.0500 0.0141 0.0283 0.0023 0.0216 0.0023
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3) Al-OH-Al
A code was developed for the detection of Al – OH – Al species (Figure 4.14c)
in hydrated YAS glasses. Species which have the form of Al – OH – Al were detected
in each of the hydrated YAS glasses (YAS17, 24 and 30). Roughly the same numbers of
Al – OH – Al species were present in each of the hydrated YAS glasses compared to the
number of Si – OH – Al found within each of the same glasses discussed earlier. As
mentioned earlier, hydroxyl groups are not seen to bridge between two Si atoms. It may
be possible that silicon does not allow for OH to move or exist in between two Si atoms
as the proton H+ has nothing to stabilise.
The number of these species i.e. Al – OH – Al seen in hydrated YAS glasses 24
and 30 do not show any trends with respect to increasing hydration concentration except
for YAS17 where they increase with respect to hydration. No trends are clear between
YAS17, 24 and 30 with respect to yttrium content for each of the hydrated glasses.
The numbers of Al – OH – Al species present in each of the hydrated glasses are
shown in Table 4.5a. Normalisation of numbers in Table 4.5a give rise to Table 4.5b to
remove any unnecessary effects of biasing with the number of hydroxyls used in each of
the simulations. The normalisation method employed is:
NORMALISATION: No. of Al – +OH – Al / Total No. of Hydroxyls in Simulation
E.g. for YAS24
(y=0.1) (y=0.2) (y=0.3)
Al – +OH – Al = 4.5/100 Al – +OH – Al = 9.0/200 Al – +OH – Al = 17.5/300
Table 4.5a. The number of Al – OH – Al species in YAS glasses
Al – +OH – Al
Hydration Level YAS17 YAS24 YAS30
Species No. St dev Species No. St dev Species No. St dev
DRY 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
0.1 1.00 1.4142 4.50 0.7071 4.50 0.7071
0.2 8.50 0.7071 9.00 1.4142 8.50 0.7071
0.3 13.50 2.1210 17.50 0.7071 11.50 0.7071
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Table 4.5b. The number of Al – OH – Al species in YAS glasses (Normalized)
Normalized Al – +OH – Al
Hydration Level YAS17 YAS24 YAS30
Species No. St dev Species No. St dev Species No. St dev
DRY 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
0.1 0.0104 0.0147 0.0450 0.0070 0.0450 0.0070
0.2 0.0386 0.0032 0.0450 0.0070 0.0425 0.0035
0.3 0.0450 0.0070 0.0583 0.0023 0.0383 0.0023
It is interesting that Al – OH – Al species exist whereas Si – OH – Si does not. It
can be rationalised how Si – OH – Al species are formed due to charge stabilisation of
Si and Al by a hydroxyl bridging between them, however the reason for Al – OH – Al to
form is not due to the same reason. What makes this more complicated is that if Al –
OH – Al is seen one would assume that Si – OH – Si would form also. It may be
possible that silicon species in Si – OH – Si do not favour the formation of Si – OH –
Si, but if one Si were replaced by Al i.e. Si – OH – Al then the species (Si – OH – Al)
begin to form and if another Si is replaced by another Al atom i.e. Al – OH – Al then
such species are also recognised. Silicon is very specific over what may enter its
coordination shell as seen in Figure 4.8a, 4.8b and 4.8c. It may possibly be due to the
complex nature and characteristics of silicon being selective over what can be nearby
whereas aluminium is not as species such as Si – OH – Al and Al – OH – Si are seen.
This may be a possibility as to why a decrease is seen in the aluminium network
connectivity but not for silicon (section 4.4)
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4.3 Hydroxyl Groups
This section deals with distinguishing between hydroxyl groups that are bonded
to Si and/or Al. The remaining hydroxyl groups that are not bonded to Si and/or Al
would be free and instead attach themselves to yttrium network-modifier ions. Tables
4.6a and 4.6b show how the number of hydroxyl groups bond to Si in hydrated YAS
glass systems 17, 24 and 30.
Table 4.6a. The number of Si – OH species in YAS glasses
Si - OH
Hydration Level YAS17 YAS24 YAS30
No. Species St dev No. Species St dev No. Species St dev
0.1 60.00 2.06 10.50 0.81 4.50 0.75
0.2 86.50 0.68 20.50 0.81 21.50 0.75
0.3 119.00 1.37 63.50 2.17 43.50 0.75
NORMALISATION: No. of OH attached to Si / Total No. of Si in Simulation
i.e. YAS17 → 0.1) Si = 60.00/344 0.2) Si = 86.5/344 3) Si = 119/344 
Table 4.6b. The number of Si – OH species in YAS glasses (Normalized)
Si – OH Normalized
Hydration Level YAS17 YAS24 YAS30
No. Species St dev No. Species St dev No. Species St dev
0.1 0.174 0.006 0.0386 0.003 0.018 0.003
0.2 0.251 0.002 0.0754 0.003 0.086 0.003
0.3 0.346 0.004 0.2335 0.008 0.174 0.003
Observing Table 4.6b we can see that for each glass composition YAS17, 24 and
30, as hydration in increased from 0.1 – 0.3 more hydroxyl groups coordinate onto
silicon. For example, if we take YAS17 and hydrate the glass from 0.1, 0.2 and 0.3 the
number of hydroxyls found coordinated to silicon increases to 0.174, 0.251 and 0.346
respectively. The opposite is seen when looking at a single hydration concentration
across all three glasses YAS17, 24 and 30 i.e. a decrease in the number of OH groups
coordinated to silicon when an increase in yttrium content is seen.
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Tables 4.7a and 4.7b show the number of hydroxyl groups bonded to Al in hydrated
YAS glass systems.
Table 4.7a. The number of Al – OH species in YAS glasses
Al – OH
Hydration Level YAS17 YAS24 YAS30
No. Species St dev No. Species St dev No. Species St dev
0.1 33.00 2.04 26.50 0.64 17.50 0.80
0.2 68.50 6.12 58.50 0.64 42.50 0.80
0.3 87.50 2.04 91.50 2.14 72.00 5.60
NORMALISATION: No. of OH attached to Al / Total No. of Al in Simulation
i.e. YAS17 →  0.1) Al = 33.0/204 0.2) Al = 68.5/204 3) Al = 87.5/204 
Table 4.7b. The number of Al – OH species in YAS glasses (normalized)
Al – OH Normalized
Hydration Level YAS17 YAS24 YAS30
No. Species St dev No. Species St dev No. Species St dev
0.1 0.162 0.010 0.123 0.003 0.088 0.004
0.2 0.336 0.030 0.272 0.003 0.213 0.004
0.3 0.429 0.010 0.425 0.010 0.360 0.028
Observing Table 4.7b we can see that for each glass composition YAS17, 24 and
30, as hydration is increased from 0.1 – 0.3 more hydroxyl groups coordinate onto
aluminium. For example, if we take YAS17 and hydrate the glass from 0.1, 0.2 and 0.3
the number of hydroxyls found coordinated to aluminium to increases to 0.162, 0.336
and 0.429 respectively. The opposite is seen when looking at a single hydration
concentration across all three glasses YAS17, 24 and 30 i.e. a decrease in the number of
OH groups coordinated to aluminium when an increase in yttrium content is seen. Free
hydroxyl species (-OH) have been reported by Xianyu Xue [153]. For hydroxyl groups
that have not attached to network-forming species, they would as a result be described
as free hydroxyl groups with coordination to network-modifying species such as sodium
[153]. Yttrium is the network modifier in YAS glasses and one would presume, on the
basis of free hydroxyls attaching onto sodium, they would bond to yttrium in place of
sodium for an yttrium aluminosilicate glass.
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The number of free hydroxyl groups detected is shown in Table 4.8a, whereas the
normalized numbers of numbers found in Table 4.8a are represented in Table 4.8b.
Table 4.8a. The number of free OH Species in YAS glasses
OH
Hydration Level YAS17 YAS24 YAS30
No. Species St dev No. Species St dev No. Species St dev
0.1 51.00 4.22 63.00 1.40 78.00 1.40
0.2 65.00 5.06 121.00 4.80 136.00 3.40
0.3 93.50 4.20 145.00 6.60 184.50 6.30
NORMALISATION: No. of OH detected / Total No. of OH in Simulation
i.e. YAS17 →  0.1) OH = 51.0/96 0.2) OH = 65.0/220 3) OH = 93.5/300 
Table 4.8b. The number of free OH Species in YAS glasses (Normalized)
OH Normalized
Hydration Level YAS17 YAS24 YAS30
No. Species St dev No. Species St dev No. Species St dev
0.1 0.531 0.044 0.630 0.014 0.780 0.014
0.2 0.295 0.023 0.605 0.024 0.680 0.017
0.3 0.312 0.014 0.483 0.022 0.615 0.021
Observing Table 4.8b we can see that by progressively hydrating glass
composition YAS30 from 0.1 – 0.3, fewer hydroxyl groups are seen to be free. That is,
if we take YAS30 and hydrate the glass from 0.1, 0.2 and 0.3 causes the fraction of free
hydroxyls to decrease from 0.780, 0.680 and 0.615 respectively. The opposite is seen
when looking at a single hydration concentration across all three glasses (YAS17, 24
and 30), i.e. an increase in the number of OH groups is seen with respect to an increase
in yttrium content. This evidence supports how hydroxyl groups coordinate to Y > Al ~
Si in this order as seen in section 4.1 (Figure 4.11). Generally the more a YAS glass is
hydrated, the more hydroxyl groups will coordinate themselves to silicon and
aluminium but as this takes place fewer free hydroxyl groups are seen. This shows
silicon and aluminium cause this decrease in the number of free hydroxyl groups. The
more a YAS glass is hydrated the less available hydroxyls are to be free in the glass
system as silicon and aluminium are providing a home for hydroxyl groups.
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4.4 Medium-range structure
4.4.1 Silicon Qn
The silicon network connectivities for unhydrated and hydrated versions of
YAS17, 24 and 30 are given below in Figure 4.15a.
Figure 4.15a.
Observing Figure 4.15a we can see that for glass compositions YAS24 and 30
that as the glass is progressively hydrated from 0.1 – 0.3 the silicon network
connectivity increases. A rise in silicon connectivities is seen for each of the glasses
from dry to hydrated YAS at concentration of 0.1. The strength of the silicon network is
increasing subject to increase in hydration from the dry forms of YAS glasses. This may
be due to the hydroxyl groups substituting, Y --- O-Si-O3 for Y --- OH which causes the
movement of -[O-SiO3] species back into the network causing this strengthening
(Figures 4.12 and 4.13). What is seen after a hydration of 0.1 is a rough convergence in
silicon network connectivities when hydrating each of the glasses from concentrations
of 0.1 to 0.3. By first viewing the network connectivities of unhydrated YAS17, 24 and
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30, we see that YAS17 has the highest network connectivity at 3.02, where YAS24 and
30 are 2.50 and 2.03 respectively. The differences between these three compositions is
the amount of yttrium in each YAS glass, where YAS17 has the lowest yttrium content
at 17%, YAS24 with 24% yttria and YAS30 with 30% yttria. We see that a change in
yttrium content varies the way silicon connects itself in the glass structure. The silicon
connectivity comprises of Si – O – Si and Si – O – Al connections, where oxygens in
this situation are bridging between two like atoms of silicon and between two unlike
atoms of silicon and aluminium. Aluminium plays the same role as the network former
silicon. Yttrium is a network modifier in each of the glasses which would disturb such
connections. The greater amount of yttrium in the YAS glass the more disruption to Si –
O – Si and Si – O – Al connections.
Mead and Moutjoy [152] found that by increasing calcium content into their
hydrated calcium silicate glasses caused the silicon network connectivity to decrease.
The same was found to take place for YAS glasses [42]. As by increasing the yttrium
content from 17 % to 30 % caused the silicon network connectivity to decrease. We can
understand this as increasing yttrium content in YAS glasses causes yttrium ions to
break Si – O – Si and Si – O – Al connections thus lowering the silicon network
connectivity. A YAS glass with high yttrium content would make the glass more
bioactive, with the durability of the glass decreased. Having a YAS with low durability
containing radioactive yttrium ions would as a result allow, due to the low durability of
the glass, radioactive yttrium to move out of the glass network and into surrounding
healthy living tissue during treatment. This would be detrimental to the patient. The
yttrium ions need to be harnessed in the glass network which needs to be durable
enough to prevent leaching of yttrium ions outwards. After the full radioactivity of
yttrium has depleted, used for radiotherapeutic use, then only is it safe to the patient for
yttrium ions to be mobile outside of the glass network. A glass with low yttrium content
would increase durability, be less bioactive and prevent yttrium ions leaching out of the
glass network and into healthy surrounding tissues. Moreover hydration may enable the
fine tuning of YAS with respect to silicon network connectivity. We see as YAS17 is
hydrated progressively, higher silicon network connectivity is gained. This means that
bioactivity is decreasing. This also means due to the strengthening of the silicon
network that the YAS glass overall increases in durability. Some YAS glasses may be
better suited to one organ than another according to durability. It would now be possible
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to enhance and develop a YAS glass by engineering hydration levels specifically for use
in different parts of the body.
The change in yttrium content is reflective of changes seen for silicon network
connectivity (NC) for unhydrated YAS glasses (YAS17, 24 and 30). For YAS17, lower
yttrium content causes a lower number of Q2 and Q1 Si species and a higher number of
Q3 species. This gives rise to a NC of 3.02 which is larger than the silicon NC for
YAS24 and YAS30 whose yttrium content is greater. By having less yttrium in a YAS
glass, like YAS17, causes oxygens, which would coordinate to yttrium to decrease.
Oxygens that do not coordinate to yttrium instead coordinate to silicon and or
aluminium atoms present in the glass structure, therefore giving rise to an increase in Si
– O – Si and Si – O – Al connections, resulting in YAS17 having a high Si NC of 3.02.
If an increase in yttrium content is seen i.e. YAS24 and 30, a greater number of Q2
species would dominate over the number of Q3 species thus giving rise to silicon NC's
of 2.50 and 2.03 for YAS24 and 30 respectively. Yttrium in these glasses disturbs Si – O
– Si and Si – O – Al bonds causing them to break, where oxygens would as a result
coordinate onto yttrium itself if yttrium content is high. Yttrium is carrying out the task
of modifying the network with respect to silicon thus being called a network modifier.
By hydrating each of the YAS glasses (YAS17, 24 and 30) we see the silicon
network connectivities increasing. The general reason for this is due to the number of
Q2 species in hydrated YAS glasses decreasing and the number of Q4 species increasing,
where the number of Q3 species remains more or less constant. The hydroxyl
(hydration) groups are clearly causing the number of Si – O – Si and or Si – O – Al
connections to increase. No hydroxyl groups are seen to bridge between two like atom
pairs of silicon i.e. Si – +OH – Si. We have instead seen evidence for the existence of Si
– OH – Al species. This is possibly why a rise is seen in silicon NC is observed in
Figure 4.15a. Hydration can affect the following species seen in Figure 4.16a and 4.16b.
Figure 4.16
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The partial A-B Qn is defined in section 2.6.3. We remind the reader that each A-
O-B linkage is counted, even if two or more share the same central oxygen atom. If
three- and higher-coordinated oxygen atoms exist, this definition of partial Qn can
exceed the A-O coordination number, and that the sum of the partial Qn is not equal to
the total Qn. The partial Si network connectivities were calculated i.e. Si – O – Si and Si
– O – Al, in Figures 4.15b and 4.15c respectively. This is so a better understanding can
be gained as to how progressively hydrating three different glass compositions YAS17,
24 and 30 can in turn increase the silicon connectivities (Qn speciation) and what partial
Si connectivity is responsible for this effect i.e. either or both of Si – O – Si / Si – O – Al.
Figure 4.15b.
This graph shows the partial silicon connectivities for purely the Si – O – Si
contributions present for each glass composition. Here a similar trend is found from that
of Figure 4.15a earlier discussed. It is worth noting hydration largely does not affect the
Si – O – Si contributions to connectivities after hydration of y=0.1. The hydroxyl groups
are not breaking these connections with this connectivity type as one would imagine or
predict to take place demonstrated in Figure 4.16. Instead the numbers of Si – O – Si
connections are seen to increase.
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Figure 4.15c
Figure 4.15c shows the partial silicon connectivities for purely Si – O – Al
contributions present for each glass composition. Here a different trend is found, whereby
hydrating YAS17 and YAS24 with concentration of 0.1 – 0.3, a general slight decrease is
seen in the number of Si – O – Al species. This may be somewhat due to the fact that by
hydrating the glass, the hydroxyl groups interfere with that of the Si – O – Al species in the
glass network. For example, unhydrated YAS17 has a larger number of Si – O – Al species
than hydrated YAS17 at a concentration of 0.1. The reason for this is that hydrating the
glass causes the hydroxyl groups to integrate themselves into the Si – O – Al connectivities
therefore splitting them apart and creating Si – OH and Al – OH. This is demonstrated by
Figure 4.16b.
The Si – O – Al connections are seen to go up and down as we progressively
hydrate each of the glass compositions in Figure 4.15c. The Si – O – Si connections are
seen to increase as seen in Figure 4.15b. This shows that Si – O – Al links have weakness
causing these connections to break i.e. Si – O – Al instead of Si – O – Si which are stronger
and in fact increasing in number as hydration of any glass composition takes place. The
hydroxyl groups break down the Si – O – Al connections more easily than Si – O – Si
connections.
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4.4.2 Aluminum Qn
The aluminium network connectivities for dry and hydrated versions of YAS17,
24 and 30 are given below in Figure 4.17a.
Figure 4.17a.
Observing Figure 4.17a we can see that for each glass composition YAS17, 24
and 30 progressively hydrated from 0.1 – 0.3, the aluminium network connectivity goes
up and down. A decrease in Al NC is seen for each of the glasses from unhydrated to
hydrated forms at concentrations of 0.1. The strength of the aluminium network is
decreasing subject to increase in hydration from the dry forms of YAS glasses. What is
seen after a hydration of 0.1 is a further smaller decrease if not a convergence (or slight
increase) in aluminium network connectivities when hydrating each of the glasses from
concentrations of 0.2 to 0.3. By first viewing the network connectivities of unhydrated
YAS17, 24 and 30, we see that YAS24 has the highest network connectivity at 4.27,
where YAS17 and 30 are 4.10 and 3.90 respectively. The Al connectivity comprises Al –
O – Al and Si – O – Al connections, where oxygen atoms in this situation are bridging
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between two like atoms of aluminium and between two unlike atoms of silicon and
aluminium. Aluminium plays the same role as the network former silicon. Yttrium is a
network modifier in each of the glasses which would disturb such connections. The
trend i.e. increase in silicon NC with respect to decreasing amount of yttrium content in
unhydrated YAS glasses (YAS17, 24 and 30) seen earlier in Figure 4.15a is not observed
for the aluminium network connectivities in Figure 4.17a.
By hydrating each of the YAS glasses (YAS17, 24 and 30) we see the aluminium
network connectivities are very random. Hydroxyl groups are seen to bridge between
two like atom pairs of silicon i.e. Al – +OH – Al in all hydrated YAS glasses 17, 24 and
30. We have also seen evidence for the existence of Si – OH – Al species. One would
think that by seeing a number of Al – +OH – Al and Si – OH – Al species, the NC for
aluminium would increase, but an opposite trend is observed in Figure 4.17a. Possible
ways in which hydration can affect aluminium NC can be viewed in Figure 4.16b and
4.16c.
The partial Al network connectivities were calculated i.e. Al – O – Al and Si – O
– Al in Figures 4.16b and 4.16c respectively. This is to better the understanding of how
progressively hydrating three different glass compositions YAS17, 24 and 30 can in turn
decrease Al connectivities (Qn speciation) and what partial Al connectivity is
responsible for this effect i.e. either or both of Al – O – Al / Si – O – Al.
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Figure 4.17b
Figure 4.17b shows the partial aluminium connectivities for purely the Al – O –
Al contributions present for each glass compositions. Here no obvious trend is found.
Viewing Figure 4.16c it was thought that Al – O – Al connections may break down due
to hydroxyl groups resulting in the formation of two Al – OH.
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Figure 4.17c
Figure 4.17c shows the partial aluminium connectivities for purely the Al – O –
Si contributions present for each glass compositions. Generally the partial aluminium
connectivities goes up and down and no overall trend is observed. Hydrating the glass,
the hydroxyl groups interfere with that of the Al – O – Si species in the glass network.
For example, dry YAS17 has a larger number of Al – O – Si species than compared to
the same glass hydrated at a concentration of 0.1. The reason for this is that hydrating
the glass causes the hydroxyl groups to integrate themselves into the Al – O – Si
connectivities therefore splitting them apart and creating instead Al – OH and Si – OH
as a result of hydration (Figure 4.16b).
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4.5 Clustering
4.5.1 Si – OH
Figure 4.18a demonstrates how hydroxyl groups aggregate around silicon atoms
with respect to varying yttrium content between YAS17, 24 and 30 as well as increasing
hydration.
Figure 4.18a.
Figure 4.18a shows that hydroxyl groups do not aggregate around silicon atoms
in YAS17 YAS24 or YAS30. From the Figure above we can understand that a glass with
higher amounts of yttria will tend to cause fewer hydroxyl groups to aggregate around
silicon. This is probably due to a higher yttria content attracting hydroxyl groups
towards yttrium and thus lowering the tendency of hydroxyl groups to aggregate around
silicon. One might think that the more hydration is increased would in turn cause
hydroxyl groups to aggregate more around silicon but this is not the case. The clustering
of hydroxyl groups around silicon does not increase with respect to increasing hydration
concentration. The clustering ratios obtained with respect to hydroxyl groups clustering
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around silicon are seen to be below a value of one. If clustering values were greater than
one then clustering is taking place, but for all YAS glasses (YAS17, 24 and 30) show
that no clustering takes place between hydroxyl groups and silicon. Even though all
clustering values are below a value of one, for this case it is worth noting that if
clustering were to take place more in one glass composition than another, it would be
for YAS17 rather than YAS30 as seen from Figure 4.18a.
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4.5.2 Al – OH
Figure 4.18b demonstrates how hydroxyl groups aggregate around aluminium
atoms with respect to varying yttrium content between YAS17, 24 and 30 as well as
increasing hydration.
Figure 4.18b
Figure 4.18b shows that hydroxyl groups do not aggregate around aluminium
atoms in YAS17, 24 and 30 as hydration increases. From the Figure above we can
understand that a glass with higher amounts of yttrium will cause more hydroxyl groups
to aggregate around aluminium. One would think that the more hydration was increased
would in turn cause hydroxyl groups to aggregate more around aluminium but this is
not always the case. The clustering of hydroxyl groups around aluminium generally
converges when all three YAS glasses reach a hydration of 0.3. The clustering values
obtained with respect to hydroxyl groups clustering around aluminium are seen to be
below a value of one. Even though all clustering values are below a value of one, for
this case it is worth noting that if clustering were to take place more in one glass
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composition than another, it would be for YAS30 rather than YAS17 especially at
hydration concentration of 0.1, seen from Figure 4.18b.
4.5.3 Y – OH
Figure 4.18c demonstrates how hydroxyl groups aggregate around yttrium atoms
with respect to varying yttrium content between YAS17, 24 and 30 as well increasing
hydration.
Figure 4.18c
Figure 4.18c shows that hydroxyl groups aggregate around yttrium atoms more
in YAS17 than in YAS30 or YAS24. From the Figure above we can understand that a
glass with lower amount of yttria will tend to cause hydroxyl groups to aggregate
around yttrium more. What was discussed earlier in Figure 4.18a for hydroxyl groups
clustering around silicon atoms was, clustering of hydroxyl groups decrease as yttria
content increases, instead the trend is not seen in Figure 4.18c for hydroxyl group
aggregation around yttrium atoms. We expected more hydroxyl groups clustering
around yttrium atoms for YAS30 since it has the highest content of yttrium compared to
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YAS17. This is not seen. We instead see that hydroxyl groups prefer to cluster more
around yttrium atoms in YAS17 than YAS30. One would think that the more hydration
is increased would in turn cause hydroxyl groups to aggregate more around yttrium but
this is not the case. The clustering of hydroxyl groups around yttrium does not increase
with respect to increasing hydration concentration. The clustering values obtained for
hydroxyl groups around yttrium are seen to be above a value of one. If clustering values
are greater than one, as seen in Figure 4.18c, then clustering is taking place. All
clustering values are above a value of one, for this case it is worth noting that more
clustering occurs in YAS17 rather than YAS30 or YAS24 as seen from Figure 4.18c.
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4.5.4 Cation – Cation Clustering
Tables 4.9a, 4.9b and 4.9c shows cation – cation clustering with respect to increasing
hydration concentration for YAS17, 24 and 30 glass compositions respectively.
Table 4.9a: Cation – cation clustering for YAS17 hydrated at fractions y=0.1, 0.2 and
0.3
Table 4.9b: Cation – cation clustering for YAS24 hydrated at fractions y=0.1, 0.2 and
0.3
Cation - Cation Clustering for YAS24 (Dry and Hydrated (y=0.1, 0.2 and 0.3))
Species Dry YAS24 YAS24_0.1 YAS24_0.2 YAS24_0.3
Ratio St. Dev. Ratio St. Dev. Ratio St. Dev. Ratio St. Dev.
Y – Y 1.120 0.018 1.204 0.021 1.230 0.038 1.301 0.029
Y – Si 1.397 0.038 1.150 0.013 1.042 0.062 1.028 0.025
Y – Al 1.030 0.093 1.041 0.081 1.011 0.060 1.000 0.051
Si – Si 1.087 0.020 1.381 0.079 1.605 0.074 1.538 0.016
Si – Al 1.152 0.029 1.158 0.047 1.112 0.067 1.185 0.069
Al – Al 1.674 0.062 1.537 0.040 1.556 0.052 1.639 0.029
Table 4.9c: Cation – cation clustering for YAS30 hydrated at fractions y=0.1, 0.2 and
0.3
Cation - Cation Clustering for YAS30 (Dry and Hydrated (y=0.1, 0.2 and 0.3))
Species Dry YAS30 YAS30_0.1 YAS30_0.2 YAS30_0.3
Ratio St. Dev Ratio St. Dev Ratio St. Dev Ratio St. Dev
Y – Y 1.167 0.064 1.217 0.018 1.240 0.013 3.289 0.019
Y – Si 1.472 0.064 1.179 0.026 1.184 0.015 1.128 0.045
Y – Al 1.122 0.022 1.110 0.092 1.078 0.018 1.040 0.051
Si – Si 1.027 0.026 1.522 0.016 1.546 0.039 1.824 0.032
Si – Al 1.134 0.065 0.889 0.035 0.973 0.030 1.005 0.066
Al – Al 1.659 0.046 1.342 0.013 1.378 0.019 2.034 0.088
Cation - Cation Clustering for YAS17 (Dry and Hydrated (y=0.1, 0.2 and 0.3))
Species Dry YAS17 YAS17_0.1 YAS17_0.2 YAS17_0.3
Ratio St. Dev. Ratio St. Dev. Ratio St. Dev. Ratio St. Dev.
Y – Y 1.102 0.031 1.308 0.029 1.333 0.014 1.379 0.097
Y – Si 1.179 0.020 1.099 0.045 1.072 0.075 1.009 0.034
Y – Al 1.018 0.013 1.061 0.023 1.007 0.037 0.991 0.031
Si – Si 1.257 0.043 1.449 0.038 1.499 0.010 1.486 0.057
Si – Al 1.135 0.027 0.998 0.031 1.133 0.039 1.030 0.011
Al – Al 1.480 0.034 1.785 0.035 1.594 0.037 1.636 0.077
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The clustering ratios seen above for dry YAS17, 24 and 30 compare well to
simulation studies of yttrium aluminosilicates carried out by the work of Tilocca and
Christie [42]. From the Tables above, hydration generally causes an increase in clustering
for like pairs of cations and decreases clustering for unlike pairs of cations. The trend
seen from the above table is that cation - cation clustering for like pairs i.e. Y-Y, Si-Si
and Al-Al are seen to increase as YAS17 is hydrated. For example, we previously saw
hydroxyl groups tending to cluster around yttrium, aluminium and silicon in this order.
As we see that hydrating the dry form of YAS17 progressively causes the Y-Y
clustering to increase. This shows that not only will one likely find a hydroxyl group
near an yttrium cation but one will also likely find another yttrium cation to which it is
close. The same effect is seen for other like pairs i.e. Al-Al and Si-Si. The extent of like
cation pair clustering seen in YAS30 is greater than that seen in YAS17 (Table 4.9c and
4.9a respectively). This is likely to be due to the different amounts of yttrium between
the two glasses where YAS17 and YAS30 have 17 mol % and 30 mol % of yttrium
respectively.
Clustering ratios for unlike cation pairs i.e. Y-Si, Y-Al and Si-Al are seen to decrease
as dry YAS is hydrated. For example, this shows that the yttrium cations tend to stay
away from silicon cations. This is firstly because yttrium cations are already involved
with hydroxyl group aggregation and secondly with themselves and so this therefore
lessens their ability to be near silicon. The same effect is seen for other unlike cation
pairs Y-Al and Si-Al. Simply put, a hydroxyl group will have a number of cations i.e.
yttrium surrounding itself, to which hydroxyls then cause further attraction to cations
i.e. yttrium, which therefore prevents unlike cation pairs from aggregating.
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4.6 Yttrium bridging oxygens vs. non-bridging oxygens
The following set of data will represent the yttrium environment with respect to
the percentage of bridging oxygens (BO) vs. the percentage of non-bridging oxygens
(NBO) in its coordination shell. This is to better the understanding and description of
how yttrium content causes a change with respect to the number of BOs vs. NBOs
around yttrium and secondly the affect of hydration affecting the percentage of BOs vs.
NBOs with respect to each glass composition.
By viewing Table 4.10a we see the percentage of bridging oxygens changing
with respect to yttrium content. It is clear from Table 4.10a that as the yttrium content in
an yttrium aluminosilicate glass increases, the percentage of bridging oxygens around
yttrium will decrease as a result.
By viewing Table 4.10a, YAS24 or YAS30 shows that hydrating the glass system
causes the percentage of bridging oxygens around yttrium to increase, whereas for
YAS17 this stays roughly constant. Hydrating the glass has the opposite effect that
increasing yttrium content has. Increasing yttrium content causes a lower percentage of
bridging oxygens around yttrium ions whereas hydration instead increases the
percentage of bridging oxygens around yttrium.
As the percentage of bridging oxygens decreases with respect to increasing
yttrium content, the percentage of non-bridging oxygens around yttrium as a result
increases. The overall effect of hydrating a glass composition progressively from 0.1 to
0.3 from the unhydrated form causes the number of bridging oxygens around yttrium to
increase thus lowering the percentage of non-bridging oxygens around yttrium (Table
4.10b).
The reason for increasing yttrium content to decrease the number of bridging
oxygens around itself is due to yttrium being a network modifier. The more yttrium in
the glass, the more yttrium shall modify the glass structure by breaking T - O - T bonds,
and removing bridging oxygens around itself thus lowering the percentage seen in the
yttrium environment. Yttrium modifier ions favour non-bridging oxygens to form
around it with respect to increasing yttrium content.
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Table 4.10a: Bridging oxygens surrounding yttrium in hydrated and unhydrated YAS
glasses 17, 24 and 30
BO YAS17 YAS24 YAS30
% St. Dev % St. Dev % St. Dev
DRY 46.13 2.27 37.97 1.88 30.84 0.95
0.1 44.07 1.70 38.70 1.60 32.66 0.82
0.2 42.56 0.40 43.08 4.42 35.30 0.39
0.3 43.94 1.82 42.04 1.38 36.97 2.14
From Table 4.10b, the number of non-bridging oxygens increases with respect to
yttrium content.
Table 4.10b: Non-bridging oxygens surrounding yttrium in hydrated and unhydrated
YAS glasses 17, 24 and 30
NBO YAS17 YAS24 YAS30
% St. Dev % St. Dev % St. Dev
DRY 53.87 2.04 62.03 1.91 69.16 1.24
0.1 52.94 2.61 55.95 0.76 58.93 1.04
0.2 54.57 1.67 52.04 2.99 56.31 0.23
0.3 52.19 1.75 51.35 1.61 54.20 3.08
Table 4.10c: Non-bridging and bridging oxygens surrounding yttrium in hydrated and
unhydrated YAS glasses 17, 24 and 30
YAS17 YAS24 YAS30
NBO+BO Total
%
(OH)
%
NBO+BO Total
%
(OH)
%
NBO+BO Total
%
(OH)
%
DRY 100 n/a 100 n/a 100 n/a
0.1 97.01 2.99 94.65 5.35 91.59 8.41
0.2 97.13 2.87 95.12 4.88 91.61 8.39
0.3 96.13 3.87 93.40 6.60 91.17 8.83
Mead and Mountjoy found [152] for calcium phosphate glass that a higher amount
of non-bridging oxygens surrounded calcium similarly to how non-bridging oxygens
surround yttrium in YAS glass (Table 4.10b). As calcium and yttrium are network
modifiers, they share the same characteristics as to being present around non-bridging
oxygens more than bridging oxygens. What they also found was with increasing
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calcium content caused an increase in numbers of non-bridging oxygens surrounding
calcium. The same effect is seen for YAS glasses.
Yttrium has high field strength, and because of this nature, it causes yttrium to
be surrounded by a high percentage of non bridging oxygens. This was demonstrated by
the work of Tilocca and Christie [115]. They modelled a glass with three network
modifiers: yttrium, calcium and sodium. Yttrium had the highest field strength and
sodium had the lowest. The high field strength of yttrium influenced the way in which a
larger percentage of non-bridging oxygens to surround itself and sodium the least.
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4.7 Main Findings
Coordination is seen to increase for Si, Al and Y as YAS glasses 17, 24 and 30
are progressively hydrated from 0.1 – 0.3 (Figures 4.8a, 4.9a and 4.10a). The order by
which hydroxyl-oxygens coordinate to network-forming and modifying cations is
shown below:
Y > Al ~ Si
Yttrium has the greatest ability in allowing hydroxyl-oxygen to coordinate to it,
aluminium and silicon having lower coordination to hydroxyl-oxygen. The increase in
coordination is due to hydration effects where hydroxyl groups squeeze themselves into
the coordination spheres, most easily with yttrium, and then silicon and/or aluminium.
The more a YAS glass is hydrated the more hydroxyl groups will fit themselves into the
coordination spheres of yttrium firstly and then aluminium and silicon (Figures 4.8c,
4.9c and 4.10c).
The same order is observed as the coordination of silicon, aluminium and
yttrium to non hydroxyl-oxygen decreases. Yttrium shows this effect the most and
silicon the least, where coordination to non hydroxyl-oxygen decreases (Figures 4.8b,
4.9b and 4.10b)
As coordination of, for example, yttrium decreases with non hydroxyl-oxygen,
the coordination of yttrium to hydroxyl-oxygen increases. Hydroxyl groups coordinate
as a displacement to non hydroxyl-oxygens. Furthermore, the hydroxyl-oxygens not
only displace non hydroxyl-oxygens but cause an overall increase in coordination. The
same is seen for silicon and aluminium where the effect is not as marked as found for
yttrium (Figures 4.8a, 4.9a and 4.10a).
The main difference between YAS glasses 17, 24 and 30 is the increase in
yttrium content, and decrease in the silicon content. The content of aluminium between
the YAS glasses 17, 24 and 30 remains roughly unchanged. It is seen that the more
yttrium a YAS glass has i.e. YAS30, when progressively hydrated, causes yttrium,
aluminium and silicon to generally hold higher coordination numbers than compared to
a YAS glass that contains less yttrium i.e. YAS17 (Figures 4.8a, 4.9a and 4.10a). The
same effect is seen for aluminium and silicon but the effect is least marked for silicon.
Hydroxyl groups tend to favour associating themselves to yttrium first then aluminium
and lastly silicon as YAS glasses 17, 24 and 30 are hydrated. The more yttrium a YAS
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glass has the fewer hydroxyl groups would bind onto yttrium, aluminium and silicon.
(Figures 4.8c, 4.9c and 4.10c).
Of the following species only B and C were observed in YAS glass 17, 24 and 30:
There is no correlation as to the number of species B and C increasing with
respect to hydration concentration. What we do know is that these species do exist and
they form from the presence of hydroxyl groups bridging between two aluminium
atoms or a silicon and aluminium atom as demonstrated in B and C. Generally there
were a greater number of B species that were found in YAS glasses 17, 24 and 30 than C
species found in the same YAS glass systems. A possible reason as to why species B
forms is rationalized by stabilizing the charge on silicon which therefore causes the
hydroxyl group to place itself between an aluminium and silicon. The reason for a
hydroxyl group to place itself between two aluminium atoms as seen in C cannot be due
to the same reason given earlier of charge stabilization between Al and Si (B).
The overall silicon network connectivities are generally increasing with hydration
as seen in Figure 4.15a which shows that the silicate network is strengthening itself as
YAS glasses 17, 24 and 30 are hydrated. By viewing Figure 4.15b we realise that this
effect seen in Figure 4.15a is due to the number of Si – O – Si and Si – O – Al bridges
increasing with increasing hydration.
The overall aluminium network connectivities are generally decreasing with
hydration as seen in Figure 4.17a which shows that the aluminate network is weakening
itself as YAS glasses 17, 24 and 30 are hydrated. By viewing Figure 4.17b and 4.17c we
realise that this affect seen in Figure 4.17a is due to the number of Al – O – Al and Al –
O – Si bridges decreasing (Figures 4.16b and 4.16c).
The network connectivity of a glass has a central role in determining the glass
dissolution rate: a fragmented network with a low connectivity will dissolve faster in an
aqueous environment [42]. For example, low-silica bioactive glasses have NC of
approximately 2, whereas loss of bioactivity has been associated to NC approaching 3
Figure 4.14 A B C
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in higher silica compositions. The central importance of the network connectivity in this
context makes it a key structural factor for the possible use of a silica-based glass
composition to store radionuclides, either in nuclear waste disposal or for in situ cancer
radiotherapy. The incorporation of water in the form of hydroxyl groups in a glass
structure is in principle expected to disrupt the glass network: this is based on the
assumption that protons act as additional network modifiers [154] and therefore the O2−
→ 2 OH− substitution would break T – O − T bridges either directly (e.g., T – O − T + 
OH− → T − O− + T − OH) or indirectly (e.g., T – O ··· M + OH− → T − OH + M+,
where M+ is a free modifier cation which is able to break another T – O − T bridge). For 
example, the breakdown of the silica network (compared to melt-derived glasses)
caused by the hydration process is often reported as one of the possible effects
contributing to the extended range of bioactivity of sol−gel glasses [154]. Also, a more
disrupted YAS network would be less stable in a physiological environment, affecting
its performance for radiotherapy. In the short term, a faster yttrium release in the
bloodstream from a rapidly dissolving glass would be a negative factor for the medical
applications, which require the highest short-term durability to avoid releasing yttrium
isotopes while they are radioactive. On the other hand, if short-term Y3+ release is not
significantly affected, the possibility to enhance the long-term (post-radioactive decay
of Y) biodegradation of YAS glasses into harmless products represents a very attractive
option at present, since the long term effects of implanted YAS microparticles are not
yet known. It is therefore important to investigate the effects of different hydration
levels on the glass structure.
The earlier simulations show that the disruptive effect of OH− on the glass
network acts differently on the silicate and aluminate connectivity. Overall, the silicate
NC increases with respect to hydration, while the Al NC decreases. This occurs because
OH− mainly happens to break Si − Al cross-links (possibly weaker than Si−Si and 
Al−Al), which dominate the Al connectivity, but not the Si connectivity. It seems as 
though the yttrium carries a driving force which draws hydroxyl groups towards itself.
When hydroxyl groups move towards yttrium ions, it is possible that, for this reason,
fewer hydroxyl groups are available to break down the network of the glass with respect
to silicon or aluminum. This is unexpected where one simply thought hydroxyl groups
would interfere with T – O − T bridges, instead because yttrium has an attraction for 
hydroxyl groups as they are drawn away to prevent the breakdown of T – O − T bridges, 
strengthening the network.
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5 Yttrium-Bioglass (YBG)
5.1 Yttrium-Bioglass (YBG) with Phosphorus
We have already carried out hydration of YAS17, 24 and 30 earlier (section 3.4).
This section will now thoroughly examine the effects of hydration on the bulk structure
of YBG glasses. This work deals with simulating a different glass composition YBG
that mainly deals with the same procedures employed upon YAS glasses 17, 24 and 30.
The results will instead reflect that of YBG since YAS glasses 17, 24 and 30 has
different characteristics and properties, furthermore YBG and YAS glasses have
different uses and applications in radiotherapy. Firstly, simulations of unhydrated YBG
were carried out. The unhydrated YBG glass was then hydrated at three increasing
levels of hydration by adding hydroxyl groups into the bulk structure. The purpose of
this was to investigate further the effects of hydration on the structure of the glasses e.g.
silicon, phosphorus network connectivity, coordination numbers of network formers and
modifiers etc.
Molecular dynamics simulations were carried out upon hydrated YBG with
simulation sizes of approx 2000 atoms using DL_POLY. The potentials necessary for
successfully simulating hydrated YBG glasses have been given in the methodology, in
section 2.5.2 (Tables 2.8 – 2.13). Other data in section 3.2 (Table 3.11) were used also.
Using the technique mentioned earlier YBG was hydrated at three different
levels where the variable y, the level of hydration, was 0.1, 0.2 or 0.3. Here y=0.1 refers
to a low level of hydration and y=0.3 is a high level of hydration. The stoichiometries
for each of the glasses are listed in Table. 5.1. This range thoroughly examines the
effects and role of hydration in YBG glasses.
The general rule: SiO2 : P2O5 : CaO : Na2O : (Y2O3)-y . (OH) 2y
Table. 5.1
Glass Type % Y2O3 % Na2O % P2O5 % CaO % SiO2 Density (g/cm3)
YBG 4.68 15.85 1.0 16.12 62.35 2.730
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Scaling for Hydration: y = OH fraction required to hydrate YBG
UNHYDRATED YBG: 4.68 mol % Y2O3, 1.00 mol % P2O5, 62.35 mol % SiO2,
16.12 mol % CaO and 15.85 mol % Na2O
Scaled: 32 Y2O3, 7 P2O, 420 SiO2, 108 CaO and 107 Na2O
YBG_0.1 (y=0.1) [32 Y2O3, 7 P2O, 420 SiO2, 108 CaO and 107 Na2O] – 50 O, +
100 OH
YBG_0.2 (y=0.2) [32 Y2O3, 7 P2O, 420 SiO2, 108 CaO and 107 Na2O] – 100 O, +
200 OH
YBG_0.3 (y=0.3) [32 Y2O3, 7 P2O, 420 SiO2, 108 CaO and 107 Na2O] – 150 O, +
300 OH
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5.1.1 Short-range structure:
A) Bond Angles:
Figure 5.1: Hydrated yttrium bioglass (YBG) bond angle distributions for O – X – O,
where X = Si, P, Y, Ca and Na
YBG_0.3
YBG_0.2
YBG_0.1
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Figure 5.2: Hydrated yttrium bioglass (YBG) bond angle distributions for X – O – H,
where X = Si, P, Y, Ca and Na
YBG_0.3
YBG_0.2
YBG_0.1
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B) Coordination
1) Silicon
Table 5.2a. Total Coordination for Silicon (Oc + OHc) in dry and hydrated YBG glass
Si Coordination
n Dry YBG YBG y=0.1 YBG y=0.2 YBG y=0.3
Distributio
n (%)
St.
Dev
Distributio
n (%)
St.
Dev
Distributio
n (%)
St.
Dev
Distributio
n (%)
St.
Dev
1 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000
2 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000
3 0.0003 0.0001 0.0289 0.0157 0.0208 0.0274 0.0001 0.0001
4 99.6775 0.3967 94.9332 0.6862 90.8076 0.0665 85.6681 0.2968
5 0.3222 0.3966 5.0379 0.6705 9.1679 0.0443 14.3151 0.2730
6 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0037 0.0053 0.0167 0.0237
7 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000
8 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000
9 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000
10 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000
Average 4.003 0.0040 4.050 0.0065 4.092 0.0001 4.144 0.0032
Table 5.2a shows the silicon coordination. Oc refers to standard oxygen whereas
OHc refers to oxygen attached to hydrogen atoms i.e. hydroxyl groups. There are
virtually no silicon atoms with a coordination of five or higher, again which agrees with
previous experimental and modelling data [115, 137] which showed coordination numbers
of 3.9 – 4.0. Silicon has a well defined overall coordination of 4 and has the capacity to
take up a maximum of 4 bonds to that of oxygen found from within the glass network.
The table above shows the total Si coordination for hydrated YBG for hydration levels
of 0.1 to 0.3 and for non-hydrated YBG glass. The general trend found is that by
progressively hydrating YBG causes the overall silicon coordination to increase, due to
the presence of a small percentage of 5-coordinated silicon species (Table 5.2a).
To analyse further the Si coordination to oxygen, the coordination contributions
were split. The coordination of oxygen, both from the network modifier or former
species (Na2O/CaO/Y2O3/ SiO2/P2O5) and from those attached to hydrogen (hydroxyl
groups) were combined to form the overall silicon coordination seen in Table 5.2a.
These contributions were then separated i.e. silicon oxygen coordination relating solely
to the network modifier/former species i.e Na2O/CaO/Y2O3/ SiO2/P2O5 from those
attached to hydrogen i.e. hydroxyl groups, to give an insight as to why a subtle increase
in overall silicon coordination is seen for all YAS glasses observed in Table 5.2a.
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The partial silicon coordination numbers are given below for yttrium bioglass
(YBG) without calculating or including hydroxyl groups in the silicon coordination
sphere in Table 5.2b.
Table 5.2b. Partial Coordination for Silicon (Oc) in hydrated YBG glass
The general trend found is that hydration causes the partial Si – O coordination
to decrease. This shows that fewer oxygen atoms from the network modifier/former
species i.e. Na2O/CaO/Y2O3/SiO2/P2O5 attach to Si in yttrium bioglass YBG.
n
Distribution (%) St. Dev Distribution (%) St. Dev Distribution (%) St. Dev
1 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000
2 0.000 0.000 0.119 0.168 0.249 0.015
3 5.087 1.411 14.915 2.573 22.443 1.498
4 93.446 1.706 84.499 2.538 77.047 1.367
5 1.467 0.295 0.467 0.204 0.261 0.116
6 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000
7 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000
8 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000
9 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000
10 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000
Average 3.964 0.011 3.853 0.031 3.773 0.016
Si Coordination
YBG y=0.1 YBG y=0.2 YBG y=0.3
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The partial silicon coordination numbers are given below for YBG without
including oxygen atoms in the silicon coordination sphere in Table 5.2c. Table 5.2c
demonstrates solely coordination of hydroxyl groups onto silicon.
Table 5.2c. Partial Coordination for Silicon (OHc) in hydrated YBG glass
The general trend found was that for yttrium bioglass, gradual hydration caused
a greater number of hydroxyl groups to coordinate to that of silicon. We saw that in
Table 5.2b that the silicon to oxygen coordination decreases as the glass becomes
hydrated, but at the same time the silicon oxygen coordination found from hydroxyl
groups increases as seen in Table 5.2c.
Si – OH and Al – OH species have been reported by Xianyu Xue [153]. It had
been demonstrated that hydroxyl groups have been seen to coordinate onto silicon and
aluminium for aluminosilicate glasses.
From Table 5.2b, hydroxyl groups are the cause as to why a decrease is seen in
the coordination of silicon with oxygen. While silicon coordination with oxygen
decreases as hydration increases, hydroxyl groups replace those that were coordinated to
silicon. Furthermore the overall silicon coordination is increased due to the presence of
hydroxyl groups in its coordination sphere (Tables 5.2a and 5.2c).
From Figure 5.1 it is seen that as YBG glass is hydrated the bond angles shift
towards the more acute bond angles very slightly for O - Si - O with respect to
increasing hydration. A small peak is seen at the 70o region, this is because hydration
causes the overall coordination of silicon to increase as a very small number of 5
coordinated species are seen. Figure 5.2 shows the Si - O - H bond angles as YBG is
n
Distribution (%) St. Dev Distribution (%) St. Dev Distribution (%) St. Dev
0 91.495 0.637 78.388 2.333 68.607 0.741
1 8.380 13.135 19.382 12.932 25.877 16.117
2 0.125 1.372 2.230 1.183 5.397 3.162
3 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.119 0.168
4 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000
5 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000
6 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000
7 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000
8 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000
9 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000
10 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000
Average 0.086 0.005 0.238 0.031 0.370 0.013
Si Coordination
YBG y=0.1 YBG y=0.2 YBG y=0.3
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hydrated. The Si - O - H bond angles with respect to hydration of YBG remain
unaffected. In Figure 5.3 silicon radial distribution functions in dry and hydrated YBG
glasses are given. These show that the silicon oxygen interatomic distance is 1.63 Å.
Also the silicon to hydroxyl-oxygen interatomic distance is 1.65 Å. The Si - O bond
distances found for hydrated YBG are slightly larger than the typical bond distance of
1.60Å [42] which may be a possible reason as to why an increase in overall silicon
coordination is seen. Hydroxyl groups being linear molecules may have a trajectory
that allows for them to be inserted easily into the coordination sphere of silicon which
therefore increases the overall silicon coordination.
Figure 5.3: Silicon radial distribution functions in dry and hydrated YBG glasses
Dry YBG
YBG y=0.1
YBG y=0.2
YBG y=0.3
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2) Phosphorus
Table 5.3a. Total Coordination for Phosphorus (Oc + OHc) in dry and hydrated YBG
glass
Table 5.3a shows the phosphorus coordination. There are virtually no
phosphorus atoms with a coordination of five or higher, except for YBG with y=0.1.
Phosphorus typically has a well defined overall coordination of 4 and has the capacity
to take up a maximum of 4 bonds to that of oxygen found from within the glass
network. The table above shows the total P coordination for hydrated YBG from
concentrations of 0.1 to 0.3 and its derivative i.e. non-hydrated glass YBG.
Progressively hydrating YBG causes the overall phosphorus coordination to increase at
concentration of 0.1.
To further analyse the P coordination to oxygen, the coordination contributions
were split. The coordination of oxygen, whether from the network modifier/former
species i.e. Na2O/CaO/ Y2O3/SiO2/P2O5 or from those attached to hydrogen i.e.
hydroxyl groups were combined to form the overall phosphorus coordination seen in
Table 5.3a. If these contributions were seperated i.e. phosphorus oxygen coordination
relating solely to the network modifier/former species i.e. Na2O/CaO/Y2O3/SiO2/P2O5
from those attached to hydrogen i.e. hydroxyl groups, then this will give an insight as to
why a subtle increase in overall phosphorus coordination is seen for yttrium biolgass
observed in Table 5.3a.
n
Distribution (%) St. Dev Distribution (%) St. Dev Distribution (%) St. Dev Distribution (%) St. Dev
1 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000
2 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000
3 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000
4 100.000 0.000 84.390 22.075 99.390 0.862 91.781 1.522
5 0.000 0.000 15.610 22.075 0.610 0.862 8.219 1.522
6 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000
7 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000
8 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000
9 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000
10 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000
Average 4.000 0.000 4.156 0.221 4.006 0.009 4.082 0.015
P Coordination
Dry YBG YBG y=0.1 YBG y=0.2 YBGy=0.3
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The partial phosphorus coordination numbers are given for yttrium bioglass without
including hydroxyl groups in the phosphorus coordination sphere in Table 5.3b.
Table 5.3b. Partial Coordination for Phosphorus (Oc) in hydrated YBG glass
Phosphorus usually has a well-defined overall coordination of 4 and has the
capacity to take up a maximum of 4 covalent bonds from oxygen found from within the
glass system. The Table 5.3b shows the partial P – O coordination (exclusive of any
hydroxyls that may be attached) for YBG hydrated from concentrations of 0.1 to 0.3.
The general trend found is that hydration causes the partial P – O coordination to
decrease.
n
Distribution (%) St. Dev Distribution (%) St. Dev Distribution (%) St. Dev
1 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000
2 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000
3 14.286 0.000 3.571 5.051 28.571 20.203
4 78.343 10.425 95.819 4.189 70.881 20.978
5 7.371 10.425 0.610 0.862 0.548 0.774
6 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000
7 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000
8 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000
9 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000
10 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000
Average 3.931 0.104 3.970 0.059 3.720 0.194
P Coordination
YBG y=0.1 YBG y=0.2 YBGy=0.3
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The partial phosphorus coordination numbers are given for yttrium bioglass without
including oxygen atoms in the phosphorus coordination sphere in Table 5.3c. Table 5.3c
demonstrates solely coordination of hydroxyl groups onto phosphorus excluding normal
oxygens from the phosphorus coordination sphere.
Table 5.3c. Partial Coordination for Phosphorus (OHc) in hydrated YBG glass
The general trend found was that for yttrium bioglass, gradual hydration caused
a greater number of hydroxyl groups to coordinate to that of phosphorus; the increase is
seen especially at hydration concentration of 0.1. We saw that in Table 5.3b that the
phosphorus to oxygen coordination decreases as the glass becomes hydrated, but at the
same time the phosphorus-oxygen coordination found from hydroxyl groups increases
as seen in Table 5.3c. The overall increase in coordination for phosphorus seen in Table
5.3a is due to the associated oxygens in hydroxyl groups taking precedence over normal
oxygens from network modifier/former species i.e. Na2O/CaO/Y2O3/SiO2/P2O5.
Si – OH and Al – OH species have been reported by Xianyu Xue [153]. It had
been demonstrated that hydroxyl groups have been seen to coordinate onto silicon and
aluminium for aluminosilicate glasses.
From viewing Table 5.3b hydroxyl groups may be the cause as to why a
decrease is seen in the coordination of phosphorus with oxygen. While phosphorus
coordination with oxygen decreases as hydration increases, hydroxyl groups replace
those that were coordinated to phosphorus. Furthermore the overall phosphorus
coordination is increased due to the presence of hydroxyl groups in its coordination
sphere. Tables 5.3a and 5.3c.
n
Distribution (%) St. Dev Distribution (%) St. Dev Distribution (%) St. Dev
0 78.571 10.102 96.429 5.051 64.286 20.203
1 20.333 8.553 3.571 5.051 35.186 19.456
2 1.095 1.549 0.000 0.000 0.529 0.748
3 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000
4 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000
5 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000
6 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000
7 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000
8 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000
9 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000
10 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000
Average 0.225 0.117 0.036 0.051 0.362 0.210
P Coordination
YBG y=0.1 YBG y=0.2 YBG y=0.3
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From Figure 5.1 it is seen that as YBG glass is hydrated the bond angles shift
towards the more acute angles very slightly for O - P - O with respect to increasing
hydration. A small peak is seen at the 72o region, this is because hydration causes the
overall coordination of phosphorus to increase as a very small number of 5 coordinated
species are seen. Figure 5.2 shows the P - O - H bond angles as YBG is hydrated. The P
- O - H bond angles with respect to hydration of YBG remain unaffected. In Figure 5.4
phosphorus radial distribution functions in dry and hydrated YBG glasses are given.
These show that the phosphorus oxygen interatomic distance is 1.61 A. Also the
phosphorus to hydroxyl-oxygen interatomic distance is 1.63 A.
Figure 5.4: Phosphorus radial distribution functions in dry and hydrated YBG Glasses
Dry YBG
YBG y=0.1
YBG y=0.2
YBG y=0.3
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3) Yttrium
Table 5.4a. Total Coordination for Yttrium (Oc + OHc) in hydrated YBG glass
The total Y – O coordination for yttrium bioglass ranged between 5.49 – 5.89.
Such coordination numbers compare well to simulation studies of yttrium bioglass YBG
carried out by the work of Tilocca and Christie [115, 137], where Y – O coordination for
unhydrated YBG bioglass of 5.6 was found. A wider range of bonding environments are
observed for yttrium compared to either silicon or phosphorus. Here five or six
coordinated yttrium atoms are most commonly seen. Some yttrium atoms have been
seen to have coordination numbers of as low as four and as high as nine. An
investigation is required to find out exactly how many hydroxyls are able to bond to
yttrium in each of the glasses and whether or not increased hydration increases the
effect. Therefore partial Y – O and Y – OH contributions were shown in Tables 5.4b and
5.4c respectively.
n
Distribution (%) St. Dev Distribution (%) St. Dev Distribution (%) St. Dev Distribution (%) St. Dev
1 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000
2 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000
3 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000
4 1.600 1.287 7.343 1.337 1.566 0.429 1.337 0.127
5 37.082 16.240 45.521 4.302 34.304 7.238 24.373 6.261
6 55.986 15.882 39.179 1.363 47.040 5.414 60.182 9.774
7 5.326 0.933 6.471 2.177 15.569 0.342 12.299 5.579
8 0.006 0.004 1.485 2.100 1.499 1.705 1.808 1.936
9 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.022 0.032 0.002 0.002
10 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000
Average 5.651 0.127 5.492 0.134 5.812 0.095 5.889 0.043
Y Coordination
Dry YBG YBG y=0.1 YBG y=0.2 YBG y=0.3
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The partial yttrium coordination numbers are given for yttrium bioglass without
including hydroxyl groups in the yttrium coordination sphere in Table 5.4b.
Table 5.4b. Partial Coordination for Yttrium (Oc) in hydrated YBG glass
The table above shows the partial Y – O coordination (exclusive of any
hydroxyls that may be attached) for yttrium bioglass hydrated from concentrations of
0.1 to 0.3. The general trend found is that hydration causes the partial Y – O
coordination to decrease.
n
Distribution (%) St. Dev Distribution (%) St. Dev Distribution (%) St. Dev
1 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 1.563 0.000
2 1.022 1.445 1.565 2.205 8.510 0.756
3 10.487 2.823 16.120 6.038 29.047 4.632
4 29.213 7.363 39.733 13.199 41.486 5.496
5 35.312 4.354 33.628 5.978 14.518 0.071
6 18.446 1.104 7.873 1.864 4.677 0.096
7 4.808 2.277 1.081 1.525 0.198 0.276
8 0.711 1.006 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000
9 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000
10 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000
Average 4.769 0.174 4.334 0.127 3.737 0.056
Y Coordination
YBG y=0.1 YBG y=0.2 YBG y=0.3
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The partial yttrium coordinations are given below for yttrium bioglass without
including oxygen atoms in the yttrium coordination sphere in Table 5.4c.
Table 5.4c. Partial Coordination for Yttrium (OHc) in dry and hydrated YBG glass
The general trend seen from the above table for yttrium bioglass, is that gradual
hydration causes a greater number of hydroxyl groups to coordinate to yttrium. The
coordinations of hydroxyl groups onto yttrium in Table 5.4c are raised and are of a
wider range compared to hydroxyl coordinations onto silicon or phosphorus seen in
Table 5.2c and 5.3c respectively. This shows hydroxyl groups have the ability to
coordinate more to yttrium and less with silicon or phosphorus. We have already
identified that silicon and phosphorus are typically well-defined in coordination at four
and do not have the capacity to take up any more bonds to oxygen, whether they are
from hydroxyl groups or from network former/modifier species i.e.
Na2O/CaO/Y2O3/SiO2/P2O5. Yttrium on the other hand has a wider range of
coordination numbers than Si and P thus giving rise to a greater capacity to welcome
hydroxyl groups into its coordination sphere.
From viewing Table 5.4b hydroxyl groups may be the cause as to why a
decrease is seen in the coordination of yttrium with oxygen. While yttrium coordination
with oxygen decreases as hydration increases, hydroxyl groups replace those that were
coordinated to yttrium. Furthermore the overall yttrium coordination is increased due to
the presence of hydroxyl groups in its coordination sphere (Tables 5.4a and 5.4c).
From Figure 5.1 it is seen that as YBG glass is hydrated the bond angles shift
towards the more acute angles for O - Y - O with respect to increasing hydration. Small
peaks are seen at the 50o region, this is because hydration causes the overall
n
Distribution (%) St. Dev Distribution (%) St. Dev Distribution (%) St. Dev
0 41.775 6.211 3.906 1.105 3.125 2.210
1 44.161 8.422 53.804 1.307 16.256 3.527
2 14.064 2.211 34.404 2.819 49.216 0.828
3 0.000 0.000 6.324 0.407 26.715 2.144
4 0.000 0.000 1.563 0.000 3.113 0.017
5 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 1.575 0.018
6 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000
7 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000
8 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000
9 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000
10 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000
Average 0.723 0.040 1.478 0.031 2.152 0.013
Y Coordination
YBG y=0.1 YBG y=0.2 YBG y=0.3
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coordination of yttrium to increase as a number of 5, 6 and 7 coordinated species are
seen. Figure 5.2 shows the Y - O - H bond angles as YBG is hydrated. The Y - O - H
bond angles with respect to hydration of YBG remain unaffected by hydration.
From Figure 5.5 yttrium radial distribution functions in dry and hydrated YBG
glasses are given. These show that the yttrium-oxygen interatomic distance is 2.23 Å.
Also the yttrium to hydroxyl-oxygen interatomic distance is 2.33 Å.
Figure 5.5: Yttrium radial distribution functions in dry and hydrated YBG Glasses
Dry YBG
YBG y=0.1
YBG y=0.2
YBG y=0.3
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4) Calcium
Table 5.5a. Total Coordination for Calcium (Oc + OHc) in dry and hydrated YBG glass
The total Ca – O coordination for yttrium bioglass YBG ranged between 5.98 –
6.27. Such coordination numbers compare well enough to simulations studies of yttrium
bioglass carried out by the work of Tilocca and Christie [115, 137], where Ca – O
coordination for unhydrated YBG bioglass of ~6 was found. A wider range of bonding
environments are observed for calcium compared to silicon, phosphorus and yttrium.
Here five- six-, seven-coordinated calcium atoms are most commonly seen. Some
calcium atoms have been seen to have coordination numbers of as low as three and as
high as ten. The general trend found from the above graph is that the total Ca – O
coordination increases gradually as hydration increases. An investigation is required to
find out exactly how many hydroxyls are able to attach to calcium in each of the glasses
and whether or not increased hydration improves the effect. Therefore partial Ca – O
and Ca – OH contributions were shown in Tables 5.5b and 5.5c respectively.
n
Distribution(%) St. Dev Distribution(%) St. Dev Distribution(%) St. Dev Distribution(%) St. Dev
1 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000
2 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000
3 0.003 0.005 0.461 0.652 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000
4 5.162 0.752 3.800 0.062 2.110 1.093 2.573 0.543
5 27.899 0.609 25.280 1.848 25.680 4.355 17.943 5.111
6 37.472 4.193 43.327 1.208 41.270 3.706 40.561 0.756
7 23.462 5.800 21.007 0.521 24.490 3.047 28.874 3.113
8 5.233 1.041 5.392 0.508 6.093 4.326 9.054 0.906
9 0.760 0.407 0.730 0.092 0.342 0.440 0.953 0.148
10 0.009 0.011 0.003 0.005 0.016 0.023 0.041 0.058
Average 5.980 0.034 5.997 0.010 6.079 0.136 6.269 0.083
Ca Coordination
Dry YBG YBG y=0.1 YBG y=0.2 YBG y=0.3
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The partial calcium coordination numbers are given for yttrium bioglass without
including hydroxyl groups in the calcium coordination sphere in Table 5.5b.
Table 5.5b. Partial Coordination for Calcium (Oc) in hydrated YBG glass
The general trend found is that hydration causes the partial Ca – O coordination to
decrease.
n
Distribution(%) St. Dev Distribution(%) St. Dev Distribution(%) St. Dev
1 0.000 0.000 0.405 0.572 0.978 0.063
2 0.002 0.003 2.367 2.046 8.369 1.025
3 3.750 0.680 14.964 4.517 21.471 4.850
4 27.204 1.508 28.776 2.746 30.789 8.700
5 32.798 4.277 34.207 0.781 24.044 1.946
6 23.842 5.896 15.191 8.745 11.664 0.218
7 10.214 1.430 3.797 0.023 1.877 1.632
8 1.878 0.210 0.292 0.331 0.798 1.128
9 0.312 0.431 0.000 0.000 0.010 0.014
10 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000
Average 5.164 0.055 4.562 0.300 4.151 0.092
Ca Coordination
YBG y=0.1 YBG y=0.2 YBG y=0.3
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The partial calcium coordination numbers are given below for yttrium bioglass
without including oxygen atoms in the calcium coordination sphere in Table 5.5c.
Table 5.5c. Partial Coordination for Calcium (OHc) in hydrated YBG glass
The general trend seen from the above table for yttrium bioglass, is that gradual
hydration causes a greater number of hydroxyl groups to coordinate to calcium. The
coordination of hydroxyl groups onto calcium are rather similar to that of yttrium seen
in Table 5.5c. The coordination numbers of hydroxyl groups onto calcium in Table 5.5c
are raised and are of a wider range compared to hydroxyl coordinations onto silicon or
phosphorus seen in Table 5.2c and 5.3c respectively. This shows hydroxyl groups
having the ability to coordinate more to calcium and less with silicon or phosphorus. We
have already identified that silicon and phosphorus are well defined in coordination at
four and shows they do not have the capacity to take up any more coordinations with
oxygen, whether they are from hydroxyl groups or from network former/modifier
species i.e. Na2O/CaO/Y2O3/SiO2/P2O5. Calcium, like yttrium, on the other hand has a
wider range of coordination numbers than Si and P thus giving rise to a greater capacity
to welcome hydroxyl groups into the coordination sphere of calcium.
From viewing Table 5.5b hydroxyl groups may be the cause as to why a
decrease is seen in the coordination of calcium with oxygen. While calcium
coordination with oxygen decreases as hydration increases, hydroxyl groups replace
those that were coordinated to calcium. Furthermore the overall calcium coordination is
increased due to the presence of hydroxyl groups in its coordination sphere (Tables 5.5a
and 5.5c).
From Figure 5.1 it is seen that as YBG glass is hydrated the bond angles shift
n
Distribution(%) St. Dev Distribution(%) St. Dev Distribution(%) St. Dev
0 31.604 5.041 8.297 3.686 3.880 2.643
1 53.964 6.173 44.740 4.498 27.460 2.881
2 13.969 1.787 36.317 4.275 33.945 3.457
3 0.463 0.655 8.331 3.254 23.404 4.708
4 0.000 0.000 2.315 0.655 10.730 0.371
5 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.148 0.032
6 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.432 0.611
7 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000
8 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000
9 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000
10 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000
Average 0.833 0.046 1.516 0.164 2.118 0.010
Ca Coordination
YBG y=0.1 YBG y=0.2 YBG y=0.3
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towards more acute angles for O - Ca - O with respect to increasing hydration. A peak
is seen at the 60o region, this is because hydration causes the overall coordination of
calcium to increase as a very small number of 5, 6 and 7 coordinated species are seen.
Figure 5.2 shows the Ca - O - H bond angles as YBG is hydrated. The Ca - O - H bond
angles with respect to hydration of YBG remain unaffected by hydration.
From Figure 5.6 calcium radial distribution functions in dry and hydrated YBG
glasses are given. These show that the calcium-oxygen interatomic distance is 2.32 Å.
Also the calcium to hydroxyl-oxygen interatomic distance is 2.34 Å.
Figure 5.6: Calcium radial distribution functions in dry and hydrated YBG Glasses
Dry YBG
YBG y=0.1
YBG y=0.2
YBG y=0.3
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5) Sodium
Table 5.6a. Total Coordination for Sodium (Oc + OHc) in dry and hydrated YBG glass
The total Na – O coordination for yttrium bioglass YBG ranged between 5.92 –
6.30. Such coordination numbers compare well enough to simulation studies of yttrium
bioglass YBG carried out by the work of Tilocca and Christie [115, 137], where Na – O
coordination for unhydrated YBG bioglass of ~6 was found. A wider range of bonding
environments are observed for sodium compared to silicon, phosphorus, yttrium and
calcium. Here five-, six and seven-coordinated sodium atoms are most commonly seen.
Some sodium atoms have been seen to have coordination numbers of as low as three
and as high as ten. The general trend found from the above graph is that the total Na – O
coordination increases gradually as hydration increases. An investigation is required to
find out exactly how many hydroxyls are able to attach to sodium in each of the glasses
and whether or not increased hydration improves the effect. Therefore partial Na – O
and Na – OH contributions were shown in Tables 5.6b and 5.6c respectively.
n
Distribution(%) St. Dev Distribution(%) St. Dev Distribution(%) St. Dev Distribution(%) St. Dev
1 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000
2 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.004 0.005 0.000 0.000
3 0.437 0.244 1.280 0.533 0.064 0.059 0.020 0.028
4 5.645 0.351 7.840 0.971 5.150 0.139 4.037 1.929
5 23.739 0.298 25.630 0.067 24.070 0.539 20.802 1.338
6 38.727 3.015 37.652 1.802 32.192 1.013 32.816 0.419
7 23.475 2.332 19.387 1.110 27.657 1.198 28.416 2.344
8 7.304 0.549 6.975 0.048 8.836 0.535 11.538 3.299
9 0.626 0.301 1.228 0.695 1.757 0.002 2.099 1.660
10 0.044 0.023 0.008 0.001 0.228 0.193 0.255 0.236
Average 6.038 0.047 5.919 0.045 6.167 0.023 6.298 0.153
Na Coordination
Dry YBG YBG y=0.1 YBG y=0.2 YBG y=0.3
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The partial sodium coordination numbers are given for yttrium bioglass without
including hydroxyl groups in the sodium coordination sphere in Table 5.6b.
Table 5.6b. Partial Coordination for Sodium (Oc) in hydrated YBG glass
The general trend found is that hydration causes the partial Na – O coordination to
decrease.
n
Distribution(%) St. Dev Distribution(%) St. Dev Distribution(%) St. Dev
1 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.110 0.156
2 0.000 0.000 0.914 0.078 2.233 1.827
3 4.797 1.366 7.990 2.251 12.845 3.098
4 15.972 2.834 21.054 0.098 28.183 3.940
5 35.050 1.724 32.290 0.104 32.190 2.064
6 28.079 1.497 25.348 3.070 16.120 2.704
7 11.929 0.426 10.200 0.265 7.202 1.054
8 3.441 0.217 1.912 0.375 1.053 0.519
9 0.725 0.769 0.250 0.191 0.062 0.034
10 0.007 0.002 0.042 0.059 0.000 0.000
Average 5.396 0.103 5.129 0.045 4.729 0.115
Na Coordination
YBG y=0.1 YBG y=0.2 YBG y=0.3
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The partial sodium coordination numbers are given for yttrium bioglass without
including oxygen atoms in the sodium coordination sphere in Table 5.6c.
Table 5.6c. Partial Coordination for Sodium (OHc) in hydrated YBG glass
The general trend seen from the above table for yttrium bioglass YBG, gradual
hydration causes a greater number of hydroxyl groups to coordinate to sodium. The
coordination of hydroxyl groups onto sodium are slightly lower than that of yttrium and
calcium seen in Table 5.4c and 5.5c respectively. The coordination numbers of hydroxyl
groups to sodium in Table 5.6c are raised and are of a wider range compared to
hydroxyl coordinations to silicon or phosphorus seen in Table 5.2c and 5.3c
respectively. This shows hydroxyl groups have the ability to coordinate more to sodium
and less with silicon or phosphorus. We have already identified that silicon and
phosphorus are too well-defined in coordination at four and shows they neither have the
capacity to take up any more bonds with oxygen, whether they are from hydroxyl
groups or from network former/modifier species i.e. Na2O/CaO/Y2O3/SiO2/P2O5.
Sodium, like yttrium and calcium, has a wider range of coordination numbers than Si
and P thus giving rise to a greater capacity to welcome hydroxyl groups into the
coordination sphere of sodium.
From viewing Table 5.6b hydroxyl groups may be the cause as to why a
decrease is seen in the coordination of sodium with oxygen. While sodium coordination
with oxygen decreases as hydration increases, hydroxyl groups replace those that were
coordinated to sodium. Furthermore the overall sodium coordination is increased due to
the presence of hydroxyl groups in its coordination sphere (Tables 5.6a and 5.6c).
In Figure 5.1 it is seen that as YBG glass is hydrated the bond angles shift
n
Distribution(%) St. Dev Distribution(%) St. Dev Distribution(%) St. Dev
0 54.720 4.640 25.990 2.721 13.038 1.628
1 38.751 3.476 48.883 0.513 38.618 2.753
2 6.062 1.165 20.474 3.642 31.185 4.521
3 0.468 0.001 4.210 0.810 13.243 1.903
4 0.000 0.000 0.442 0.624 3.347 2.187
5 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.474 0.011
6 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.094 0.133
7 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000
8 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000
9 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000
10 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000
Average 0.523 0.058 1.042 0.029 1.570 0.041
Na Coordination
YBG y=0.1 YBG y=0.2 YBG y=0.3
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towards more acute angles for O - Na - O with respect to increasing hydration. A peak is
seen in the 60o region, this is because hydration causes the overall coordination of
sodium to increase as a number of 5, 6 and 7 coordinated species are seen. Figure 5.2
shows the Na - O - H bond angles as YBG is hydrated. The Na - O - H bond angles with
respect to hydration of YBG remain unaffected by hydration.
From Figure 5.7 sodium radial distribution functions in dry and hydrated YBG
glasses are given. These show that the sodium-oxygen interatomic distance is 2.34 Å.
Also the sodium to hydroxyl-oxygen interatomic distance is 2.35 Å.
Figure 5.7: Sodium radial distribution functions in dry and hydrated YBG Glasses
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5.1.2 Preferential Attachment of –OH onto Network Formers
The number of OH species bonded to each network-forming cation, silicon and
phosphorus, in hydrated yttrium bioglasses are shown in Table 5.7a and 5.7b. Table 5.7a
shows the actual number of OH species that surround silicon or phosphorus.
Normalisation of numbers in Table 5.7a give rise to Table 5.7b to remove unnecessary
biasing due to the number of cations used in the simulation. The normalisation method
employed is given below:
Table 5.7a: Number of hydroxyls attached to Si and P and those which are free
NORMALISATION: No. of -OH species attached to a cation/ Total no. of cations to
which those hydroxyl groups are attached in simulation
e.g. for SILICON
(YBG y=0.1) OH on Si = 36.246/420 = 0.0863
(YBG y=0.2) OH on Si = 100.136/420 = 0.2384
(YBG y=0.3) OH on Si = 155.517/420 = 0.37027
Table 5.7b: Number of Hydroxyls attached to Si and P and those which are Free
(normalized)
Hydroxyl groups prefer to coordinate to silicon and phosphorus by the same
amount when yttrium bioglass is hydrated at concentrations of 0.2 and 0.3. As the glass
is hydrated progressively from 0.1 - 0.3 the amount of hydroxyls attaching to silicon
YBG
No. OH St. Dev No. OH St. Dev No. OH St. Dev
0.1 36.246 0.707 3.153 1.414 60.601 1.414
0.2 100.136 9.899 0.500 0.707 99.364 1.237
0.3 155.517 4.243 5.074 2.828 139.409 1.325
Si P Free OH
YBG
No. OH St. Dev No. OH St. Dev No. OH St. Dev
0.1 0.086 0.002 0.225 0.101 0.606 0.0034
0.2 0.238 0.024 0.036 0.051 0.497 0.0029
0.3 0.370 0.010 0.362 0.202 0.465 0.0031
Si P Free OH
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rises. Phosphorus on the other hand is sporadic with respect to increasing hydration
concentration as no correlation is found, this is due to poor statistics where low (14
atoms) amounts of phosphorus were present in YBG simulations. The more an yttrium
bioglass is hydrated, the fewer free hydroxyl groups are seen. As hydroxyl groups attach
to silicon the more it is hydrated, the less hydroxyl groups are available to be free in the
glass as YBG is hydrated.
Figure 5.8 shows the order by which hydroxyl groups prefer to attach to silicon and then
to phosphorus
Fig 5.8: (Si– OH) ~ (P – OH)
Phosphorus and silicon are equally as welcoming to hydroxyl groups. Hydroxyl
groups that have not attached to network forming species, Si/P, would as a result be
described as free hydroxyl groups with the ability to form coordination to network
modifying species such as sodium in Xianyu Xue’s paper [153]. Yttrium, calcium and
sodium are the network modifiers in YBG glasses. Since free hydroxyls were seen to
attach to sodium modifier ions [153] in other glasses, incorporating yttrium and calcium
modifier ions would suggest that hydroxyl groups can bind to yttrium and calcium too
in an yttrium bioglass (YBG), as we have seen.
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5.1.3 Preferential Attachment of –OH onto Network Modifiers
The number of -OH species present around each network modifying cation,
yttrium, calcium and sodium, in hydrated yttrium bioglasses are shown in Table 5.8a
and 5.8b. Table 5.8a shows the actual number of -OH species that surround yttrium,
calcium and sodium. Normalisation of numbers in Table 5.8a give rise to Table 5.8b to
remove unnecessary biasing due to the number of cations used in the simulation. The
normalisation method employed is:
Table 5.8a: Number of Hydroxyls attached to Y, Ca and Na
NORMALISATION: No. of OH- species attached to a cation/ Total no. of cations to
which those hydroxyl groups are attached in simulation
e.g. for YTTRIUM
(YBG y=0.1) OH on Y = 46.265/64 = 0.723
(YBG y=0.2) OH on Y = 94.613/64 = 1.478
(YBG y=0.3) OH on Y = 137.702/64 = 2.152
Table 5.8b: Number of Hydroxyls attached to Y, Ca and Na (normalized)
Hydroxyl groups prefer to coordinate more to calcium, then to yttrium and then
sodium in this order. Table 5.8a and 5.8b show the number of hydroxyls to Y, Ca and Na
respectively. Figure 5.9 shows the order by which hydroxyl groups prefer to attach to
yttrium, calcium and sodium.
Fig 5.9: (Ca – OH) > (Y – OH) > (Na – OH)
YBG
No. OH- St. Dev No. OH- St. Dev No. OH- St. Dev
0.1 46.265 1.414 111.874 2.828 89.954 1.414
0.2 94.613 4.243 223.053 9.192 163.758 7.778
0.3 137.702 9.192 336.067 9.192 228.763 11.314
Y Na Ca
YBG
No. OH- St. Dev No. OH- St. Dev No. OH- St. Dev
0.1 0.723 0.022 0.523 0.013 0.833 0.013
0.2 1.478 0.066 1.042 0.043 1.516 0.072
0.3 2.152 0.144 1.570 0.043 2.118 0.105
Y Na Ca
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5.1.4 Medium-range structure
1) Silicon Qn
Table 5.9a. Silicon Qn Distribution and Network Connectivity in YBG Glasses
Table 5.9a shows that for yttrium bioglass (YBG) as we progressively hydrate
from 0.1 – 0.3 the silicon network connectivity increases remains more or less constant.
A rise in silicon connectivities are seen from dry YBG to hydrated YBG (y=0.1). The
silicon network connectivity of the unhydrated form is 2.60. The silicon connectivity
comprises both Si – O – Si and Si – O – P connections, where oxygen atoms in this
situation are bridging between two like pair atoms of silicon and between two unlike
pair of atoms silicon and phosphorus respectively. Yttrium, calcium and sodium are
network modifiers in yttrium bioglass and therefore disturb such connections [115, 137].
As soon as the yttrium bioglass is hydrated, hydroxyl groups promote the increase in
silicon network connectivities. The silicon network strengthens itself as a reaction
towards the hydroxyl groups intergrating themselves into the yttrium bioglass structure.
This may be due to the hydroxyl groups substituting, Y --- O-Si-O3, Ca --- O-Si-O3
and/or Na --- O-Si-O3 for Y --- OH, Ca --- OH and/or Na --- OH which causes the
movement of -[O-SiO3] species back into the network causing this strengthening.
The Qn speciation of the silicon atoms are given in the table above. By observing
dry YBG, we see that the majority of silicon atoms in the glass network have a Qn
speciation of Q2 and Q3 speciation thus giving rise to a network connectivity of 2.602.
As soon as we hydrate YBG with a hydration fraction of 0.1 (100 hydroxyl units), we
see that the number of Q2 species decreases and causes an increase in the number of Q3
and Q4 species which were not seen for dry YBG (Figure 5.10a).
n
Distribuion(%) St. Dev Distribuion(%) St. Dev Distribuion(%) St. Dev Distribuion(%) St. Dev
0 0.120 0.167 3.580 0.154 3.687 0.326 3.571 0.163
1 5.357 0.503 4.727 0.791 5.595 1.070 5.385 0.530
2 38.106 0.631 24.384 0.569 25.717 2.171 24.147 2.220
3 47.235 0.501 45.157 2.186 43.964 3.191 42.827 0.788
4 9.018 0.406 21.184 3.463 20.717 0.012 23.931 1.848
5 0.165 0.200 0.967 0.072 0.319 0.365 0.139 0.049
6 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000
7 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000
8 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000
9 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000
10 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000
Average 2.602 0.001 2.785 0.050 2.734 0.060 2.786 0.045
TOTAL Si
Dry YBG YBG y=0.1 YBG y=0.2 YBG y=0.3
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Figure 5.10a
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2) Phosphorus Qn
Table 5.9b. Phosphorus Qn distribution and network connectivity in YBG glasses
Table 5.9b shows that for yttrium bioglass (YBG) as we progressively hydrate
from 0.1 – 0.3 the phosphorus network connectivity remains more or less constant
similarly to silicon in Table 5.9a. A substantial rise in phosphorus connectivities are
seen from DRY_YBG to hydrated YBG at concentrations of 0.1 to 0.3. The network
connectivity of phosphorus in DRY_YBG is 0.643. The phosphorus connectivity
comprises of P – O – P and Si – O – P connections, where oxygen atoms in this situation
are bridging between two like atoms of phosphorus and between two unlike atoms
silicon and phosphorus respectively. Phosphorus plays the same role as the other
network former silicon but since there are few phosphorus atoms in these models i.e. 14,
there isn't much of a network to begin with. Yttrium, calcium and sodium are network
modifiers in yttrium bioglass and therefore disturb such connections [115, 137]. As soon as
the yttrium bioglass is hydrated, hydroxyl groups promote the increase in phosphorus
network connectivities. According to the results it is seen that the phosphorus network
strengthens itself as a reaction towards the hydroxyl groups integrating themselves into
the yttrium bioglass structure thus increasing the number of Si – O – P connections. But
it is worth mentioning that since such low amounts of phosphorus is present in these
glasses, the network of phosphorus is very much nonexistent and so cannot really be
called a phosphorus network.
Looking at dry YBG, we see the overall network connectivity is 0.64 and this is
due to phosphorus having mainly Q0 and Q1 speciation. If we then hydrated YBG with a
hydration fraction of 0.1 (100 hydroxyl units) then we see a shift in distribution of the
n
Distribution(%) St. Dev Distribution(%) St. Dev Distribution(%) St. Dev Distribution(%) St. Dev
0 39.286 5.051 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000
1 57.143 0.000 25.169 4.812 14.329 10.108 39.486 5.327
2 3.571 5.051 53.402 15.391 70.300 0.404 31.426 6.058
3 0.000 0.000 17.629 14.829 15.369 9.708 29.088 0.731
4 0.000 0.000 1.948 2.754 0.002 0.003 0.000 0.000
5 0.000 0.000 1.852 2.620 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000
6 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000
7 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000
8 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000
9 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000
10 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000
Average 0.643 0.101 2.019 0.330 2.010 0.198 1.896 0.046
TOTAL P
Dry YBG YBG y=0.1 YBG y=0.2 YBG y=0.3
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Qn speciation. Here for y=0.1 a large number of Q2 and Q3 species predominate and
therefore give rise to the large number of network connectivity of 2.02 (Figure 5.10b).
The reason why phosphorus is so very well interconnected into the glass network
remains open to debate.
Figure 5.10b
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5.1.5 Clustering
Figure 5.11: Clustering ratios of hydroxyl groups surrounding cations Si, P, Na, Ca and
Y
From Figure 5.11, the hydroxyl groups cluster around silicon, phosphorus, yttrium,
calcium and sodium in the following order:
Ca – OH > Y – OH > P – OH > Na – OH > Si – OH
1) Si – OH
It is clear from Figure 5.11 that hydroxyl groups do not cluster around silicon
atoms. We showed that very few hydroxyl groups coordinate to silicon. From the above
Figure, hydroxyl groups seem to be evenly dispersed throughout the glass structure with
respect to silicon in a homogenous fashion thus not favouring clustering around silicon
even with increasing hydration. The clustering ratios are below the value of one.
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2) Na – OH
From the above figure hydroxyl groups usually aggregate around sodium atoms
more than silicon. It is known that hydroxyl groups do coordinate to sodium, more than
to silicon and phosphorus, but these hydroxyl groups also seem to be evenly dispersed
throughout the glass structure being attached to sodium in a homogenous fashion thus
not favouring clustering around sodium even with respect to increasing hydration
concentration. The clustering ratios are just above the value of one along the y-axis of
the plot for hydration concentrations 0.1 and 0.3. This relates to the hydroxyls being
almost homogeneously spread out through the glass structure with respect to sodium
and/or hydration concentration. Clustering of hydroxyl groups around sodium ions is
more marked than compared to hydroxyl groups aggregating around silicon ions.
3) P – OH
Clustering is taking place of hydroxyl groups around phosphorus ions. It is seen
that hydroxyl groups do coordinate to phosphorus, which is less marked as silicon and
sodium, but these hydroxyl groups seem to be less dispersed throughout the glass
structure than for silicon or sodium. The ratios seen from the above graph are above the
value of one and in being so they show that hydroxyl groups are surrounding
phosphorus ions selectively more than silicon and sodium in this order.
4) Y – OH
It is evident from the above graph that clustering is taking place, where hydroxyl
groups cluster around yttrium ions. It is seen that hydroxyl groups do coordinate to
yttrium, which is more marked than silicon, phosphorus and sodium, but these hydroxyl
groups seem to be less homogeneously dispersed throughout the glass structure as found
for silicon, phosphorus or sodium. The ratios seen from the above graph are above the
value of one and in being so they show that hydroxyl groups are surrounding yttrium
ions selectively more than silicon, sodium and phosphorus in this order.
5) Ca – OH
Observing the above graph with respect to Ca – OH, clustering is clearly taking
place, where hydroxyl groups cluster around calcium ions. It is seen that hydroxyl
groups do coordinate to calcium, which is more marked than silicon, phosphorus,
sodium and yttrium, but these hydroxyl groups seem to be less homogenously dispersed
throughout the glass structure than silicon, phosphorus, sodium and yttrium. The ratios
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seen from the above graph are above the value of one and in being so they show that
hydroxyl groups are surrounding calcium ions selectively more than silicon, sodium,
phosphorus and yttrium in this order.
The clustering ratios follow the same order by which hydroxyl groups
coordinate to network-forming and modifying ions:
Ca – OH > Y – OH > P – OH > Na – OH > Si – OH
6) Cation – Cation Clustering
Table 5.10 shows cation – cation clustering with respect to increasing hydration
concentration for YBG glass composition.
Table 5.10: Cation – cation clustering for YBG hydrated at fractions y=0.1, 0.2 and 0.3
Species Dry YBG YBG y=0.1 YBG y=0.2 YBG y=0.3
Y – Y 1.653 0.098 2.016 0.092 2.030 0.007 2.308 0.032
Y – Na 1.053 0.038 1.224 0.014 1.052 0.002 0.652 0.620
Y – Ca 0.776 0.033 1.177 0.010 1.290 0.030 0.701 0.695
Na – Na 1.244 0.042 1.729 0.025 1.798 0.002 1.595 0.157
Na – Ca 0.914 0.028 0.985 0.012 0.959 0.000 0.644 0.516
Ca – Ca 1.267 0.065 1.128 0.023 1.032 0.011 1.310 0.199
The clustering ratios seen above for dry YBG compare well enough to simulation
studies of yttrium bioglass YBG carried out by the work of Tilocca and Christie [115, 137].
From Table 5.10, hydration generally causes an increase in clustering for like pairs of
cations and a decrease for unlike cation pairs. It seem as though the network-modifying
species attract hydroxyl groups. Calcium is seen to do this the most, then yttrium and
then sodium. By these modifying ions attracting the hydroxyls would cause them to be
less available to silicon and phosphorus and do not allow for the breakage of T - O - T
bridges.
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5.1.6 Bridging oxygens vs. Non-bridging oxygens
Table 5.11a: Percentage of bridging oxygens around network modifier ions sodium,
yttrium and calcium
Table 5.11b: Percentage of non-bridging oxygens around network modifier ions sodium,
yttrium and calcium
Table 5.11c: Percentage of non-bridging & bridging oxygens and free oxygens (-OH)
around network modifier ions sodium, yttrium and calcium
YBG Y Ca Na
NBO+BO
Total %
(-OH) % NBO+BO
Total %
(-OH) % NBO+BO
Total %
(-OH) %
DRY 100.000 n/a 100.000 n/a 100.000 n/a
0.1 84.437 15.563 88.623 11.377 95.168 4.832
0.2 90.253 9.747 93.815 6.185 98.432 1.568
0.3 91.446 8.554 93.523 6.477 97.347 2.653
1) Yttrium
From Table 5.11b it is seen that yttrium prefers to locate a large number of non-
bridging oxygen species around itself for both hydrated and unhydrated forms of
yttrium bioglass. Yttrium's coordination shell environment is dominated (97.6 %) by
NBO’s. Yttrium has an average coordination of 5.5 (unhydrated) to 5.9 (hydrated), the
majority of these coordinated oxygen atoms are non-bridging oxygens. Yttrium cations
have a +3 charge and the highest field strength of 0.6 compared to Ca and Na cations,
which causes the preference for yttrium ions to be surrounded by non-bridging oxygen
species in its coordination shell, as found in simulation studies of yttrium bioglass
carried out by the work of Tilocca and Christie [115, 137]
NBO
% St. Dev % St. Dev % St. Dev
YBG_DRY 97.631 0.623 82.267 1.217 60.430 1.588
0.1 78.034 1.315 65.317 0.719 53.342 1.374
0.2 81.959 1.199 67.641 2.290 56.838 2.704
0.3 83.735 2.549 64.166 0.308 50.916 4.301
NaY Ca
BO
% St. Dev % St. Dev % St. Dev
YBG_DRY 2.369 0.623 17.733 1.217 39.570 1.588
0.1 6.402 2.388 23.306 1.533 41.825 0.918
0.2 8.294 0.317 26.174 0.697 41.593 2.253
0.3 7.711 0.385 29.357 3.094 46.431 3.940
NaCaY
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After hydrating the yttrium bioglass, the percentage of non-bridging oxygens
which surround yttrium decreases to ~80% when the yttrium bioglass is hydrated at 0.1.
This shows yttrium, which still holds a total coordination of ~5.5 – 5.9, that non-
bridging oxygen atoms are replaced by hydroxyl groups. The unhydrated form of YBG
glass allowed 97% of NBO's to surround yttrium. The percentage of NBO's decreases
and this is due to hydroxyl groups substituting ~20% of the NBO's in unhydrated YBG
with hydroxyl groups where yttrium is still able to maintain, if not increase, its
coordination as the bioglass is progressively hydrated (Table 5.4a, 5.4b and 5.4c).
2) Calcium
Calcium prefers to locate a large number of non-bridging oxygen species around
itself for both hydrated and unhydrated forms of yttrium bioglass. Calcium has the
second most dominant amount of NBO's in its coordination shell environment i.e.
82.30%. Calcium has an average coordination of 5.98 for unhydrated yttrium bioglass,
to 6.30 (Table 5.5a, 5.5b and 5.5c), for the hydrated form of the same glass, and the
majority of these coordinated atoms are of non-bridging oxygens which surround
calcium ions. Calcium cations have a +2 charge and the second highest field strength of
0.33, higher than sodium cations. Calcium is less attractive to NBO's than yttrium is as
yttrium has higher field strength causing more NBO's to locate themselves around
yttrium ions.
After hydrating the yttrium bioglass, the percentage of non-bridging oxygen
atoms which surround calcium decreases to ~65% when the yttrium bioglass is hydrated
at 0.1. This shows calcium, which still holds a coordination of ~6, that non-bridging
oxygen atoms are replaced by hydroxyl groups. The unhydrated form of YBG glass
allowed 82% of NBO's to surround calcium. As soon as the same glass is hydrated at a
concentration of 0.1, a drop in the percentage of NBO's surrounding calcium is seen.
The percentage of NBO's decreases and this is due to hydroxyl groups substituting
~18% of the NBOs in unhydrated YBG with hydroxyl groups where calcium is still able
to maintain, if not increase, its coordination as the bioglass is progressively hydrated
(Table 5.5a, 5.5b and 5.5c).
3) Sodium
Sodium has the smallest preference to locate non bridging oxygen species
around itself for both hydrated and unhydrated forms of yttrium bioglass YBG. Sodium
is least dominant compared to calcium and yttrium with respect to the percentage of
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NBO's in each of their coordination shells i.e. 60.43%. Sodium has an average
coordination of 6.03 for unhydrated yttrium bioglass, to 6.30 (Table. 5.6a, 5.6b and
5.6c), for the hydrated form of the same glass, where 60.43% NBO's surround calcium
ions. Sodium cations have a +1 charge and the lowest field strength of 0.19. It is for this
reason of having the lowest field strength that causes sodium ions to be surrounded by
the smallest number of non-bridging oxygen species which are found within the
coordination shell environment of sodium. Sodium is less attractive to NBO's than
calcium or yttrium as yttrium and calcium have higher field strength to cause more
NBO's to locate themselves within their coordination shells.
After hydrating the yttrium bioglass, the percentage of non-bridging oxygens
which surround sodium decreases to ~53% when the yttrium bioglass is hydrated at 0.1.
This shows sodium, which still holds a coordination of ~6, that non-bridging oxygens
are replaced by hydroxyl groups. The unhydrated form of YBG glass allowed 60% of
NBO's to surround sodium. As soon as the same glass is hydrated at a concentration of
0.1, a drop in the percentage of NBO's surrounding sodium is seen. The percentage of
NBO's decreases and this is due to hydroxyl groups substituting ~10% of the NBOs in
unhydrated YBG with hydroxyl groups where sodium is still able to maintain, if not
increase, its coordination as the bioglass is progressively hydrated. Although all three
network modifying cations (Y, Ca and Na) drop in their percentage of BO or NBO's
from dry YBG, the order (Y > Ca > Na) is preserved.
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5.1.7 Main Findings
Coordination is seen to increase for silicon, phosphorus, yttrium, calcium and
sodium as yttrium bioglass is progressively hydrated from 0.1 – 0.3 (Tables 5.2a, 5.3a,
5.4a, 5.5a and 5.6a). The preference by which hydroxyl-oxygens coordinate to network
forming and modifying cations is shown below:
Ca > Y > Na > P ~ Si
Calcium has the greatest ability in allowing hydroxyl-oxygen to coordinate with
itself, then yttrium, sodium, phosphorus and silicon having lower coordination to
hydroxyl-oxygen. The increase in coordination is due to hydration effects where
hydroxyl groups squeeze themselves into the coordination spheres, most easily with
calcium, yttrium, sodium and then silicon and phosphorus. The more a YBG glass is
hydrated the more hydroxyl groups will fit themselves into the coordination spheres of
Ca, Y, Na, P and Si (Tables 5.2c, 5.3c, 5.4c, 5.5c and 5.6c).
The same order is observed as coordination of cations to non hydroxyl-oxygen
decreases. Calcium shows this effect the most and silicon the least, where coordination
to non hydroxyl-oxygen decreases (Tables 5.2b, 5.3b, 5.4b, 5.5b and 5.6b).
As coordination of, for example, calcium decreases with non hydroxyl-oxygen,
the coordination of calcium to hydroxyl-oxygen increases. Hydroxyl groups coordinate
as a displacement to non hydroxyl-oxygens. Furthermore, the hydroxyl-oxygens not
only displace non hydroxyl-oxygens but cause an overall increase in coordination. The
same is seen for Si, P, Na and Y (Tables 5.2a, 5.3a, 5.4a, 5.5a and 5.6a).
The overall silicon network connectivities are generally increasing as seen in
Table 5.9a which shows that the silicate network is strengthening itself as yttrium
bioglass is hydrated. By viewing Figure 5.10a we realise that this effect is due to a shift
in Qn species from Q0, Q1 and Q2 to Q1, Q2 and Q3 as hydration increases which causes
this strengthening in silicon network.
The overall phosphorus network connectivities are generally increasing as seen
in Table 5.9b which shows that the phosphate network is strengthening itself as yttrium
bioglass is hydrated. By viewing figure 5.10b we realise that this effect seen in Table
5.9b is due to shift in Qn species from Q0, Q1 to Q1, Q2 and Q3 as hydration increases
which causes this strengthening in phosphorus network.
The network connectivity of a glass has a central role in determining the glass
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dissolution rate: a fragmented network with a low connectivity will dissolve faster in an
aqueous environment [42]. For example, low-silica bioactive glasses have NC of
approximately 2, whereas loss of bioactivity has been associated to NC approaching 3
in higher silica compositions. The central importance of the network connectivity in this
context makes it a key structural factor for the possible use of a silica-based glass
composition to store radionuclides, either in nuclear waste disposal or for in situ cancer
radiotherapy. The incorporation of water in the form of hydroxyl groups in a glass
structure is in principle expected to disrupt the glass network: this is based on the
assumption that protons act as additional network modifiers [154] and therefore the O2−
→ 2 OH− substitution would break T – O − T bridges either directly (e.g., T – O − T + 
OH− → T − O− + T − OH) or indirectly (e.g., T – O ··· M + OH− → T − OH + M+,
where M+ is a free modifier cation which is able to break another T – O − T bridge). For 
example, the breakdown of the silica network (compared to melt-derived glasses)
caused by the hydration process is often reported as one of the possible effects
contributing to the extended range of bioactivity of sol−gel glasses [154].
A more disrupted YBG network would be less stable in a physiological
environment, affecting its performance for radiotherapy. In the short term, a faster
yttrium release in the bloodstream from a rapidly dissolving glass would be a negative
factor for their medical applications, which requires the highest short-term durability to
avoid releasing yttrium isotopes while they are radioactive. On the other hand, if short-
term Y3+ release is not significantly affected, the possibility to enhance the long-term
(post-radioactive decay of Y) biodegradation of YBG glasses into harmless products
represents a very attractive option at present. It is therefore important to investigate the
effects of different hydration levels on the glass structure. The earlier simulations show
that the disruptive effect of OH− on the glass network acts differently on the silicate and
phosphate connectivity. Overall, the silicate and phosphate NC generally increases with
respect to hydration where the phosphate NC is heavily affected. The reason why
phosphorus is so very well interconnected into the glass network remains open to
debate.
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5.2 Yttrium-Bioglass (YBG-P) without Phosphorus
We have already carried out hydration of YAS17, 24 and 30 earlier (section 3.4) .
This section will now thoroughly examine the effects of hydration on the bulk structure
of YBG without phosphorus. The same procedures that were employed upon YAS
glasses 17, 24 and 30 and YBG earlier are followed through here. The results will
instead reflect that of YBG but without phosphorus. Initially (section 5.1.4) the overall
phosphorus network connectivities were seen to increase as seen in Table 5.9b, which
showed that the phosphate network was strengthening itself as YBG was hydrated. By
viewing Figure 5.10b we realise that this effect seen in Table 5.9b was due to shift in Qn
species from Q0, Q1 to Q1, Q2 and Q3 with respect to hydration which caused this
strengthening in phosphorus network. The reason why phosphorus was so very well
interconnected into the glass network remains open to debate. For this reason
phosphorus was removed to see whether or not YBG glass without phosphorus had any
impact on the glass structure i.e. whether silicon network connectivity, network-former
or modifier coordination, cation-oxygen bond distances etc. are affected.
Firstly, simulations of unhydrated YBG-P were carried out. The unhydrated YBG-
P glass was then hydrated at three increasing levels of hydration by adding hydroxyl
groups into the bulk structure. The purpose of this was to investigate further the effects
of hydration on the structure of the glasses e.g. silicon network connectivity,
coordination numbers of network former and modifiers etc, without the presence of the
highly interconnected phosphorus species.
Molecular dynamics simulations were carried out upon hydrated YBG-P with
simulation sizes of approx 2000 atoms using DL_POLY. The data necessary for
successfully simulating hydrated YBG-P glasses have been given in the methodology, in
section 2.5.2 (Tables 2.8 – 2.13). Other data in section 3.2 (Table 3.11) were used also.
Using the technique mentioned earlier YBG-P was hydrated at three different
levels where variable y, the level of hydration, was 0.1, 0.2 or 0.3. Here y=0.1 refers to a
low level hydration and y=0.3 is a high level of hydration. The stoichiometries for each
of the glasses are listed in Table 5.12. A range such as that chosen for this work would
thoroughly examine the effects and role of hydration in YBG-P glasses.
The general rule: SiO2 : CaO : Na2O : Y2O-y. (OH)2y
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Table. 5.12
Glass Type % Y2O3 % Na2O % CaO % SiO2 Density (g/cm3)
YBG-P 4.68 15.85 16.12 62.35 2.730
Scaling for Hydration: y = OH fraction required to hydrate YBG-P
UNHYDRATED YBG-P: 4.68 mol % Y2O3, 62.35 mol % SiO2,
16.12 mol % CaO and 15.85 mol % Na2O
Scaled: 32 Y2O3, 420 SiO2, 108 CaO and 107 Na2O
YBG-P (y=0.1) [32 Y2O3, 420 SiO2, 108 CaO and 107 Na2O] – 50 O, + 100 OH
YBG-P (y=0.2) [32 Y2O3, 420 SiO2, 108 CaO and 107 Na2O] – 100 O, + 200 OH
YBG-P (y=0.3) [32 Y2O3, 420 SiO2, 108 CaO and 107 Na2O] – 150 O, + 300 OH
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5.2.1 Short-range structure:
A) Bond Angles
Figure 5.12 shows the bond angles of O - X - O species for dry YBG-P glass, where
X=Si, Y, Ca, and Na.
Figure 5.12: Unhydrated yttrium bioglass (YBG-P) bond angle distributions for O – X –
O, where X = Si, Y, Ca and Na
Dry YBG-P
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Figure 5.13: Hydrated Yttrium Bioglass (YBG-P) Bond Angle Distributions for O – X –
O, where X = Si, Y, Ca and Na
YBG-P y=0.1
YBG-P y=0.2
YBG-P y=0.3
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Figure 5.14: Hydrated Yttrium Bioglass (YBG-P) Bond Angle Distributions for X – O –
H, where X = Si, Y, Ca and Na
YBG-P y=0.1
YBG-P y=0.2
YBG-P y=0.3
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B) Coordination
1) Silicon
Table 5.13a: Total coordination for silicon (Oc + OHc) in dry and hydrated YBG-P glass
Si Coordination
n Dry YBG YBG y=0.1 YBG y=0.2 YBG y=0.3
Distribution
(%)
St.
Dev
Distribution
(%)
St.
Dev
Distribution
(%)
St.
Dev
Distribution
(%)
St.
Dev
1 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000
2 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000
3 0.0015 0.0012 0.0165 0.0216 0.0000 0.0000 0.0006 0.0004
4 99.0142 0.0194 95.7266 0.9700 90.5892 1.7178 85.5399 0.3548
5 0.9843 0.0182 4.2100 0.9254 9.1913 1.7364 14.1182 0.1243
6 0.0000 0.0000 0.0468 0.0662 0.2195 0.0185 0.3413 0.4796
7 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000
8 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000
9 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000
10 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000
Average 4.010 0.0002 4.0429 0.0108 4.0963 0.0170 4.1480 0.0084
There are virtually no silicon atoms with a coordination of five or higher, again
which agrees with previous experimental and modelling data [115, 137] which showed
coordination numbers of 3.9 – 4.0. Silicon has a well-defined overall coordination of
four and has the capacity to take up a maximum of four bonds to that of oxygen found
from within the glass network. The table above shows the total Si coordination for
hydrated YBG-P for hydration levels of 0.1 to 0.3 and for non-hydrated YBG-P glass.
The general trend found is that progressively hydrating YBG-P causes the overall
silicon coordination to increase. The more a YBG-P glass is hydrated, the more the
overall coordination will increase due to the presence of an increasing percentage of
five-coordinated silicon species seen in Table 5.13a.
To further analyse the Si coordination to oxygen, the coordination contributions
were split. The coordination of oxygen, whether from the network modifier/former
species (Na2O/CaO/Y2O3/SiO2) or from those attached to hydrogen (hydroxyl groups),
were combined to form the overall silicon coordination seen in Table 5.13a. If these
contributions were separated i.e. silicon oxygen coordination relating solely to the
network modifier/former species i.e. (Na2O/CaO/Y2O3/SiO2) from those attached to
hydrogen i.e. hydroxyl groups, then this will give an insight as to why a slight increase
in overall silicon coordination is seen for all YBG-P glasses observed in Table 5.13a.
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The partial silicon coordination numbers are given for yttrium bioglass without
including hydroxyl groups in the silicon coordination sphere in Table 5.13b.
Table 5.13b: Partial coordination for silicon (Oc) in hydrated YBG-P glass
Silicon has a well defined overall coordination of four and has the capacity to
take up a maximum of 4 covalent bonds from oxygen found from within the glass
system. The table above shows the partial Si – O coordination (exclusive of any
hydroxyls that may be attached) for YBG-P hydrated from concentrations of 0.1 to 0.3.
The general trend found is that hydration causes the partial Si – O coordination to
decrease.
The partial silicon coordination numbers are given for yttrium bioglass without
including oxygen atoms in the silicon coordination sphere in Table 5.13c.
Table 5.13c: Partial coordination for silicon (OHc) in hydrated YBG-P glass
The general trend found was that for yttrium bioglass, gradual hydration caused
a greater number of hydroxyl groups to coordinate to that of silicon. We saw that in
n
Distribution (%) St. Dev Distribution (%) St. Dev Distribution (%) St. Dev
1 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000
2 0.000 0.001 0.117 0.166 0.000 0.001
3 6.741 1.773 13.476 3.158 22.671 2.747
4 91.916 1.507 86.100 2.934 76.972 2.899
5 1.343 0.266 0.307 0.390 0.356 0.151
6 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000
7 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000
8 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000
9 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000
10 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000
Average 3.946 0.020 3.866 0.039 3.777 0.026
Si Coordination
YBG-P y=0.1 YBG-P y=0.2 YBG-P y=0.3
n
Distribution(%) St. Dev Distribution(%) St. Dev Distribution(%) St. Dev
0 90.412 1.098 78.945 1.439 67.502 3.238
1 9.489 7.328 19.179 13.837 28.208 17.821
2 0.098 0.000 1.773 1.770 3.961 3.074
3 0.000 0.000 0.103 0.000 0.329 0.465
4 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000
5 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000
6 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000
7 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000
8 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000
9 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000
10 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000
Average 0.097 0.010 0.230 0.022 0.371 0.018
Si Coordination
YBG-P y=0.1 YBG-P y=0.2 YBG-P y=0.3
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Table 5.13b that the silicon to oxygen coordination decreases as the glass becomes
hydrated, but at the same time the silicon-oxygen coordination found from hydroxyl
groups increases as seen in Table 5.13c. The overall increase in coordination for silicon
seen in Table 5.13a is due to the associated oxygen atoms in hydroxyl groups taking
precedence over normal oxygens from network modifier/former species i.e.
Na2O/CaO/Y2O3/SiO2.
Si – OH and Al – OH species have been reported by Xianyu Xue [153]. It had
been demonstrated that hydroxyl groups have been seen to coordinate onto
silicon/aluminium for aluminosilicate glasses.
From Table 5.13b, hydroxyl groups may be the cause as to why a decrease is
seen in the coordination of silicon with oxygen. While silicon coordination with oxygen
decreases as hydration increases, hydroxyl groups replace those that were coordinated to
silicon. Furthermore the overall silicon coordination is increased due to the presence of
hydroxyl groups in its coordination sphere (Tables 5.13a and 5.13c).
From Figure 5.13 it is seen that as YBG-P glass is hydrated the bond angles shift
very slightly to more acute angles for O - Si - O with respect to increasing hydration. A
small peak is seen at the 70o region, this is because hydration causes the overall
coordination of silicon to increase as a very small number of 5 coordinated species are
seen. Figure 5.14 shows the Si - O - H bond angles as YBG-P is hydrated. The Si - O -
H bond angles with respect to hydration of YBG-P remain unaffected.
In Figure 5.15, silicon radial distribution functions in dry and hydrated YBG-P
glasses are given. These show that the silicon oxygen interatomic distance is 1.62 Å.
Also the silicon to hydroxyl-oxygen interatomic distance is 1.65 Å. The Si - O bond
distances found for hydrated YBG-P are slightly larger than the typical bond distance of
1.60Å [42] which may be a possible reason as to why an increase in overall silicon
coordination is seen. Hydroxyl groups being linear molecules may have a trajectory
that allows for them to be easily inserted into the coordination sphere of silicon which
therefore increases the overall silicon coordination.
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Figure 5.15: Silicon radial distribution functions in dry and hydrated YBG-P Glasses
Dry YBG-P
YBG-P y=0.1
YBG-P y=0.2
YBG-P y=0.3
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2) Yttrium
Table 5.14a: Total coordination for Yttrium (Oc + OHc) in dry and hydrated YBG-P
glass
The total Y – O coordination for yttrium bioglass ranged between 5.80 – 6.10.
Such coordination numbers compare well enough to simulation studies of yttrium
bioglass YBG-P carried out by the work of Tilocca and Christie [115, 137], where Y – O
coordination for unhydrated YBG-P bioglass of 5.6 was found. A wider range of
bonding environments are observed for yttrium compared to either silicon or
phosphorus. Here six or seven coordinated yttrium atoms are most commonly seen.
Some yttrium atoms have been seen to have coordination numbers of as low as three
and as high as nine. An investigation is required to find out exactly how many
hydroxyls are able to attach to yttrium in each of the glasses and whether or not
increased hydration improves the effect. Therefore partial Y – O and Y – OH
contributions are shown in Tables 5.14b and 5.14c respectively.
n
Distribution (%) St. Dev Distribution (%) St. Dev Distribution (%) St. Dev Distribution (%) St. Dev
1 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000
2 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000
3 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000
4 4.042 1.965 3.853 0.514 0.800 1.108 0.469 0.018
5 27.156 7.565 24.511 2.756 24.407 5.240 24.966 7.983
6 56.080 3.689 51.557 2.886 45.570 4.064 51.135 8.070
7 10.819 6.705 17.176 6.799 22.957 0.768 21.884 0.219
8 1.820 2.467 2.901 1.672 6.043 1.292 1.546 0.289
9 0.083 0.117 0.001 0.001 0.223 0.224 0.000 0.000
10 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000
Average 5.795 0.156 5.908 0.052 6.097 0.115 5.991 0.077
Y Coordination
Dry YBG-P YBG-P y=0.1 YBG-P y=0.2 YBG-P y=0.3
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The partial yttrium coordination numbers are given for yttrium bioglass without
including hydroxyl groups in the yttrium coordination sphere in Table 5.14b.
Table 5.14b: Partial Coordination for Yttrium (Oc) in hydrated YBG-P glass
The table above shows the partial Y – O coordination (exclusive of any
hydroxyls that may be attached) for yttrium bioglass YBG-P hydrated from
concentrations of 0.1 to 0.3. The general trend found is that hydration causes the partial
Y – O coordination to decrease.
The partial yttrium coordination numbers are given below for yttrium bioglass
without including oxygen atoms in the yttrium coordination sphere in Table 5.15c.
Table 5.14c: Partial Coordination for Yttrium (OHc) in hydrated YBG-P glass
The general trend seen from the above table for yttrium bioglass, is that gradual
hydration causes a greater number of hydroxyl groups to coordinate to yttrium. The
coordination numbers of hydroxyl groups onto yttrium in Table 5.14c are raised and are
of a wider range compared to hydroxyl coordinations onto silicon seen in Table 5.13c.
n
Distribution(%) St. Dev Distribution(%) St. Dev Distribution(%) St. Dev
1 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.163 0.209
2 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 2.857 2.332
3 2.111 0.326 15.238 1.659 33.454 6.034
4 24.134 3.720 30.388 0.221 35.668 7.220
5 44.318 0.258 29.984 1.669 22.247 0.829
6 24.694 4.714 21.150 3.391 5.601 1.752
7 4.743 1.062 2.673 0.121 0.010 0.015
8 0.000 0.000 0.568 0.278 0.000 0.000
9 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000
10 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000
Average 5.058 0.057 4.673 0.075 3.938 0.128
Y Coordination
YBG-P y=0.1 YBG-P y=0.2 YBG-P y=0.3
n
0 27.543 2.650 6.969 5.616 2.518 1.404
1 60.754 3.724 50.945 2.052 20.548 2.790
2 10.922 0.031 34.836 1.949 50.791 10.658
3 0.781 1.105 7.250 5.719 21.455 14.854
4 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 4.689 0.001
5 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000
6 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000
7 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000
8 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000
9 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000
10 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000
Average 0.849 0.005 1.424 0.190 2.052 0.204
Y Coordination
YBG-P y=0.1 YBG-P y=0.2 YBG-P y=0.3
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This shows hydroxyl groups have the ability to coordinate more to yttrium and less with
silicon. We have already identified that silicon is well-defined in coordination at four
and does not have the capacity to take up anymore coordinations with oxygen, whether
they are from hydroxyl groups or from network former/modifier species i.e.
Na2O/CaO/Y2O3/SiO2. Yttrium on the other hand has a wider range of coordination
numbers than Si thus giving rise to a greater capacity to welcome hydroxyl groups into
its coordination sphere.
From viewing Table 5.14b hydroxyl groups may be the cause as to why a
decrease is seen in the coordination of yttrium with oxygen. While yttrium coordination
with oxygen decreases as hydration increases, hydroxyl groups replace those that were
coordinated to yttrium. Furthermore the overall yttrium coordination is increased due to
the presence of hydroxyl groups in its coordination sphere (Tables 5.14a and 5.14c).
From Figure 5.13 it is seen that as YBG-P glass is hydrated the bond angles shift
towards more acute bond angles for O - Y - O with respect to increasing hydration. A
small peak is seen at the 60o region, this is because hydration causes the overall
coordination of yttrium to increase as a number of 5, 6 and 7 coordinated species are
seen. Figure 5.14 shows the Y - O - H bond angles as YBG-P is hydrated. The Y - O - H
bond angles with respect to hydration of YBG-P remain unaffected.
In Figure 5.16, yttrium radial distribution functions in dry and hydrated YBG-P
glasses are given. These show that the yttrium-oxygen interatomic distance is 2.23 Å.
Also the yttrium to hydroxyl-oxygen interatomic distance is 2.33 Å. Hydroxyl groups
being linear molecules may have a trajectory that allows for them to be easily inserted
into the coordination sphere of yttrium which therefore increases the overall yttrium
coordination.
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Figure 5.16: Yttrium radial distribution functions in dry and hydrated YBG-P Glasses
Dry YBG-P
YBG-P y=0.1
YBG-P y=0.2
YBG-P y=0.3
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3) Calcium
Table 5.15a: Total coordination for calcium (Oc + OHc) in dry and hydrated YBG-P
glass
The total Ca – O coordination for yttrium bioglass YBG-P ranged between 5.82
– 6.19. Such coordination numbers compare well to simulation studies of yttrium
bioglass carried out by Tilocca and Christie [115, 137], where Ca – O coordination for
unhydrated YBG-P bioglass of ~6 was found. A wider range of bonding environments
are observed for calcium compared to silicon, phosphorus and yttrium. Here five-, six
and seven-coordinated calcium atoms are most commonly seen. Some calcium atoms
have been seen to have coordination numbers of as low as three and as high as ten. The
general trend found from the above graph is that the total Ca – O coordination increases
gradually as hydration increases. An investigation is required to find out exactly how
many hydroxyls are able to attach to calcium in each of the glasses and whether or not
increased hydration improves the effect. Therefore partial Ca – O and Ca – OH
contributions were shown in Tables 5.15b and 5.15c respectively.
n
Distribution(%) St. Dev Distribution(%) St. Dev Distribution(%) St. Dev Distribution(%) St. Dev
1 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000
2 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000
3 0.000 0.000 0.002 0.003 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000
4 7.390 0.849 7.268 0.964 3.906 0.363 1.540 1.259
5 28.760 1.516 29.510 0.720 21.028 0.154 21.792 0.439
6 36.282 3.367 41.469 2.696 38.153 3.761 42.036 0.277
7 22.176 4.265 17.788 2.013 27.103 5.951 27.693 1.907
8 4.395 1.240 3.762 1.270 8.460 0.230 6.522 0.937
9 0.997 0.227 0.199 0.269 1.344 1.439 0.417 0.425
10 0.000 0.000 0.002 0.003 0.005 0.005 0.001 0.002
Average 5.904 0.106 5.819 0.024 6.192 0.020 6.171 0.008
Ca Coordination
Dry YBG-P YBG-P y=0.1 YBG-P y=0.2 YBG-P y=0.3
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The partial calcium coordination numbers are given for yttrium bioglass without
including hydroxyl groups in the calcium coordination sphere in Table 5.15b.
Table 5.15b: Partial coordination for calcium (Oc) in hydrated YBG-P glass
The table above shows the partial Ca – O coordination (exclusive of any
hydroxyls that may be attached) for yttrium bioglass YBG-P hydrated from
concentrations of 0.1 to 0.3. The general trend found is that hydration causes the partial
Ca – O coordination to decrease.
n
Distribution(%) St. Dev Distribution(%) St. Dev Distribution(%) St. Dev
1 0.099 0.141 0.000 0.000 2.259 3.194
2 1.727 0.113 2.322 0.329 9.454 2.102
3 4.063 2.146 13.952 1.992 23.651 0.268
4 23.780 2.375 26.257 5.105 31.830 0.538
5 39.154 6.566 31.193 4.212 23.321 3.221
6 22.120 4.642 18.155 0.647 6.427 1.196
7 7.673 1.141 7.348 2.134 2.898 2.239
8 1.381 0.580 0.687 0.324 0.160 0.226
9 0.002 0.003 0.086 0.110 0.000 0.000
10 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000
Average 5.041 0.108 4.741 0.164 3.962 0.220
Ca Coordination
YBG-P y=0.1 YBG-P y=0.2 YBG-P y=0.3
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The partial calcium coordination numbers are given for yttrium bioglass without
including oxygen atoms in the calcium coordination sphere in Table 5.15c.
Table 5.15c: Partial Coordination for Calcium (OHc) in hydrated YBG-P glass
The general trend seen from the above table for YBG-P, gradual hydration
causes a greater number of hydroxyl groups to coordinate to calcium. The coordination
of hydroxyl groups onto calcium are rather similar to that of yttrium seen in Table 5.14c.
The coordination numbers of hydroxyl groups onto calcium in Table 5.15c are raised
and are of a wider range compared to hydroxyl coordination onto silicon in Table 5.13c
respectively. This shows hydroxyl groups having the ability to coordinate more to
calcium and less with silicon. We have already identified that silicon is well defined in
coordination at four and does not have the capacity to take up any more coordination
with oxygen, whether they are from hydroxyl groups or from network former/modifier
species i.e. Na2O/CaO/Y2O3/SiO2. Calcium, like yttrium, on the other hand has a wider
range of coordination numbers than Si thus giving rise to a greater capacity to welcome
hydroxyl groups into the coordination sphere of calcium.
From viewing Table 5.15b, hydroxyl groups may be the cause as to why a
decrease is seen in the coordination of calcium with oxygen. While calcium
coordination with oxygen decreases as hydration increases, hydroxyl groups replace
those that were coordinated to calcium. Furthermore the overall calcium coordination is
increased due to the presence of hydroxyl groups in its coordination sphere (Tables
5.15a and 5.15c).
From Figure 5.13 it is seen that as YBG-P glass is hydrated the bond angles shift
towards more acute bond angles for O - Ca - O with respect to increasing hydration. A
n
Distribution(%) St. Dev Distribution(%) St. Dev Distribution(%) St. Dev
0 36.715 8.452 9.998 3.874 2.753 0.377
1 49.449 4.599 47.240 1.024 20.637 1.301
2 13.229 2.995 31.351 2.005 42.514 10.793
3 0.607 0.858 10.485 8.212 22.901 3.724
4 0.000 0.000 0.927 1.309 9.397 5.450
5 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 1.798 2.543
6 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000
7 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000
8 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000
9 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000
10 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000
Average 0.777 0.132 1.451 0.144 2.209 0.228
Ca Coordination
YBG-P y=0.1 YBG-P y=0.2 YBG-P y=0.3
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small peak is seen at the 65o region, this is because hydration causes the overall
coordination of calcium to increase as a number of 5, 6 and 7 coordinated species are
seen. Figure 5.14 shows the Ca - O - H bond angles as YBG-P is hydrated. The Ca - O -
H bond angles with respect to hydration of YBG-P remain unaffected.
In Figure 5.17, calcium radial distribution functions in dry and hydrated YBG-P
glasses are given. These show that the calcium-oxygen interatomic distance is 2.36 Å.
Also the calcium to hydroxyl-oxygen interatomic distance is 2.37 Å. Hydroxyl groups
being linear molecules may have a trajectory that allows for them to be easily inserted
into the coordination sphere of yttrium which therefore increases the overall yttrium
coordination.
Figure 5.17: Calcium radial distribution functions in dry and hydrated YBG-P glasses
Dry YBG-P
YBG-P y=0.1
YBG-P y=0.2
YBG-P y=0.3
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4) Sodium
Table 5.16a: Total Coordination for Sodium (Oc + OHc) in dry and hydrated YBG-P
glass
The total Na – O coordination for yttrium bioglass YBG-P ranged between 5.98
– 6.21. Such coordination numbers compare well enough to simulation studies of
yttrium bioglass YBG-P carried out by the work of Tilocca and Christie [115, 137], where
Na – O coordination for unhydrated YBG-P bioglass of ~6 was found. Here five-, six-,
and seven-coordinated sodium atoms are seen. Some sodium atoms have been seen to
have coordination numbers of as low as three and as high as ten. The general trend
found from the above graph is that the total Na – O coordination increases gradually as
hydration increases. An investigation is required to find out exactly how many
hydroxyls are able to attach to sodium in each of the glasses and whether or not
increased hydration improves the effect. Therefore partial Na – O and Na – OH
contributions were shown in Tables 5.16b and 5.16c respectively.
n
1 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000
2 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000
3 0.612 0.398 1.077 0.232 0.361 0.326 0.248 0.340
4 5.457 0.106 5.806 1.629 5.190 0.048 4.252 2.177
5 25.594 0.248 24.351 1.850 22.264 1.323 20.965 1.133
6 39.133 7.929 37.252 0.919 37.318 0.578 37.650 2.497
7 22.751 4.566 23.177 3.345 23.288 2.754 24.862 1.027
8 5.891 2.106 7.332 0.025 9.540 0.620 9.551 1.520
9 0.540 0.476 0.989 0.776 1.848 0.200 2.038 1.348
10 0.021 0.030 0.016 0.021 0.191 0.155 0.428 0.053
Average 5.979 0.087 6.017 0.102 6.149 0.037 6.215 0.063
Na Coordination
Dry YBG-P YBG-P y=0.1 YBG-P y=0.2 YBG-P y=0.3
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The partial sodium coordination numbers are given for yttrium bioglass without
including hydroxyl groups in the sodium coordination sphere in Table 5.16b.
Table 5.16b: Partial coordination for sodium (Oc) in hydrated YBG-P glass
The table above shows the partial Na – O coordination (exclusive of any
hydroxyls that may be attached) for yttrium bioglass YBG-P hydrated from
concentrations of 0.1 to 0.3. The general trend found is that hydration causes the partial
Na – O coordination to decrease.
n
1 0.000 0.000 0.191 0.271 0.000 0.000
2 0.521 0.584 0.569 0.367 3.081 0.085
3 4.097 0.146 10.229 2.097 15.097 5.367
4 13.315 1.543 24.302 1.532 28.775 2.905
5 33.960 1.454 30.055 4.668 29.376 5.012
6 29.076 0.792 21.483 1.750 17.326 3.626
7 15.490 3.680 11.394 1.753 5.495 0.273
8 3.521 0.845 1.726 0.630 0.730 0.125
9 0.021 0.005 0.050 0.066 0.115 0.107
10 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.007 0.008
Average 5.476 0.127 5.024 0.048 4.628 0.171
Na Coordination
YBG-P y=0.1 YBG-P y=0.2 YBG-P y=0.3
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The partial sodium coordination numbers are given for yttrium bioglass without
including oxygen atoms in the sodium coordination sphere in Table 5.16c.
Table 5.16c: Partial coordination for sodium (OHc) in hydrated YBG-P glass
The general trend seen from the above table for YBG-P, gradual hydration
causes a greater number of hydroxyl groups to coordinate to sodium. The coordination
numbers of hydroxyl groups onto sodium are rather similar to that of yttrium and
calcium seen in Table 3.48c and 3.49c respectively. Sodium, like yttrium and calcium,
has a wider range of coordination numbers than Si thus giving rise to a greater capacity
to welcome hydroxyl groups into the coordination sphere of sodium.
From viewing Table 5.16b hydroxyl groups may be the cause as to why a
decrease is seen in the coordination of sodium with oxygen. While sodium coordination
with oxygen decreases as hydration increases, hydroxyl groups replace those that were
coordinated to sodium. Furthermore the overall sodium coordination is increased due to
the presence of hydroxyl groups in its coordination sphere (Tables 5.15a and 5.15c).
From Figure 5.13 it is seen that as YBG-P glass is hydrated the bond angles shift
towards more acute bond angles for O - Na - O with respect to increasing hydration. A
small peak is seen at the 69o region, this is because hydration causes the overall
coordination of sodium to increase as a number of 5, 6 and 7 coordinated species are
seen. Figure 5.14 shows the Na - O - H bond angles as YBG-P is hydrated. The Na - O -
H bond angles with respect to hydration of YBG-P remain unaffected.
In Figure 5.18, sodium radial distribution functions in dry and hydrated YBG-P
glasses are given. These show that the sodium oxygen interatomic distance is 2.34 Å.
Also the sodium to hydroxyl-oxygen interatomic distance is 2.35 Å. Hydroxyl groups
being linear molecules may have a trajectory that allows for them to be easily inserted
0 53.988 0.518 25.010 4.796 10.748 2.771
1 38.523 0.836 44.400 2.982 39.234 1.270
2 6.943 0.775 24.503 0.100 32.994 0.271
3 0.545 0.579 5.225 1.574 14.680 3.446
4 0.000 0.000 0.862 0.140 2.160 0.518
5 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.184 0.194
6 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000
7 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000
8 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000
9 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000
10 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000
Average 0.540 0.024 1.125 0.084 1.588 0.107
Na Coordination
YBG-P y=0.1 YBG-P y=0.2 YBG-P y=0.3
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into the coordination sphere of yttrium which therefore increases the overall yttrium
coordination.
Figure 5.18: Sodium Radial Distribution Functions in dry and hydrated YBG-P Glasses
Dry YBG-P
YBG-P y=0.1
YBG-P y=0.2
YBG-P y=0.3
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5.2.2 Preferential Attachment of –OH onto Network Former
The number of OH species present around silicon in hydrated yttrium bioglasses
are shown in Table 5.17a and 5.17b. Table 5.17a shows the actual number of -OH
species that surround silicon. Normalisation of numbers in Table 5.17a gives rise to
Table 5.17b to remove unnecessary biasing due to the number of cations used in the
simulation. The normalisation method employed is given below:
Table 5.17a: Number of hydroxyls attached to Si and those which are free
NORMALISATION: No. of -OH species attached to a cation/ total no. of cations to
which those hydroxyl groups are attached in simulation
e.g. for Silicon
(YBG-P y=0.1) OH on Si = 39.500/420 = 0.094
(YBG-P y=0.2) OH on Si = 80.000/420 = 0.190
(YBG-P y=0.3) OH on Si = 156.500/420 = 0.372
Table 5.17b: Number of hydroxyls attached to Si and those which are free (normalized)
Hydroxyl groups prefer to coordinate more to silicon when the yttrium bioglass
is hydrated from concentrations 0.1 - 0.3. The more an yttrium bioglass is hydrated the
fewer free hydroxyl groups are seen.
Si – OH and Al – OH species have been reported by Xianyu Xue [153]. It had
been demonstrated that hydroxyl groups have been seen to coordinate onto silicon and
aluminium for aluminosilicate glasses.
YBG
No. OH St. Dev No. OH St. Dev
0.1 39.500 0.807 60.500 0.725
0.2 80.000 0.923 120.000 0.639
0.3 156.501 0.975 43.499 0.824
Si Free OH
YBG
No. OH St. Dev No. OH St. Dev
0.1 0.094 0.002 0.605 0.007
0.2 0.190 0.002 0.600 0.003
0.3 0.372 0.002 0.145 0.003
Si Free OH
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Hydroxyl groups that have not attached to the network-forming species silicon,
would as a result be described as free hydroxyl groups with the ability to form
coordination to network modifying species such as sodium in Xianyu Xue’s paper [153].
Yttrium, calcium and sodium are the network modifiers in YBG-P glasses. Since free
hydroxyls were seen to attach to sodium modifier ions [153], incorporating yttrium and
calcium modifier ions would allow for hydroxyl groups to attach to yttrium and calcium
too in an yttrium bioglass (YBG-P).
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5.2.3 Preferential Attachment of –OH onto Network Modifiers
The number of OH species present around each cation, yttrium, calcium and
sodium, in hydrated yttrium bioglasses are shown in Table 5.18a and 5.18b. Table 5.18a
shows the actual number of OH species that surround yttrium, calcium and sodium.
Normalisation of numbers in Table 5.18a give rise to Table 5.18b to remove
unnecessary biasing due to the number of cations used in the simulation. The
normalisation method employed is given below.
Table 5.18a: Number of hydroxyls attached to Y, Ca and Na
NORMALISATION: No. of OH species attached to a cation / total no. of cations to
which those hydroxyl groups are attached in simulation
e.g. for Yttrium
(YBG-P y=0.1) OH on Y = 42.50/64 = 0.664
(YBG-P y=0.2) OH on Y = 76.50/64 = 1.195
(YBG-P y=0.3) OH on Y = 108.00/64 = 1.688
Table 5.18b Number of Hydroxyls attached to Y, Ca and Na (normalized)
Hydroxyl groups prefer to coordinate more to calcium than yttrium and sodium
in this order. Table 5.18a and 5.18b show the number of hydroxyls attaching to Y, Ca
and Na respectively. Figure 5.19 shows the order by which hydroxyl groups prefer to
attach to yttrium, then calcium and sodium.
Fig 5.19: (Y– OH) > (Ca – OH) > (Na – OH)
YBG-P
No. OH St. Dev No. OH St. Dev No. OH St. Dev
0.1 42.500 0.707 63.500 0.707 47.500 0.707
0.2 76.500 2.121 55.900 1.414 104.000 1.414
0.3 108.000 4.243 163.500 4.950 140.000 4.243
Y Ca Na
YBG-P
No. OH St. Dev No. OH St. Dev No. OH St. Dev
0.1 0.664 0.011 0.588 0.007 0.222 0.003
0.2 1.195 0.033 0.518 0.013 0.486 0.013
0.3 1.688 0.066 1.514 0.046 0.654 0.040
Y Ca Na
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5.2.4 Medium-range structure
1) Silicon Qn
Table 5.19: Silicon Qn Distribution and Network Connectivity
Observing Table 5.19 we can see that for yttrium bioglass (YBG-P) as one
progressively hydrates from 0.1 – 0.3 the silicon network connectivity increases. A
large rise in silicon connectivities are seen from dry YBG-P to hydrated forms at
concentrations of 0.1. What is seen after is a further rise in silicon network
connectivities but not as large as that from unhydrated to hydrated form of 0.1. The
silicon network connectivity of the unhydrated glass is 2.23. The silicon connectivity
comprises Si – O – Si connections, where oxygens in this situation are bridging between
two like pair atoms of silicon. All network connections for silicon in this glass are of Si
– O – Si because there is no phosphorus. As soon as the yttrium bioglass is hydrated,
hydroxyl groups promote the increase in silicon network connectivities. The silicon
network strengthens itself as a reaction towards the hydroxyl groups integrating
themselves into the yttrium bioglass structure. This may be due to the hydroxyl groups
substituting, Y --- O-Si-O3, Ca --- O-Si-O3 and/or Na --- O-Si-O3 for Y --- OH, Ca ---
OH and/or Na --- OH which causes the movement of -[-O-SiO3] species back into the
silicon network causing this strengthening. Figure 5.20 below was originally
hypothesized for how hydration would break the network connectivity of silicon, by
replacing a single oxygen for two hydroxyl groups to cause the breakage in silicon
network.
Figure 5.20
n
Distribution(%) St. Dev Distribution(%) St. Dev Distribution(%) St. Dev Distribution(%) St. Dev
0 3.809 1.418 0.466 0.004 0.468 0.331 0.234 0.331
1 16.637 1.644 5.295 0.515 6.319 1.331 4.910 0.646
2 38.679 7.154 30.132 0.577 25.495 0.359 25.127 1.061
3 34.279 1.056 45.356 0.681 45.543 3.202 46.973 3.552
4 6.597 3.036 18.114 0.374 21.902 4.210 22.409 3.630
5 0.000 0.000 0.637 0.041 0.272 0.350 0.347 0.162
6 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000
7 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000
8 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000
9 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000
10 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000
Average 2.232 0.026 2.773 0.021 2.829 0.069 2.875 0.045
TOTAL Si
Dry YBG-P YBG-P y=0.1 YBG-P y=0.2 YBG-P y=0.3
+ H2O
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Figure 5.21: Qn Distributions of Silicon with respect to hydrated YBG-P glasses
The Qn speciation of the silicon is given in Table 5.19 and Figure 5.21. By
observing the dry YBG-P, we see that the majority of silicon atoms in the glass network
have a Qn speciation of Q2 and Q3 thus giving rise to a network connectivity of 2.23. As
soon as we hydrated YBG-P with a concentration of 0.1, we see that the amount of Q1
and Q2 species decreases and results in the increase of Q3 and Q4 species which were
less observed in dry yttrium bioglass. This is also why the network connectivity
increases with respect to hydration of YBG-P glasses.
Having a YBG with low durability containing radioactive yttrium ions would as
a result allow, due to the low durability of the glass, yttrium to move out of the glass
network and into surrounding healthy living tissue. This would be detrimental to the
patient. The yttrium ions need to be harnessed in the glass network which needs to be
durable enough to prevent leaching of yttrium ions. After the full radioactivity of
yttrium has depleted, used for radiotherapeutic use, then only is it safe to the patient for
yttrium ions to be mobile outside of the glass network. For this reason YBG-P glass
with increased durability that is less bioactive would prevent yttrium ions leaching out
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of the glass network and into healthy surrounding tissues. Moreover hydration enables
the fine tuning of YBG-P with respect to silicon network connectivity. We see as dry
YBG-P is hydrated progressively, higher silicon network connectivity is gained. This
means that bioactivity is decreasing. This also means due to the strengthening of the
silicon network that the glass overall increases in durability. Some YBG-P glasses may
be better suited to one organ than another according to durability. It would be now
possible to enhance further and develop a YBG-P glass with respect to hydration which
can be engineered for its use in different parts of the body where radiotherapy can be
given more effectively.
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5.2.5 Clustering
Figure 5.22: Clustering ratios of hydroxyl groups surrounding cations Si, Na, Ca and Y
From the Figure above, the hydroxyl groups cluster around silicon, yttrium, calcium and
sodium in the following order:
Ca – OH > Y – OH > Na – OH > Si – OH
1) Si – OH
It is clear from the above Figure that hydroxyl does cluster around silicon atoms
as hydration is increased upon dry YBG-P. It is known that very few hydroxyl groups
coordinate to silicon. From the above Figure, hydroxyl groups seem to be evenly
dispersed throughout the glass structure with respect to silicon in a homogenous fashion
thus not favouring clustering around silicon at low levels of hydration. As the YBG
glass is further hydrated some clustering is occurring as they are above the clustering
ratio of one.
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2) Na – OH
From the above Figure hydroxyl groups seem to aggregate around sodium
atoms. Na – OH clustering at hydration concentration of 0.2 is an anomaly where
clustering is not taking place. It is known that hydroxyl groups do coordinate to sodium,
more than to silicon, but these hydroxyl groups also seem to be evenly dispersed
throughout the glass structure being attached to sodium in a homogenous fashion thus
not favouring clustering around sodium with respect to hydration concentration of 0.2.
The clustering ratios are just above the value of one along the y-axis of the plot for
hydration concentrations 0.1 and 0.3. This relates to the hydroxyls being almost
homogeneously spread out through the glass structure with respect to sodium and
hydration concentration.
4) Y – OH
It is evident from the above graph that clustering is taking place, where hydroxyl
groups cluster around yttrium ions. It is seen that hydroxyl groups do coordinate to
yttrium, which is more marked than silicon and sodium, but these hydroxyl groups also
seem to be less homogeneously dispersed throughout the glass structure as found for
silicon or sodium. The ratios seen from the above graph are above the value of one and
in being so they show that hydroxyl groups are surrounding yttrium ions selectively
more than silicon, sodium and phosphorus in this order.
5) Ca – OH
Observing the above graph with respect to Ca – OH, clustering is clearly taking
place, where hydroxyl groups cluster around calcium ions. It is seen that hydroxyl
groups do coordinate to calcium, which is more marked than silicon, sodium and
yttrium, but these hydroxyl groups seem to be less homogeneously dispersed throughout
the glass structure as found for silicon, sodium and yttrium. The ratios seen from the
above graph are above the value of one and in being so they show that hydroxyl groups
are surrounding calcium ions selectively more than silicon, sodium and yttrium in this
order.
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5) Cation – Cation Clustering
Table 5.20 shows cation – cation clustering with respect to increasing hydration
concentration for YBG glass composition.
Table 5.20: Cation – cation clustering for YBG hydrated at fractions y=0.1, 0.2 and 0.3
and dry YBG
The clustering ratios seen above for dry YBG compare well enough to simulation
studies of yttrium bioglass YBG carried out by the work of Tilocca and Christie [115, 137].
From the table above, hydration generally causes an increase in clustering both for like
pairs of cations and for unlike cation pairs. The trend seen from the above table is that
cation - cation clustering for like pairs i.e. Y – Y, Na – Na and Ca – Ca are seen to
increase as YBG is hydrated. As we see that hydrating the dry form of YBG
progressively causes the Y – Y clustering to increase. This shows that not only will one
typically find a hydroxyl group near an yttrium cation but also one will typically find
another yttrium cation to which it is close. The same effect is seen for other like pairs
i.e. Ca – Ca and Na – Na.
It seems as though the network-modifying species attract hydroxyl groups. Calcium
is seen to do this the most, then yttrium and then sodium. Because these modifying ions
attract the hydroxyls, this would cause them to be less available to silicon and allow for
the breakage of fewer T - O - T bridges.
Species Dry YBG-P YBG-P y=0.1 YBG-P y=0.2 YBG-P y=0.3
Ratio St.Dev Ratio St.Dev Ratio St.Dev Ratio St.Dev
Y – Y 1.174 0.048 1.811 0.095 1.782 0.056 1.903 0.066
Y – Na 0.495 0.070 1.007 0.025 0.872 0.054 0.882 0.051
Y – Ca 0.381 0.054 1.064 0.077 1.140 0.073 1.084 0.077
Na – Na 0.675 0.060 1.180 0.048 1.216 0.022 1.145 0.025
Na – Ca 0.465 0.066 1.011 0.067 0.964 0.070 1.006 0.024
Ca – Ca 1.005 0.072 1.551 0.033 1.437 0.031 1.621 0.043
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5.2.6 Bridging oxygens vs. Non-bridging oxygens
Table 5.21a: Percentage of bridging oxygens around network modifier ions sodium,
yttrium and calcium
Table 5.21b: Percentage of non-bridging oxygens around network modifier ions sodium,
yttrium and calcium
Table 5.21c: Percentage of non-bridging & bridging oxygens and free oxygen (-OH)
around network modifier ions sodium, yttrium and calcium
YBG-P Y Ca Na
NBO+BO Total
%
(OH) % NBO+BO Total
%
(OH)
%
NBO+BO Total
%
(OH)
%
DRY 100.000 n/a 100.000 n/a 100.000 n/a
0.1 91.457 8.543 93.141 6.859 97.364 2.636
0.2 90.963 9.037 94.818 5.182 97.610 2.390
0.3 89.711 10.289 95.904 4.096 97.026 2.974
1) Yttrium
From Table 5.21b it is seen that yttrium prefers to locate itself around a large
number of non-bridging oxygen species for both hydrated and unhydrated forms of
yttrium bioglass. Yttrium's coordination shell environment is dominated (85.8 %) by
NBO’s. Yttrium has an average coordination of 5.5 (unhydrated) to 6.1 (hydrated): the
majority of these coordinated oxygen atoms are non-bridging oxygens. Yttrium cations
have a +3 charge and the highest field strength of 0.6 compared to Ca and Na cations,
which causes the preference for yttrium ions to be surrounded by non-bridging oxygen
species in its coordination shell. This trend is seen in simulation studies of yttrium
bioglass carried out by the work of Tilocca and Christie [115, 137].
BO Y Ca
% St. Dev % St. Dev % St. Dev
Dry YBG-P 14.213 0.070 25.938 1.367 37.079 0.162
0.1 11.938 0.088 21.927 3.197 41.077 1.122
0.2 13.058 1.267 25.713 1.079 48.783 3.551
0.3 12.443 0.800 29.487 1.936 48.656 2.882
Na
NBO Y Ca
% St. Dev % St. Dev % St. Dev
Dry YBG-P 85.787 3.254 74.062 4.208 62.921 2.796
0.1 79.519 2.856 71.214 3.452 56.287 0.556
0.2 77.905 2.581 69.105 1.294 48.828 3.829
0.3 77.268 2.346 66.418 2.196 48.370 1.623
Na
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After hydrating the yttrium bioglass, the percentage of non-bridging oxygens
which surrounds yttrium decreases to ~80% when the yttrium bioglass is hydrated at
0.1. This shows yttrium, which still holds a total coordination of ~5.5 – 6.1, that non-
bridging oxygen atoms are replaced by hydroxyl groups. The unhydrated form of YBG
glass allowed ~86% of NBO's to surround yttrium. The percentage of NBO's decreases
and this is due to hydroxyl groups substituting ~15% of the NBO’s in unhydrated YBG
with hydroxyl groups where yttrium is still able to maintain, if not increase, its
coordination as the bioglass is progressively hydrated.
2) Calcium
Calcium prefers to locate itself around a large number of non-bridging oxygen
species for both hydrated and unhydrated forms of yttrium bioglass. Calcium has the
second most dominant amount of NBO's in its coordination shell environment i.e. 74%.
Calcium has an average coordination of 5.98 for unhydrated yttrium bioglass, to 6.30
(Tables 5.15a, 5.15b and 5.15c), for the hydrated form of the same glass: the majority of
these coordinated atoms are of non-bridging oxygens which surround calcium ions.
Calcium cations have a +2 charge and the second highest field strength of 0.33, higher
than sodium cations. Calcium is less attractive to NBO's than yttrium is as yttrium has
higher field strength causing more NBO's to locate themselves around yttrium ions.
After hydrating the yttrium bioglass, the percentage of non-bridging oxygen
atoms which surround calcium decreases to ~71 % when the yttrium bioglass is
hydrated at 0.1. This shows calcium, which still holds a coordination of ~6, that non-
bridging oxygen atoms are replaced by hydroxyl groups. The unhydrated form of YBG
glass allowed 74 % of NBO's to surround calcium. As soon as the same glass is
hydrated at a concentration of 0.1, a drop in the percentage of NBO's surrounding
calcium is seen. The percentage of NBO's decreases and this is due to hydroxyl groups
substituting ~5% of the NBOs in unhydrated YBG with hydroxyl groups where calcium
is still able to maintain, if not increase, its coordination as the bioglass is progressively
hydrated.
3) Sodium
Sodium has the smallest preference to locate itself around non-bridging oxygen
species for both hydrated and unhydrated forms of yttrium bioglass. Sodium is least
dominant compared to calcium and yttrium with respect to the percentage of NBO's in
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each of their coordination shells i.e. 62 %. Sodium has an average coordination of 6.03
for unhydrated yttrium bioglass, to 6.30 (Tables 5.16a, 5.16b and 5.16c), for the
hydrated form of the same glass, where 56 % NBO's surround calcium ions. Sodium
cations have a +1 charge and the lowest field strength of 0.19. Having a low field
strength of 0.19 causes the least attractive behaviour of sodium ions to be surrounded by
non-bridging oxygen species which are found within the coordination shell environment
of sodium. Sodium is less attractive to NBO's than calcium or yttrium is as yttrium and
calcium have higher field strength to cause more NBO's to locate themselves within
their coordination shells.
After hydrating the yttrium bioglass, the percentage of non-bridging oxygens
which surround sodium decreases to ~56% when the yttrium bioglass is hydrated at 0.1.
This shows sodium, which still holds a coordination of ~6, that non-bridging oxygens
are replaced by hydroxyl groups. The unhydrated form of YBG glass allowed ~52% of
NBO's to surround sodium. As soon as the same glass is hydrated at a concentration of
0.1, a drop in the percentage of NBO's surrounding sodium is seen. The percentage of
NBO's decreases and this is due to hydroxyl groups substituting ~6% of the NBOs in
unhydrated YBG with hydroxyl groups where sodium is still able to maintain, if not
increase, its coordination as the bioglass is progressively hydrated.
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5.2.7 Main Findings
Coordination is seen to increase for silicon, yttrium, calcium and sodium as
yttrium bioglass is progressively hydrated from 0.1 – 0.3 (Tables 5.13a, 5.14a, 5.15a and
5.16a). The preference by which hydroxyl-oxygens coordinate to network-forming and
modifying-cations is shown below:
Ca > Y > Na > Si
Calcium has the greatest ability in allowing hydroxyl-oxygen to coordinate to it,
with yttrium, sodium and silicon having lower coordination to hydroxyl-oxygen. The
increase in coordination is due to hydration effects where hydroxyl groups squeeze
themselves into the coordination spheres, most easily with calcium, yttrium, sodium and
then silicon. The more a YBG glass is hydrated the more hydroxyl groups will fit
themselves into the coordination spheres of Ca, Y, Na and Si (Tables 5.13c, 5.14c, 5.15c
and 5.16c).
The same order is observed as coordination of silicon, aluminium and yttrium
with non hydroxyl-oxygen decreases. Calcium shows this effect the most and silicon the
least, where coordination to non hydroxyl-oxygen decreases (Tables 5.13b, 5.14b, 5.15b
and 5.16b)
As coordination of, for example, calcium decreases with non hydroxyl-oxygen,
the coordination of calcium to hydroxyl-oxygen increases. Hydroxyl groups coordinate
as a displacement to non hydroxyl-oxygens. Furthermore, the hydroxyl-oxygens not
only displace non hydroxyl-oxygens but cause an overall increase in coordination. The
same is seen for Si, Na and Y. (Tables 5.13a, 5.14a, 5.15a and 5.16a).
The overall silicon network connectivities are generally increasing as seen in
Table 5.19 which shows that the silicate network is strengthening itself as yttrium
bioglass is hydrated. By viewing Figure 5.20 we realise that this effect seen in Table
5.19 is due to shift in Qn species from Q0, Q1 and Q2 to Q1, Q2 and Q3 with respect to
hydration (Table 5.19).
The main intentions of simulating hydrated YBG-P glasses was to see if by
removing phosphorus would change the glass characteristics in any shape or form.
Initially (section 5.1.4) the overall phosphorus network connectivities were seen to
increase as seen in Table 5.9b, which showed that the phosphate network was
strengthening itself as YBG was hydrated. By viewing Figure 5.10b we realise that this
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effect seen in Table 5.9b was due to shift in Qn species from Q0, Q1 to Q1, Q2 and Q3
with respect to hydration which caused this strengthening in phosphorus network. The
reason why phosphorus was so very well interconnected into the glass network remains
open to debate. For this reason we modelled glass compositions in which the
phosphorus was removed since it showed high network connectivities that could not be
explained and to see whether or not YBG glass without phosphorus had any impact on
the glass i.e. whether silicon network connectivity, network-former or modifier
coordination, cation-oxygen bond distances etc. were affected. After having simulated
YBG-P (without phosphorus) the trends and results did not change with respect to YBG
containing phosphorus. This shows that by removing phosphorus from a dry or hydrated
YBG-P glass does not have any impact on the short range or medium range structure of
the glass.
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6 Conclusions
The express purpose of this thesis was to investigate how the hydration of various
kinds of yttrium silicate glasses can modify the glass structure i.e. network connectivity
and clustering and how these changes affect the glasses suitability for in situ
radiotherapy . Results and further information gained from the deep probing of the glass
structure allowed us to gain a meaningful insight as to how hydration affects these
glasses, which are beyond the reach of current experimental techniques. In order to
achieve this classical molecular dynamics simulations using DL_POLY were carried out
on yttrium silicate glasses. Amongst the results from this investigation, the most
important are now summarized.
Firstly, coordination is seen to increase for network formers and modifiers in all
yttrium silicate glasses (YAS17, 24 and 30 / YBG / YBG-P) which are progressively
hydrated. Generally, the more an yttrium silicate is hydrated the more the network
formers and modifiers for each of the respective glasses will increase their overall
coordination towards oxygen. The order by which hydroxyl-oxygens coordinate to
network forming and modifying cations is shown below:
YAS  Y > Al ~ Si
YBG  Ca > Y > Na > Si ~ P
YBG-P  Ca > Y > Na > Si
In general it is seen that hydroxyl-oxygen prefers to coordinate with network-
modifier cations rather than network-forming cations. The increase in coordination to
network-modifier cations is due to hydration effects led by hydroxyl groups, which are
linear, squeezing themselves into the coordination spheres, most easily with network-
modifier cations than with network-forming cations. The more an yttrium silicate glass
is hydrated the more hydroxyl groups will fit themselves into the coordination spheres
of modifier cations than network-forming cations.
The same order is observed as coordination of network-forming cations and
network-modifier cations with non hydroxyl-oxygen decreases. Modifiers show this
effect the most and formers the least. It is realised that hydroxyl groups, prefer to be free
in the glass environment and occupy space around network modifying cations instead.
As coordination of, for example, yttrium decreases with non hydroxyl-oxygen,
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the coordination of yttrium to hydroxyl-oxygen increases. Hydroxyl groups coordinate
as a displacement to non hydroxyl-oxygens. Furthermore, the hydroxyl-oxygens not
only displace non hydroxyl-oxygens but cause an overall increase in coordination. The
same is seen for other network modifier ions i.e. calcium and sodium where the effect is
seen to a lesser extent. The same effect is also seen for network forming cations i.e.
silicon, aluminium and phosphorus, where the effect is not as marked as found for
network modifiers.
The difference between YAS glasses 17, 24 and 30 is the respective increase in
yttrium content, where the silicon content decreases. The content of aluminium between
the YAS glasses 17, 24 and 30 remains largely unchanged. It is seen that the more
yttrium a YAS glass has when progressively hydrated, causes yttrium, aluminium and
silicon to generally hold higher coordination numbers than compared to a YAS glass
that contains less yttrium e.g. YAS17 (Figures 4.8a, 4.9a and 4.10a). The same effect is
seen for aluminium and silicon but the effect is least marked for silicon. Hydroxyl
groups tend to favour associating themselves to yttrium first then aluminium and lastly
silicon as YAS glasses 17, 24 and 30 are hydrated. The more yttrium a YAS glass has
the fewer hydroxyl groups would attach themselves onto yttrium, aluminium and silicon
than compared to a YAS glass that has low yttrium content.
Of the following species only B and C were only observed in YAS glass:
There is no correlation as to the number of species B and C increasing with
respect to hydration concentration. What we do know is that these species do exist and
they form from the presence of hydroxyl groups bridging between two aluminium
atoms or a silicon and aluminium atom as demonstrated in B and C. Generally there
were a greater number of B species than C species found in the YAS glass systems. A
possible reason as to why species B forms is rationalized by stabilizing the charge on
silicon which therefore causes the hydroxyl group to place itself between an aluminium
and silicon. The reason for a hydroxyl group to place itself between two aluminium
atoms as seen in C cannot be due to the same reason given earlier of charge stabilization
Figure 4.14 A B C
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between Al and Si (B).
The overall silicon network connectivities of yttrium silicate glasses are seen to
increase which shows that the silicate network is strengthening itself as YAS glasses or
yttrium bioglasses (with and without phosphorus) are hydrated. This is due to the
number of T – O – T (Si – O – Si) (where T = network-former species) bridges
increasing with respect to hydration which causes this strengthening in silicon network
found in YAS and YBG / YBG-P.
For YAS glasses, the overall aluminium network connectivities are generally
decreasing which shows that the aluminate network is weakening itself as YAS glasses
are hydrated. This is due to the number of (T – O – T) (Al – O – Al) (where T =
network-former species) bridges decreasing with respect to hydration which causes the
weakening of aluminium network in YAS glasses 17, 24 and 30.
For yttrium bioglass (YBG) hydroxyl groups promote the increase in phosphorus
network connectivities. The phosphorus network strengthens itself as a reaction towards
the hydroxyl groups integrating themselves into the yttrium bioglass structure thus
increasing the number of T – O – T connections (where T = network-former specie).
This is mainly due to phosphorus having mainly Q0 and Q1 speciation when not
hydrated. Once YBG is hydrated, we then see a shift in distribution of the Qn speciation
to a large number of Q2 and Q3 species which gives rise to the overall increase in
network connectivity. The reason why phosphorus is so very well interconnected into
the glass network remains open to debate.
Having simulated YBG-P (without phosphorus) the trends and results did not
change with respect to YBG containing phosphorus. This showed that by removing
phosphorus from a dry or hydrated YBG-P glass has only minimal impact on the short
range or medium range structure of the glass.
The network connectivity of a glass has a central role in determining the glass
dissolution rate: a fragmented network with a low connectivity will dissolve faster in an
aqueous environment [42]. For example, low-silica bioactive glasses have NC of
approximately 2, whereas loss of bioactivity has been associated to NC approaching 3
in higher silica compositions. The central importance of the network connectivity in this
context makes it a key structural factor for the possible use of a silica-based glass
composition to store radionuclides, either in nuclear waste disposal or for in situ cancer
radiotherapy. The incorporation of water in the form of hydroxyl groups in a glass
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structure was in principle expected to disrupt the glass network: this is based on the
assumption that protons act as additional network modifiers [154] and therefore the O2−
→ 2 OH− substitution would break T – O − T bridges either directly (e.g., T – O − T + 
OH− → T − O− + T − OH) or indirectly (e.g., T – O ··· M + OH− → T − OH + M+,
where M+ is a free modifier cation which is able to break another T – O − T bridge). For 
example, the breakdown of the silica network (compared to melt-derived glasses)
caused by the hydration process is often reported as one of the possible effects
contributing to the extended range of bioactivity of sol−gel glasses [154]. The opposite
effect is seen in hydrated yttrium silicate glasses in general (YAS17, 24 and 30 / YBG /
YBG-P). What is seen in this work is that by modelling hydrated yttrium silicate glasses
causes the strengthening of the glass network.
A more disrupted YAS or YBG network would be less stable in a physiological
environment, affecting its performance for radiotherapy. In the short term, a faster
yttrium release in the bloodstream from a rapidly dissolving glass would be a negative
factor for the medical applications, which require the highest short-term durability to
avoid releasing yttrium isotopes while they are radioactive. On the other hand, if short-
term Y3+ release is not significantly affected, the possibility to enhance the long-term
(post-radioactive decay of Y) biodegradation of YAS and YBG glasses into harmless
products represents a very attractive option at present, since the long term effects of
implanted YAS microparticles are not yet known. It was therefore important to
investigate the effects of different hydration levels on the glass structure.
The earlier simulations show that the disruptive effect of OH− on the glass network
acts differently on the silicate and aluminate connectivity. For YAS and YBGP/YBG-P
glasses the silicate NC increases slightly with respect to hydration, while the Al NC
decreases for YAS glasses. This occurs for YAS glasses because OH− mainly breaks Si − 
Al cross-links (possibly weaker than Si−Si and Al−Al), which dominate the Al 
connectivity, but not the Si connectivity. Another reason why the network breakdown is
less than expected (instead strengthening) has to do with the presence of “free” OH
groups highlighted by the simulations: as these are not directly bonded to either Si or
Al, free hydroxyl groups do not affect the Si / Al ability to form T – O − T bridges. The 
driving force leading to the presence of free hydroxyl groups is the strong network
modifier − OH interaction, which leads to the formation of stable aggregates of modifier 
and OH− ions, separated from the aluminosilicate network. The marked modifier − OH 
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association with formation of nanosegregated modifier − OH regions could in principle 
accelerate the dissolution process of “solvated” modifier ions such as yttrium and their
release from the glass matrix into the surrounding environment.
The relatively high abundance of free hydroxyl species that was detected in YAS
and YBG+P/YBG-P also agrees with the experimental suggestion that their number
increases when the glass contains modifier cations of higher field strength, such as Y3+
[155, 156]. The simulations also highlighted significant clustering of the free OH species
but was not detected in experimental studies [157]. The high modifier − OH affinity 
appears to be the driving force for the separation of OH clusters in the YAS and YBG
case: the nature of the modifier cations may be the key factor in determining the
tendency to form free –OH domains in the glass.
In conclusion, the present simulations have highlighted that the incorporation of
OH groups in an yttrium-doped silicate glass matrix introduces structural effects which
may influence the dissolution behaviour of the glass in non-obvious ways. On one hand,
the uneven distribution of OH groups between network former ions and their effects on
T − O − T bridges increases the silicate network strength for YAS and YBG and disrupts 
the Al network for YAS glasses. At the same time, the formation of modifier – OH rich
regions separated from the silicate matrix results in a significant portion of “free” OH
groups which do not directly alter the strength of the glass network and the
corresponding biodegradability but could affect the yttrium release rate. The
identification of these fundamental effects is the first step toward a rationalization of the
properties of hydrated YAS glasses for biomedical applications.
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Appendix
1a) Supplementary Material – YAS17
Here, listed in tables are other relevant information regarding the simulations
whereby YAS17 was hydrated.
1) Silicon Qn Distribution
2) Silicon Qn Distribution – Si - O - Al
3) Silicon Qn Distribution – Si - O - Si
Si Qn (%)
n YAS17_SM2 YAS17 y=0.1 YAS17 y=0.2 YAS17 y=0.3
0.0 0.0023 0.0033 0.0000 0.0000 0.0039 0.0055 0.0000 0.0000
1.0 3.2308 1.4315 2.0029 0.3659 3.0291 0.1883 2.2859 1.1760
2.0 21.2093 0.0296 14.9221 4.5008 17.9116 1.7110 18.2771 3.5805
3.0 46.1413 2.2257 46.4236 2.2337 42.8950 1.7047 46.3866 3.9047
4.0 29.4163 0.7680 36.6514 2.6330 36.1566 0.1773 33.0440 1.5093
5.0 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0008 0.0064 0.0090
6.0 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000
7.0 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000
8.0 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000
9.0 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000
10.0 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000
NC 3.0174 0.0211 3.1772 0.0787 3.1216 0.0118 3.1021 0.0026
n
0.0 12.4244 0.2352 18.0990 1.9911 14.8326 1.2152 14.9963 0.8422
1.0 30.4738 0.3790 33.0690 2.5116 36.7948 2.2981 35.6029 1.7554
2.0 34.0797 0.7556 30.0085 2.0512 25.9359 2.1199 32.9849 0.1250
3.0 17.1994 3.5150 13.2953 2.9764 17.0126 0.6279 11.6215 1.0434
4.0 4.9093 1.9141 4.2981 0.5235 4.6496 1.0930 3.6318 0.1261
5.0 0.9122 0.2294 1.0684 0.1099 0.6052 0.8378 1.1560 0.3768
6.0 0.0012 0.0016 0.1610 0.2278 0.1694 0.1540 0.0066 0.0044
7.0 0.0000 0.0000 0.0006 0.0008 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000
8.0 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000
9.0 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000
10.0 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000
NC 1.7444 0.0016 1.5648 0.0104 1.6235 0.0105 1.5678 0.0022
SiQn (%)
YAS17_SM2 YAS17 y=0.1 YAS17 y=0.2 YAS17 y=0.3
n
0.0 16.7151 3.3875 9.3200 2.9038 8.3512 1.1396 7.8308 0.0255
1.0 39.4285 4.7697 27.3539 0.8611 33.1370 1.3876 32.6390 2.0235
2.0 30.8593 1.6559 40.6583 4.1689 38.2048 1.6661 39.5481 0.7674
3.0 12.5663 0.4720 19.7605 0.8156 18.7126 2.9372 17.6473 1.9563
4.0 0.4308 0.1982 2.9074 0.4117 1.5944 1.0231 2.3349 0.8091
5.0 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000
6.0 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000
7.0 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000
8.0 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000
9.0 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000
10.0 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000
NC 1.4057 0.0208 1.7958 0.0668 1.7206 0.0000 1.7402 0.0555
SiQn (%)
YAS17_SM2 YAS17 y=0.1 YAS17 y=0.2 YAS17 y=0.3
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4) Aluminium Qn Distribution
5) Aluminium Qn Distribution – Al - O - Si
6) Aluminium Qn Distribution – Al - O - Al
Al Qn (%)
n YAS17_SM2 YAS17 y=0.1 YAS17 y=0.2 YAS17 y=0.3
0.0 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000
1.0 0.0000 0.0000 0.2451 0.3466 0.4902 0.0000 0.2451 0.3466
2.0 0.2186 0.3092 2.3480 1.5321 6.1105 1.2982 5.2971 0.8139
3.0 9.3412 0.6101 24.7526 1.9499 23.1431 0.7196 26.5056 1.2890
4.0 71.6127 2.6801 56.7605 5.2765 48.3490 4.9220 48.3614 1.1961
5.0 18.2559 3.0627 15.5016 4.3928 19.7072 2.1361 17.8902 2.9643
6.0 0.5716 0.5366 0.3853 0.1095 2.2000 0.7681 1.7007 0.9465
7.0 0.0000 0.0000 0.0069 0.0097 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000
8.0 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000
9.0 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000
10.0 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000
NC 4.0962 0.0536 3.8611 0.0472 3.8727 0.0036 3.8346 0.0177
n
0.0 0.9794 0.6946 1.6765 0.4021 2.3353 0.5962 1.9922 0.0444
1.0 6.2029 1.8565 12.7101 0.8259 11.8807 4.1368 12.7673 0.2431
2.0 21.2922 0.8014 32.2199 1.6827 25.9719 4.0060 31.0124 2.4300
3.0 41.1176 3.1889 32.3346 4.8518 36.4578 1.1605 33.4353 2.3931
4.0 24.2873 0.9137 16.4673 1.2885 17.7464 2.3524 15.7225 0.2787
5.0 4.5265 0.2371 3.8624 1.5533 4.2608 0.7237 4.2500 1.0274
6.0 1.5176 0.0055 0.5761 0.1197 1.1585 0.1835 0.6072 0.7672
7.0 0.0765 0.0804 0.1529 0.2163 0.1886 0.1863 0.2131 0.2320
8.0 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000
9.0 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000
10.0 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000
NC 3.0156 0.0074 2.6386 0.0176 2.7376 0.0177 2.6437 0.0036
Al Qn (%)
YAS17_SM2 YAS17 y=0.1 YAS17 y=0.2 YAS17 y=0.3
n
0.0 16.8618 3.5480 13.7549 0.0277 16.3261 0.9363 12.5294 2.8617
1.0 38.2520 4.2579 31.0209 4.3360 31.1650 2.2040 36.2366 1.1933
2.0 29.6431 0.6406 33.6206 1.5820 30.8984 4.1128 31.6771 2.6602
3.0 12.3333 1.8163 17.4252 2.8594 14.6408 1.8473 14.3176 2.1047
4.0 2.6627 0.1192 3.9147 0.4506 6.2275 0.1081 4.1748 0.4293
5.0 0.2471 0.3466 0.2637 0.3730 0.7422 0.7667 1.0556 0.2681
6.0 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0088 0.0125
7.0 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000
8.0 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000
9.0 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000
10.0 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000
NC 1.4642 0.0230 1.6752 0.0747 1.6550 0.0475 1.6457 0.0731
Al Qn (%)
YAS17_SM2 YAS17 y=0.1 YAS17 y=0.2 YAS17 y=0.3
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7) Total Silicon Coordination (OH+O)
8) Partial Silicon Coordination (O)
9) Partial Silicon Coordination (OH)
TOTAL (Oc+OHc) Si - O (%)
n YAS17_SM2 YAS17 y=0.1 YAS17 y=0.2 YAS17 y=0.3
1.0 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000
2.0 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000
3.0 0.4017 0.3560 0.6605 0.1118 0.7025 0.0677 1.1422 0.3366
4.0 99.5983 0.3560 99.3395 0.1118 99.2969 0.0669 98.8514 0.3456
5.0 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0006 0.0008 0.0064 0.0090
6.0 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000
7.0 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000
8.0 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000
9.0 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000
10.0 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000
AVERAGE 3.9960 0.0036 3.9934 0.0011 3.9930 0.0007 3.9886 0.0033
Oc Si - O (%)
n YAS17 y=0.1 YAS17 y=0.2 YAS17 y=0.3
1.0 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000
2.0 0.0238 0.0337 0.1488 0.2105 0.4360 0.6167
3.0 9.2959 4.1020 23.5704 3.1072 33.3880 2.0183
4.0 90.6802 4.1358 76.2808 3.3177 66.1760 2.6349
5.0 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000
6.0 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000
7.0 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000
8.0 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000
9.0 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000
10.0 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000
AVERAGE 3.9066 0.0417 3.7613 0.0353 3.6574 0.0325
Ohc Si - O (%)
n YAS17 y=0.1 YAS17 y=0.2 YAS17 y=0.3
0.0 91.3169 4.0576 76.9793 3.3911 67.3118 2.3074
1.0 8.6831 4.0576 22.8754 3.1855 32.2521 1.6908
2.0 0.0000 0.0000 0.1453 0.2056 0.4360 0.6167
3.0 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000
4.0 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000
5.0 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000
6.0 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000
7.0 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000
8.0 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000
9.0 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000
10.0 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000
AVERAGE 0.0868 0.0406 0.2317 0.0360 0.3312 0.0292
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10) Total Aluminium Coordination (OH+O)
11) Partial Aluminium Coordination (O)
12) Partial Aluminium Coordination (OH)
TOTAL (Oc+OHc) Al – O (%)
n YAS17_SM2 YAS17 y=0.1 YAS17 y=0.2 YAS17 y=0.3
1.0 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000
2.0 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000
3.0 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0010 0.0014 0.0029 0.0042
4.0 77.4294 3.4468 75.2438 4.0023 67.4065 6.5682 65.5758 2.6186
5.0 21.9980 2.9116 23.9977 4.3901 30.0565 4.7885 30.0729 1.0958
6.0 0.5725 0.5352 0.7516 0.3975 2.5340 1.7839 4.3239 1.5616
7.0 0.0000 0.0000 0.0069 0.0097 0.0020 0.0028 0.0245 0.0347
8.0 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000
9.0 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000
10.0 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000
AVERAGE 4.2314 0.0398 4.2552 0.0362 4.3513 0.0835 4.3879 0.0412
Oc Al – O (%)
n YAS17 y=0.1 YAS17 y=0.2 YAS17 y=0.3
1.0 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000
2.0 0.0000 0.0000 0.9941 0.9400 1.7333 0.6017
3.0 4.3458 3.0512 18.6693 2.6657 22.3824 6.7938
4.0 78.6114 0.9118 67.8085 4.1918 63.4487 5.6102
5.0 16.2905 4.3586 11.1422 0.7390 11.8092 0.8384
6.0 0.7454 0.4053 1.3859 1.3250 0.6265 0.2565
7.0 0.0069 0.0097 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000
8.0 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000
9.0 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000
10.0 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000
AVERAGE 4.1346 0.0663 3.9326 0.0263 3.8721 0.0592
Ohc Al – O (%)
n YAS17 y=0.1 YAS17 y=0.2 YAS17 y=0.3
0.0 87.9346 3.0040 63.9922 8.9151 55.8225 10.8548
1.0 12.0654 3.0040 30.9209 7.2421 37.7761 10.9611
2.0 0.0000 0.0000 4.3088 1.2770 5.4020 0.6073
3.0 0.0000 0.0000 0.7781 0.3961 0.9993 0.7136
4.0 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000
5.0 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000
6.0 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000
7.0 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000
8.0 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000
9.0 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000
10.0 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000
AVERAGE 0.1207 0.0300 0.4187 0.1098 0.5158 0.1003
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13) Total Yttrium Coordination (OH+O)
14) Partial Yttrium Coordination (O)
15) Partial Yttrium Coordination (OH)
TOTAL (Oc+OHc) Y – O (%)
n YAS17_SM2 YAS17 y=0.1 YAS17 y=0.2 YAS17 y=0.3
1.0 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000
2.0 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000
3.0 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000
4.0 2.1446 0.5949 0.5315 0.5580 0.2337 0.3305 0.6348 0.1015
5.0 15.3152 0.0922 12.6446 1.9077 11.4957 1.5864 9.8453 2.0194
6.0 38.0391 1.9184 38.7167 0.1486 40.4659 1.9379 34.0301 1.3584
7.0 33.9717 2.5210 34.8909 1.8943 34.1982 0.8859 38.7525 0.1809
8.0 9.7630 0.7317 11.6746 0.4468 12.2366 2.9611 14.0091 2.8894
9.0 0.7652 0.5565 1.5188 0.2757 1.3207 1.0499 2.4496 0.0436
10.0 0.0011 0.0015 0.0228 0.0292 0.0493 0.0687 0.2786 0.3653
AVERAGE 6.3619 0.0190 6.4918 0.0108 6.5087 0.0939 6.6412 0.0977
Oc Y – O (%)
n YAS17 y=0.1 YAS17 y=0.2 YAS17 y=0.3
1.0 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.6384 0.9028
2.0 0.2717 0.3843 0.5819 0.6938 4.8388 1.3317
3.0 0.5250 0.0753 10.4094 0.4806 13.4772 0.5857
4.0 10.1029 2.0793 25.3065 1.1498 30.1330 2.2694
5.0 32.0442 0.8598 30.1482 1.0212 29.0167 0.3177
6.0 33.0848 1.5556 22.3938 2.2407 16.5308 2.0255
7.0 19.5920 0.4099 8.8634 1.7222 4.5207 0.3828
8.0 3.9257 0.6707 1.9931 0.8060 0.8446 0.4658
9.0 0.4536 0.1373 0.3036 0.2787 0.0000 0.0000
10.0 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000
AVERAGE 5.7389 0.0558 4.9944 0.0199 4.5395 0.0571
Ohc Y – O (%)
n YAS17 y=0.1 YAS17 y=0.2 YAS17 y=0.3
0.0 36.2902 0.9915 11.5207 5.0281 3.9348 1.9891
1.0 53.0141 5.3663 40.4594 0.8598 23.5942 5.0092
2.0 9.8130 3.2588 34.5721 4.9462 39.8504 0.2434
3.0 0.8826 1.1160 11.9710 0.2470 25.0986 3.1471
4.0 0.0000 0.0000 1.4768 1.0248 6.0678 0.4176
5.0 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 1.4170 0.2516
6.0 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0373 0.0497
7.0 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000
8.0 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000
9.0 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000
10.0 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000
AVERAGE 0.7529 0.0450 1.5142 0.0739 2.1017 0.0406
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16) YAS17 Dry and Hydrated Clustering Ratios
Species
OH – Si 0.868 0.0819 0.788 0.0166 0.848 0.0466
OH – Al 0.476 0.0691 0.690 0.0671 0.684 0.0832
OH – Y 1.748 0.0585 1.726 0.0179 1.744 0.0138
Y – Y 1.102 0.0032 1.308 0.0292 1.333 0.0145 1.379 0.0010
Y – Si 1.179 0.2059 1.099 0.0005 1.072 0.0076 1.009 0.0343
Y – Al 1.018 0.0138 1.061 0.0231 1.007 0.0038 0.991 0.0314
Si – Si 1.257 0.0044 1.449 0.0389 1.499 0.0104 1.486 0.0575
Si – Al 1.135 0.0276 0.998 0.0031 1.133 0.0039 1.030 0.1118
Al – Al 1.480 0.0340 1.785 0.0355 1.594 0.0038 1.636 0.0078
Clustering R = N(obs)/N(hom)
YAS17_SM2 YAS17+H y=0.1 YAS17+H y=0.2 YAS17+H y=0.3
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17) A) Partial Yttrium Coordination due to Hydroxyls
B) Hydroxyl Coordination to Yttrium (Free OH)
C) Hydroxyls Coordinated to Yttrium attached to Si or Al
n
1.0 53.014 5.366 40.459 0.860 23.594 5.009
2.0 9.813 3.259 34.572 4.946 39.850 0.243
3.0 0.883 1.116 11.971 0.247 25.099 3.147
4.0 0.000 0.000 1.477 1.025 6.068 0.418
5.0 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 1.417 0.252
6.0 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.037 0.050
7.0 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000
8.0 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000
9.0 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000
10.0 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000
AVERAGE 0.753 0.045 1.514 0.074 2.102 0.041
0.75288042 1.51423908 2.10170653
n
1.0 0.275 0.388 1.570 0.683 2.114 1.363
2.0 21.586 5.329 35.029 2.575 48.971 2.903
3.0 2.914 0.761 6.814 4.268 9.112 3.187
4.0 0.000 0.000 0.007 0.009 0.099 0.140
5.0 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000
6.0 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000
7.0 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000
8.0 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000
9.0 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000
10.0 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000
AVERAGE 0.522 0.080 0.921 0.084 1.278 0.173
n
1.0 17.899 0.773 47.414 1.272 68.028 10.089
2.0 2.458 1.157 5.635 0.139 6.758 0.976
3.0 0.095 0.134 0.214 0.190 0.280 0.396
4.0 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000
5.0 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000
6.0 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000
7.0 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000
8.0 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000
9.0 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000
10.0 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000
AVERAGE 0.231 0.035 0.593 0.010 0.824 0.132
C) Si/Al ONLY Ohc Y – O (%)
YAS17+H y=0.1 YAS17+H y=0.2 YAS17+H y=0.3
A) Ohc Y – O (%)
YAS17+H y=0.1 YAS17+H y=0.2 YAS17+H y=0.3
B) FREE ONLY Ohc Y – O (%)
YAS17+H y=0.1 YAS17+H y=0.2 YAS17+H y=0.3
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1b) Supplementary Material – YAS24
Here, listed in tables are other relevant information regarding the simulations
whereby YAS24 was hydrated.
1) Silicon Qn Distribution
2) Silicon Qn Distribution – Si - O - Al
Si Qn (%)
n YAS-24 YAS-24 y=0.1 YAS-24 y=0.2 YAS-24 y=0.3
0.0 1.8449 0.5251 0.0007 0.0010 0.1860 0.2568 0.0000 0.0000
1.0 11.2838 3.2506 4.8765 0.3951 7.7064 4.6686 4.4123 1.9168
2.0 35.3515 0.7737 25.4569 3.1834 18.3505 1.7314 18.2733 2.2936
3.0 38.0551 2.5737 42.8934 1.0700 48.9093 0.5508 46.3900 0.6347
4.0 13.4647 0.4284 26.7725 1.7192 25.0294 2.1296 30.9245 4.8451
5.0 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000
6.0 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000
7.0 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000
8.0 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000
9.0 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000
10.0 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000
NC 2.5001 0.0773 2.9156 0.0412 2.9125 0.0897 3.0383 0.1097
CROSS SiQn (%)
n YAS-24 YAS-24 y=0.1 YAS-24 y=0.2 YAS-24 y=0.3
0.0 11.0478 1.3716 8.9993 2.8433 12.9718 0.2631 10.3527 0.1723
1.0 25.3684 0.2527 31.0397 1.8302 27.8615 1.3085 28.3542 1.5255
2.0 30.9360 1.5088 33.9390 5.6697 31.2716 5.0905 34.0610 3.4111
3.0 21.2110 0.1279 18.9235 0.0042 18.6968 2.7442 19.4162 0.9054
4.0 7.8676 0.3910 5.5363 1.0780 6.9108 0.9026 6.9684 1.3085
5.0 3.0441 0.3764 1.3642 0.3258 1.7272 0.6707 0.5897 0.3113
6.0 0.3463 0.2714 0.1980 0.2399 0.4681 0.1435 0.1907 0.2503
7.0 0.1787 0.2527 0.0000 0.0000 0.0922 0.1289 0.0672 0.0950
8.0 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000
9.0 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000
10.0 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000
NC 2.0089 0.0243 1.8584 0.0537 1.8623 0.0456 1.8716 0.0193
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3) Silicon Qn Distribution – Si - O - Si
4) Aluminium Qn Distribution
5) Aluminium Qn Distribution – Al - O - Si
6) Aluminum Qn Distribution – Si - O - Si
LIKE SiQn (%)
n YAS-24 YAS-24 y=0.1 YAS-24 y=0.2 YAS-24 y=0.3
0.0 42.2154 2.2908 18.8998 0.7192 17.8358 3.8988 14.5297 1.3106
1.0 44.0838 2.8804 43.3907 3.6146 39.3672 0.0409 42.3306 1.4659
2.0 11.9346 0.1321 29.0586 5.7390 33.0544 3.5979 32.5439 1.2898
3.0 1.5824 0.4617 7.5480 1.8038 8.8468 0.4870 9.4929 0.9667
4.0 0.1838 0.2600 1.1029 1.0399 0.8958 0.7470 1.1029 0.5199
5.0 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000
6.0 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000
7.0 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000
8.0 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000
9.0 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000
10.0 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000
NC 0.7344 0.0072 1.2856 0.0171 1.3560 0.0876 1.4031 0.0609
Al Qn (%)
n YAS-24 YAS-24 y=0.1 YAS-24 y=0.2 YAS-24 y=0.3
0.0 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000
1.0 0.0000 0.0000 1.6279 0.9867 0.9302 0.3289 0.4651 0.0000
2.0 1.9953 0.9880 5.9054 1.4046 6.2660 1.7532 4.7513 2.0983
3.0 15.1507 0.3407 27.2447 2.9565 25.0847 1.6216 30.1219 3.2577
4.0 40.4205 0.5157 45.8812 4.0225 43.9343 0.4394 46.4710 0.4056
5.0 38.1963 0.3960 17.8781 0.4609 22.4657 1.3607 16.7963 0.9042
6.0 4.2372 2.2404 1.4558 0.1776 1.3191 0.7240 1.3944 0.6608
7.0 0.0000 0.0000 0.0068 0.0096 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000
8.0 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000
9.0 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000
10.0 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000
NC 4.2753 0.0640 3.7687 0.0196 3.8470 0.0099 3.7857 0.0129
CROSS Al Qn (%)
n YAS-24 YAS-24 y=0.1 YAS-24 y=0.2 YAS-24 y=0.3
0.0 3.3591 1.8115 5.3336 0.3521 4.4192 0.3280 4.1330 0.0759
1.0 13.1777 0.9761 17.9017 2.7605 19.2105 2.3846 19.4127 1.1287
2.0 28.2586 1.2945 32.5479 1.0073 33.5727 1.2436 31.1665 1.8093
3.0 31.6167 5.3043 28.8220 0.6766 27.0983 4.3010 29.1234 0.7871
4.0 17.1423 2.4785 11.5216 1.0853 11.1343 0.2885 12.8809 1.8510
5.0 5.4140 2.5916 3.6784 0.7170 4.0431 0.6775 2.4533 0.1737
6.0 0.8102 1.1143 0.1947 0.2754 0.4561 0.6407 0.8301 0.1337
7.0 0.2214 0.0053 0.0000 0.0000 0.0657 0.0930 0.0000 0.0000
8.0 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000
9.0 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000
10.0 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000
NC 2.6660 0.0265 2.3511 0.0680 2.3560 0.0577 2.3789 0.0088
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7) Total Silicon Coordination (OH+O)
8) Partial Silicon Coordination (O)
LIKE Al Qn (%)
n YAS-24 YAS-24 y=0.1 YAS-24 y=0.2 YAS-24 y=0.3
0.0 6.8186 1.6602 11.5460 1.1147 10.0586 2.9034 11.1609 1.3173
1.0 20.5237 6.0134 26.3584 4.3185 25.7891 4.1799 30.6620 2.6394
2.0 32.1712 3.1836 36.7352 0.7678 31.9873 3.3323 31.1569 1.4677
3.0 20.6493 0.4604 18.7132 4.0457 23.2037 2.3803 17.3916 2.3513
4.0 16.2205 3.8664 5.7163 0.0127 7.1181 0.4561 8.2335 3.0867
5.0 3.4307 0.8446 0.9305 0.6065 1.2819 0.0079 0.8648 0.3977
6.0 0.1860 0.2394 0.0003 0.0004 0.5612 0.1394 0.5302 0.1921
7.0 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000
8.0 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000
9.0 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000
10.0 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000
NC 2.2997 0.2010 1.8349 0.1244 1.9762 0.0363 1.8559 0.0186
TOTAL (Oc+OHc) Si - O (%)
n YAS-24 YAS-24 y=0.1 YAS-24 y=0.2 YAS-24 y=0.3
1.0 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000
2.0 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000
3.0 0.6235 0.3847 0.8466 0.3612 0.2358 0.2676 0.2469 0.1936
4.0 99.3765 0.3848 99.1534 0.3612 99.7642 0.2676 99.7481 0.1866
5.0 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000
6.0 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000
7.0 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000
8.0 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000
9.0 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000
10.0 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000
AVERAGE 3.9938 0.0038 3.9915 0.0036 3.9976 0.0027 3.9973 0.0017
Oc Si - O (%)
n YAS-24 y=0.1 YAS-24 y=0.2 YAS-24 y=0.3
1.0 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000
2.0 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.1838 0.2600
3.0 4.1578 0.1553 10.6890 4.1168 21.0221 3.5667
4.0 95.8422 0.1553 89.3060 4.1239 78.7941 3.8267
5.0 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000
6.0 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000
7.0 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000
8.0 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000
9.0 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000
10.0 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000
AVERAGE 3.9584 0.0016 3.8929 0.0415 3.7861 0.0409
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9) Partial Silicon Coordination (OH)
10) Total Aluminium Coordination (OH+O)
Ohc Si - O (%)
n YAS-24 y=0.1 YAS-24 y=0.2 YAS-24 y=0.3
0.0 93.0746 5.6277 81.5653 6.8927 72.4286 12.9960
1.0 6.6954 5.3023 16.3896 12.7798 20.7711 3.3789
2.0 0.2301 0.3254 1.7578 2.4859 0.1838 0.2600
3.0 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000
4.0 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000
5.0 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000
6.0 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000
7.0 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000
8.0 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000
9.0 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000
10.0 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000
AVERAGE 0.0331 0.0052 0.1046 0.0439 0.2114 0.0390
TOTAL (Oc+OHc) Al – O (%)
n YAS-24 YAS-24 y=0.1 YAS-24 y=0.2 YAS-24 y=0.3
1.0 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000
2.0 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000
3.0 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000
4.0 42.9460 1.1800 65.5851 2.5390 57.3752 1.7501 58.0465 2.7662
5.0 51.6949 0.5762 31.4896 2.7942 38.2226 2.1628 39.0090 3.1161
6.0 5.3591 1.7563 2.9184 0.2649 4.4022 0.4126 2.6304 0.0943
7.0 0.0000 0.0000 0.0068 0.0096 0.0000 0.0000 0.3141 0.4442
8.0 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000
9.0 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000
10.0 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000
AVERAGE 4.6241 0.0294 4.3735 0.0229 4.4703 0.0134 4.4521 0.0197
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11) Partial Aluminium Coordination (O)
12) Partial Aluminium Coordination (OH)
13) Total Yttrium Coordination (OH+O)
Oc Al – O (%)
n YAS-24 y=0.1 YAS-24 y=0.2 YAS-24 y=0.3
1.0 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000
2.0 0.0000 0.0000 0.2093 0.2960 0.6174 0.2153
3.0 3.3389 0.3456 8.8468 1.1809 11.4695 1.3283
4.0 68.6016 3.1170 64.5895 0.8819 70.1467 0.1811
5.0 26.1662 3.8168 25.4698 0.5139 16.8729 0.9292
6.0 1.8865 1.0551 0.8847 1.1090 0.8936 0.4333
7.0 0.0068 0.0096 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000
8.0 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000
9.0 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000
10.0 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000
AVERAGE 4.2662 0.0139 4.1797 0.0348 4.0596 0.0355
Ohc Al – O (%)
n YAS-24 y=0.1 YAS-24 y=0.2 YAS-24 y=0.3
0.0 89.5039 0.5780 73.8747 3.9835 67.0524 5.3929
1.0 10.2660 0.2526 23.4288 2.8249 27.4369 5.4437
2.0 0.2301 0.3254 2.4648 1.4861 4.7129 0.2355
3.0 0.0000 0.0000 0.2316 0.3276 0.7978 0.1846
4.0 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000
5.0 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000
6.0 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000
7.0 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000
8.0 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000
9.0 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000
10.0 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000
AVERAGE 0.1073 0.0090 0.2905 0.0481 0.3926 0.0553
TOTAL (Oc+OHc) Y – O (%)
n YAS-24 YAS-24 y=0.1 YAS-24 y=0.2 YAS-24 y=0.3
1.0 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000
2.0 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000
3.0 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000
4.0 0.1220 0.1725 0.0041 0.0059 0.1851 0.2617 0.0000 0.0000
5.0 5.0100 1.8320 5.2437 0.4342 3.9220 1.2738 2.3074 1.5894
6.0 34.0008 4.4938 31.2819 0.0845 25.9906 1.5789 18.3095 5.0587
7.0 41.3535 1.2335 40.9970 3.3659 41.2971 1.7686 43.1719 1.6425
8.0 16.7485 1.7229 19.8188 4.0556 24.2943 0.1393 30.0492 3.3126
9.0 2.7261 0.4307 2.6102 0.2379 4.1798 1.3113 5.7185 1.4320
10.0 0.0390 0.0364 0.0443 0.0610 0.1311 0.1737 0.4403 0.2566
AVERAGE 6.7793 0.0106 6.8339 0.0470 6.9866 0.0792 7.1986 0.1515
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14) Partial Yttrium Coordination (O)
15) Partial Yttrium Coordination (OH)
16) YAS24 Dry and Hydrated Clustering Ratios
Oc Y – O (%)
n YAS-24 y=0.1 YAS-24 y=0.2 YAS-24 y=0.3
1.0 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.1729 0.2445
2.0 0.2075 0.2934 0.5201 0.5000 1.6199 1.0711
3.0 1.2385 0.4292 3.2008 0.5371 11.1770 1.0668
4.0 5.2545 0.4448 16.6476 2.0151 27.3289 2.9278
5.0 23.0999 0.3325 29.3256 2.0992 31.4479 3.5451
6.0 38.1790 1.5684 32.6736 0.4542 19.5530 4.3706
7.0 24.7499 1.6317 14.5264 1.2131 7.5533 1.1020
8.0 6.6808 0.4722 2.8512 1.4299 0.9762 0.5097
9.0 0.5845 0.0982 0.2548 0.3587 0.1710 0.2410
10.0 0.0055 0.0078 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000
AVERAGE 6.0173 0.0401 5.4669 0.0040 4.8304 0.0500
Ohc Y – O (%)
n YAS-24 y=0.1 YAS-24 y=0.2 YAS-24 y=0.3
0.0 37.0113 1.1658 10.3768 1.9850 4.2180 1.2722
1.0 46.9372 2.1070 40.8266 1.2151 22.3029 0.0872
2.0 13.6418 0.3220 36.9259 2.0190 36.2158 5.7500
3.0 2.2022 0.3259 10.6077 0.6201 25.7142 4.3131
4.0 0.2075 0.2934 0.8490 0.0246 9.5516 1.8078
5.0 0.0000 0.0000 0.4141 0.5856 1.7862 1.2765
6.0 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.2113 0.2879
7.0 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000
8.0 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000
9.0 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000
10.0 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000
AVERAGE 0.8166 0.0069 1.5197 0.0751 2.2028 0.1324
Species
OH – Si 0.2791 0.0162 0.3476 0.0014 0.4397 0.0208
OH – Al 0.6994 0.0222 0.8237 0.0015 0.7379 0.0011
OH – Y 1.5968 0.0081 1.5701 0.0122 1.6030 0.0535
Y – Y 1.1204 0.0184 1.2041 0.0210 1.2300 0.0388 1.3012 0.0029
Y – Si 1.3978 0.0038 1.1506 0.0136 1.0422 0.0628 1.0284 0.0025
Y – Al 1.0307 0.0093 1.0414 0.0081 1.0116 0.0609 1.0005 0.0052
Si – Si 1.0873 0.0200 1.3810 0.0008 1.6058 0.0075 1.5386 0.0164
Si – Al 1.1528 0.0030 1.1589 0.0048 1.1128 0.0067 1.1858 0.0069
Al – Al 1.6741 0.0623 1.5378 0.0040 1.5568 0.0526 1.6390 0.0029
Clustering R = N(obs)/N(hom)
YAS-24 YAS-24 y=0.1 YAS-24 y=0.2 YAS-24 y=0.3
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17) A) Partial Yttrium Coordination due to Hydroxyls
B) Hydroxyl Coordination to Yttrium (Free OH)
C) Hydroxyls Coordinated to Yttrium attached to Si or Al
n
1.0 46.9372 2.1070 40.8266 1.2151 22.3029 0.0872
2.0 13.6418 0.3220 36.9259 2.0190 36.2158 5.7500
3.0 2.2022 0.3259 10.6077 0.6201 25.7142 4.3131
4.0 0.2075 0.2934 0.8490 0.0246 9.5516 1.8078
5.0 0.0000 0.0000 0.4141 0.5856 1.7862 1.2765
6.0 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.2113 0.2879
7.0 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000
8.0 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000
9.0 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000
10.0 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000
AVERAGE 0.8166 0.0069 1.5197 0.0751 2.2028 0.1324
0.816572591 1.519679101 2.202824358
n
1.0 0.6257 0.2981 0.2354 0.2758 0.8603 1.1314
2.0 21.7333 4.3119 35.1651 6.0160 51.8454 5.7402
3.0 7.1007 2.7412 14.2863 0.7124 18.3635 0.3357
4.0 0.3776 0.4777 0.5723 0.2226 1.1497 1.2902
5.0 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000
6.0 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000
7.0 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000
8.0 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000
9.0 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000
10.0 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000
AVERAGE 0.6690 0.0201 1.1571 0.1478 1.6424 0.1878
n
1.0 6.3231 2.2698 21.2633 5.6142 30.4880 3.5342
2.0 3.8653 0.2727 7.4775 0.8031 11.3876 2.1861
3.0 0.2329 0.3255 0.0119 0.0168 0.9264 0.7883
4.0 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000
5.0 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000
6.0 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000
7.0 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000
8.0 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000
9.0 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000
10.0 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000
AVERAGE 0.1475 0.0270 0.3625 0.0727 0.5604 0.0554
C) Si/Al ONLY Ohc Y – O (%)
YAS-24 y=0.1 YAS-24 y=0.2 YAS-24 y=0.3
A) Ohc Y – O (%)
YAS-24 y=0.1 YAS-24 y=0.2 YAS-24 y=0.3
B) FREE ONLY Ohc Y – O (%)
YAS-24 y=0.1 YAS-24 y=0.2 YAS-24 y=0.3
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1c) Supplementary Material – YAS30
Here, listed in tables are other relevant information regarding the simulations
whereby YAS30 was hydrated.
1) Silicon Qn Distribution
2) Silicon Qn Distribution – Si - O - Al
3) Silicon Qn Distribution – Si - O - Si
Si Qn (%)
n YAS30 YAS30+H y=0.1 YAS30+H y=0.2 YAS30+H y=0.3
0.0 4.0888 0.0441 0.6000 0.8485 1.2016 0.0023 0.4000 0.5657
1.0 24.9424 4.5119 13.2523 1.6194 9.5589 0.0000 6.7301 1.1087
2.0 40.5352 4.7552 29.8120 0.6091 29.8064 0.0000 28.4648 0.7863
3.0 24.8192 1.1178 36.3789 1.4169 41.7093 0.0000 45.4667 0.2414
4.0 5.6144 1.4052 18.3104 1.7008 17.7253 0.0000 18.9384 2.7021
5.0 0.0000 0.0000 1.2333 0.1014 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000
6.0 0.0000 0.0000 0.3619 0.4748 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000
7.0 0.0000 0.0000 0.0512 0.0724 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000
8.0 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000
9.0 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000
10.0 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000
NC 2.0293 0.0273 2.6395 0.0011 2.6520 0.0068 2.7581 0.0740
CROSS SiQn (%)
n YAS30 YAS30+H y=0.1 YAS30+H y=0.2 YAS30+H y=0.3
0.0 14.4208 1.6360 13.6099 1.1461 15.0771 2.6583 10.5480 1.5700
1.0 32.2528 2.1292 29.4088 1.1265 28.9792 3.1135 31.2320 3.1852
2.0 31.3936 3.5932 30.5523 2.1900 33.6763 10.5459 30.6320 4.7729
3.0 15.6560 0.4322 15.8856 1.4553 13.4344 2.0678 16.8360 1.0375
4.0 5.0288 0.5453 7.4429 2.4125 7.2659 2.5030 7.3755 0.2331
5.0 1.0312 0.4989 2.5005 0.1912 1.3453 0.4371 3.1621 1.1246
6.0 0.2112 0.2987 0.6000 0.8485 0.2176 0.2278 0.2144 0.3025
7.0 0.0056 0.0079 0.0000 0.0000 0.0043 0.0060 0.0000 0.0000
8.0 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000
9.0 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000
10.0 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000
NC 1.6859 0.0419 1.8404 0.0402 1.7376 0.0099 1.8960 0.0473
LIKE SiQn (%)
n YAS30 YAS30+H y=0.1 YAS30+H y=0.2 YAS30+H y=0.3
0.0 60.4240 0.1652 28.6416 4.1740 23.9875 2.2722 24.2925 2.1108
1.0 31.3984 0.8463 44.1451 8.5185 44.6144 0.2715 43.9163 1.2498
2.0 7.9776 0.7286 22.3883 4.2894 26.5981 1.9780 25.7912 1.9923
3.0 0.2000 0.2828 4.1544 0.4107 4.4000 0.5657 5.6000 1.1314
4.0 0.0000 0.0000 0.6704 0.3553 0.4000 0.0000 0.4000 0.0000
5.0 0.0000 0.0000 0.0003 0.0004 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000
6.0 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000
7.0 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000
8.0 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000
9.0 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000
10.0 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000
NC 0.4795 0.0146 1.0407 0.0013 1.1261 0.0538 1.1390 0.018
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4) Aluminium Qn Distribution
5) Aluminium Qn Distribution – Al - O - Si
6) Aluminium Qn Distribution – Al - O - Al
Al Qn (%)
n YAS30 YAS30+H y=0.1 YAS30+H y=0.2 YAS30+H y=0.3
0.0 0.0070 0.0099 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000
1.0 1.0200 0.0481 1.8573 1.6160 0.5000 0.0000 2.1963 1.6919
2.0 8.2980 2.1043 7.9787 1.6612 7.6180 0.0000 9.0697 1.2158
3.0 22.4900 0.9475 28.6500 0.0160 27.1840 0.0000 22.8300 0.2300
4.0 39.0470 1.9332 35.7293 5.6371 43.3573 0.0000 37.8083 1.7569
5.0 25.9280 3.3093 22.8133 1.9827 19.0680 0.0000 24.1510 1.0658
6.0 3.1840 2.1383 2.9713 0.3932 2.2727 0.0000 3.6497 0.3295
7.0 0.0260 0.0141 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.2950 0.1843
8.0 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000
9.0 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000
10.0 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000
NC 3.9020 0.0425 3.7858 0.0539 3.7969 0.0139 3.8478 0.0824
CROSS Al Qn (%)
n YAS30 YAS30+H y=0.1 YAS30+H y=0.2 YAS30+H y=0.3
0.0 7.1860 0.8089 6.2250 0.3125 7.5083 2.8817 4.4003 0.5662
1.0 21.2000 2.4862 21.7827 0.3158 22.7420 2.4673 20.7797 1.9719
2.0 29.5930 2.9911 30.5200 1.8064 34.9650 6.1730 29.2437 0.4078
3.0 27.2550 2.1114 24.1413 2.2939 20.8977 0.9829 30.5617 0.7189
4.0 12.6190 4.7164 12.6537 1.8851 9.3327 0.7854 10.0107 2.8709
5.0 2.1160 1.2841 4.1393 2.2411 3.0827 1.1879 4.2677 1.8323
6.0 0.0310 0.0071 0.2683 0.3785 1.2100 1.0343 0.4837 0.0165
7.0 0.0000 0.0000 0.2697 0.3814 0.2617 0.3701 0.2527 0.3564
8.0 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000
9.0 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000
10.0 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000
NC 2.2339 0.0257 2.3006 0.0502 2.1720 0.0123 2.3700 0.0592
LIKE Al Qn (%)
n YAS30 YAS30+H y=0.1 YAS30+H y=0.2 YAS30+H y=0.3
0.0 8.8670 1.5684 10.3700 0.2630 9.1027 0.2564 11.4977 0.7010
1.0 22.8850 1.2488 25.1980 5.7379 25.5043 1.2836 23.8217 2.5640
2.0 33.5880 0.3734 31.9667 3.4884 33.7750 4.9285 31.0950 6.5417
3.0 23.0340 1.2134 21.6213 4.5575 20.2660 0.7429 21.4500 1.4585
4.0 9.4920 2.0110 8.5193 0.8532 9.4890 2.1623 9.7553 3.4318
5.0 1.9930 1.2912 2.0803 0.8518 1.6127 0.1292 2.1047 0.0547
6.0 0.1410 0.1994 0.2443 0.3399 0.2503 0.3540 0.2757 0.1570
7.0 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000
8.0 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000
9.0 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000
10.0 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000
NC 2.0794 0.0375 1.9994 0.0520 2.0137 0.0507 2.0156 0.0637
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7) Total Silicon Coordination (OH+O)
8) Partial Silicon Coordination (O)
9) Partial Silicon Coordination (OH)
TOTAL (Oc+OHc) Si - O (%)
n YAS30 YAS30+H y=0.1 YAS30+H y=0.2 YAS30+H y=0.3
1.0 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000
2.0 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000
3.0 0.4232 0.1640 0.0179 0.0087 0.7963 0.0053 0.6397 0.3390
4.0 99.5768 0.1640 99.9821 0.0087 99.2037 0.0053 99.3603 0.3390
5.0 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000
6.0 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000
7.0 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000
8.0 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000
9.0 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000
10.0 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000
AVERAGE 3.9958 0.0016 3.9998 0.0001 3.9920 0.0001 3.9936 0.0034
Oc Si - O (%)
n YAS30 y=0.1 YAS30 y=0.2 YAS30 y=0.3
1.0 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000
2.0 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.4000 0.5657
3.0 2.4179 1.1400 7.1960 2.8228 15.4059 1.9882
4.0 97.5821 1.1400 92.8040 2.8228 84.1941 2.5539
5.0 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000
6.0 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000
7.0 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000
8.0 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000
9.0 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000
10.0 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000
AVERAGE 3.9758 0.0114 3.9280 0.0282 3.8379 0.0312
Ohc Si - O (%)
n YAS30 y=0.1 YAS30 y=0.2 YAS30 y=0.3
0.0 97.6000 1.1314 93.6003 2.8280 84.8339 2.2148
1.0 2.4000 1.1314 6.3997 2.8280 14.7661 1.6492
2.0 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.4000 0.5657
3.0 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000
4.0 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000
5.0 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000
6.0 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000
7.0 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000
8.0 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000
9.0 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000
10.0 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000
AVERAGE 0.0240 0.0113 0.0640 0.0283 0.1557 0.0278
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10) Total Aluminium Coordination (OH+O)
11) Partial Aluminium Coordination (O)
12) Partial Aluminium Coordination (OH)
TOTAL (Oc+OHc) Al – O (%)
n YAS30 YAS30+H y=0.1 YAS30+H y=0.2 YAS30+H y=0.3
1.0 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000
2.0 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000
3.0 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000
4.0 48.1940 3.0490 44.3353 0.8146 47.5760 3.9956 43.4153 1.3718
5.0 46.5000 5.4362 49.4430 0.0259 46.1620 5.9934 47.2763 1.5504
6.0 5.2800 2.3731 6.2213 0.7891 6.2603 1.9955 8.4990 0.3635
7.0 0.0260 0.0141 0.0003 0.0005 0.0017 0.0024 0.8093 0.5421
8.0 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000
9.0 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000
10.0 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000
AVERAGE 4.5714 0.0065 4.6189 0.0160 4.5869 0.0200 4.6670 0.0065
Oc Al – O (%)
n YAS30 y=0.1 YAS30 y=0.2 YAS30 y=0.3
1.0 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000
2.0 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000
3.0 0.5867 0.5845 3.8923 0.8688 5.7877 0.3842
4.0 51.1640 0.5336 60.0147 2.3127 58.6307 3.5271
5.0 43.9040 0.5534 33.9777 2.0134 32.6070 4.9389
6.0 4.3453 0.5025 2.1147 1.1691 2.9747 1.0277
7.0 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000
8.0 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000
9.0 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000
10.0 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000
AVERAGE 4.5201 0.0013 4.3431 0.0522 4.3277 0.0327
Ohc Al – O (%)
n YAS30 y=0.1 YAS30 y=0.2 YAS30 y=0.3
0.0 90.1220 1.4708 78.4575 5.6632 69.5573 2.4796
1.0 9.8773 1.4717 18.7127 4.1116 27.2200 2.0148
2.0 0.0007 0.0009 2.8298 1.5516 2.9543 0.7924
3.0 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.2683 0.3276
4.0 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000
5.0 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000
6.0 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000
7.0 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000
8.0 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000
9.0 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000
10.0 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000
AVERAGE 0.0988 0.0147 0.2437 0.0721 0.3393 0.0262
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13) Total Yttrium Coordination (OH+O)
14) Partial Yttrium Coordination (O)
15) Partial Ytrrium Coordination (OH)
TOTAL (Oc+OHc) Y – O (%)
n YAS30 YAS30+H y=0.1 YAS30+H y=0.2 YAS30+H y=0.3
1.0 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000
2.0 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000
3.0 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000
4.0 0.0060 0.0085 0.1667 0.2357 0.0000 0.0000 0.1667 0.2357
5.0 2.3187 0.5412 2.5338 0.2206 0.6731 0.2285 1.2169 0.0471
6.0 23.3893 0.6883 27.9667 1.7191 18.1562 1.0864 13.6722 1.4994
7.0 44.3360 1.6235 42.6638 0.0820 42.6676 1.1521 42.5640 2.5022
8.0 24.3540 0.3215 21.2356 0.9522 31.3233 3.2763 30.7353 2.3423
9.0 5.2740 0.2951 4.9698 0.2332 7.0136 1.2172 10.9164 5.9190
10.0 0.2893 0.3300 0.4638 0.6307 0.1662 0.0490 0.7251 0.1461
AVERAGE 7.0750 0.0135 6.9903 0.0530 7.2635 0.0132 7.3811 0.1066
Oc Y – O (%)
n YAS30 y=0.1 YAS30 y=0.2 YAS30 y=0.3
1.0 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.1731 0.2448
2.0 0.0000 0.0000 0.0004 0.0006 1.2962 0.0437
3.0 0.4058 0.2351 1.6262 1.1433 8.5607 0.2146
4.0 3.6418 0.5431 8.9931 1.8589 17.2449 1.1232
5.0 22.4927 2.8633 28.6364 0.0308 29.4636 1.8894
6.0 34.4247 4.7502 35.8751 1.9975 27.6727 1.9551
7.0 26.5371 3.7558 20.3129 2.2125 10.9218 2.0170
8.0 10.0940 1.4020 3.6713 0.7791 4.0764 0.1873
9.0 2.4007 0.3089 0.8202 0.0537 0.5247 0.1945
10.0 0.0033 0.0022 0.0642 0.0663 0.0660 0.0933
AVERAGE 6.2295 0.0082 5.7887 0.0003 5.2523 0.0055
Ohc Y – O (%)
n YAS30 y=0.1 YAS30 y=0.2 YAS30 y=0.3
0.0 37.9144 2.8306 11.9349 0.8250 6.8753 1.1436
1.0 49.1642 2.7062 42.7160 0.9202 23.9876 2.1999
2.0 11.8429 1.4007 32.8973 0.3476 33.3918 6.2555
3.0 1.0784 1.5252 10.8411 0.1166 23.1538 2.2326
4.0 0.0000 0.0000 1.6107 0.3690 10.2704 1.1619
5.0 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 2.3169 1.7989
6.0 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0042 0.0060
7.0 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000
8.0 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000
9.0 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000
10.0 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000
AVERAGE 0.7609 0.0448 1.4748 0.0135 2.1292 0.1006
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16) YAS30 Dry and Hydrated Clustering Ratios
Species
OH – Si 0.368 0.014 0.180 0.036 0.303 0.029
OH – Al 0.973 0.027 0.798 0.133 0.704 0.004
OH – Y 1.469 0.002 1.576 0.068 1.589 0.076
Y – Y 1.167 0.016 1.217 0.018 1.240 0.013 3.289 2.880
Y – Si 1.472 0.006 1.179 0.003 1.184 0.015 1.128 0.005
Y – Al 1.122 0.012 1.110 0.009 1.078 0.012 1.040 0.001
Si – Si 1.027 0.003 1.522 0.016 1.546 0.039 1.824 0.321
Si – Al 1.134 0.065 0.889 0.003 0.973 0.030 1.005 0.000
Al – Al 1.659 0.015 1.342 0.001 1.378 0.001 2.034 0.883
Clustering R = N(obs)/N(hom)
YAS30 YAS30+H y=0.1 YAS30+H y=0.2 YAS30+H y=0.3
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17) A) Partial Yttrium Coordination due to Hydroxyls
B) Hydroxyl Coordination to Yttrium (Free OH)
C) Hydroxyls Coordinated to Yttrium attached to Si or Al
n
1.0 49.164 2.706 42.716 0.920 23.988 2.200
2.0 11.843 1.401 32.897 0.348 33.392 6.256
3.0 1.078 1.525 10.841 0.117 23.154 2.233
4.0 0.000 0.000 1.611 0.369 10.270 1.162
5.0 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 2.317 1.799
6.0 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.004 0.006
7.0 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000
8.0 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000
9.0 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000
10.0 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000
AVERAGE 0.761 0.045 1.475 0.014 2.129 0.101
0.76085332 1.47476667 2.12923997
n
1.0 0.000 0.000 0.169 0.235 0.474 0.199
2.0 11.953 0.694 23.789 2.355 35.479 0.313
3.0 12.842 1.833 22.431 0.475 31.452 2.910
4.0 0.748 0.112 0.816 0.267 1.027 0.195
5.0 0.000 0.000 0.014 0.019 0.098 0.139
6.0 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000
7.0 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000
8.0 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000
9.0 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000
10.0 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000
AVERAGE 0.654 0.046 1.184 0.049 1.704 0.091
n
1.0 3.937 0.875 7.736 0.013 15.004 1.200
2.0 3.256 0.308 9.291 2.927 12.811 0.219
3.0 0.072 0.060 0.924 0.152 0.637 0.876
4.0 0.000 0.000 0.003 0.004 0.000 0.000
5.0 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000
6.0 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000
7.0 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000
8.0 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000
9.0 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000
10.0 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000
AVERAGE 0.107 0.001 0.291 0.063 0.425 0.010
Si/Al ONLY Ohc Y – O (%)
YAS30 y=0.1 YAS30 y=0.2 YAS30 y=0.3
Ohc Y – O (%)
YAS30 y=0.1 YAS30 y=0.2 YAS30 y=0.3
FREE ONLY Ohc Y – O (%)
YAS30 y=0.1 YAS30 y=0.2 YAS30 y=0.3
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2) YBG Yttrium Bioglass (With Phosphorus)
Here are the full set of clustering ratio values regarding the simulations in which
YBG was hydrate. The bold numbers are the ratios and beside each ratio is the standard
deviation.
1) Clustering Ratios for Hydrated YBG
Species
OH – Si 0.711 0.120 1.180 0.025 1.099 0.010
OH – P 1.766 0.946 1.668 0.126 1.569 0.129
OH – Y 2.011 0.344 1.893 0.008 1.899 0.002
OH – Na 1.186 0.211 0.744 0.017 1.165 0.019
OH – Ca 1.890 0.105 2.277 0.028 1.520 0.027
Y – Y 1.653 0.098 2.016 0.092 2.030 0.007 2.308 0.032
Y – Si 1.285 0.012 1.169 0.022 1.093 0.007 0.649 0.569
Y – P 2.000 0.288 1.049 0.269 2.196 0.058 0.615 0.530
Y – Na 1.053 0.038 1.224 0.014 1.052 0.002 0.652 0.620
Y – Ca 0.776 0.033 1.177 0.010 1.290 0.030 0.701 0.695
Si – Si 1.377 0.000 1.470 0.022 1.494 0.003 1.544 0.033
Si – P 0.274 0.038 1.110 0.047 0.968 0.002 0.597 0.424
Si – Na 1.234 0.002 1.082 0.028 1.092 0.005 0.670 0.621
Si – Ca 1.169 0.008 1.165 0.029 1.223 0.031 0.662 0.604
P – P 7.130 0.007 7.244 0.004 7.404 0.001 8.347 1.139
P – Na 1.312 0.002 1.067 0.016 1.148 0.001 0.629 0.558
P – Ca 1.334 0.003 0.741 0.025 0.454 0.006 0.420 0.311
Na – Na 1.244 0.042 1.729 0.025 1.798 0.002 1.595 0.157
Na – Ca 0.914 0.028 0.985 0.012 0.959 0.000 0.644 0.516
Ca – Ca 1.267 0.065 1.128 0.023 1.032 0.011 1.310 0.199
YBG_DRY YBG_0.1 YBG_0.2 YBG_0.3
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3) YBG-P Yttrium Bioglass (Without Phosphorus)
Here are the full set of clustering ratio values regarding the simulations in which
YBG-P was hydrated. The bold numbers are the ratios and beside each ratio is the
standard deviation.
1) Clustering Ratios for Hydrated YBG-P
Species
OH – Si 0.857 0.086 1.099 0.090 1.179 0.124
OH – Y 1.851 0.118 1.750 0.195 1.976 0.107
OH – Na 1.240 0.288 0.725 0.043 1.196 0.025
OH – Ca 2.209 0.556 2.328 0.046 1.571 0.045
Y – Y 1.379 0.486 1.977 0.038 1.926 0.140 2.293 0.010
Y – Si 0.647 0.914 1.165 0.017 1.056 0.045 1.061 0.012
Y – Na 0.513 0.725 1.219 0.005 1.022 0.045 1.098 0.011
Y – Ca 0.399 0.565 1.201 0.043 1.351 0.117 1.205 0.018
Si – Si 0.879 0.704 1.506 0.028 1.519 0.039 1.427 0.198
Si – Na 0.617 0.872 1.113 0.015 1.122 0.047 1.005 0.147
Si – Ca 0.582 0.822 1.199 0.077 1.230 0.042 1.096 0.010
Na – Na 0.794 0.595 1.669 0.060 1.810 0.014 1.719 0.018
Na – Ca 0.467 0.660 0.844 0.187 0.975 0.023 1.007 0.002
Ca – Ca 0.791 0.608 1.109 0.003 1.007 0.046 1.173 0.005
YBG_DRY YBG_0.1 YBG_0.2 YBG_0.3
